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Introduction





Citizen Lobbyists

Citizens’ political activity in local government can take
three basic forms. First, they can partake in elections, voting for
local officials, volunteering for political campaigns, giving cam-
paign contributions, or running for office themselves. Second, cit-
izens can engage the policy-making process directly, prodding
officials to take desired policy actions. Toward this end, citizens
can attend city council meetings, organize protests, circulate peti-
tions, or engage in a host of other activities. Third, citizens can
bypass local governments altogether and address community issues
through civic organizations, working with their fellow citizens to
make positive improvements to their communities outside of the
formal channels of government.

This book examines the second type of activity: engaging the
local policy-making process. When thinking about this form of
political participation, there are four central research questions:

1. Who participates?
2. What issues do they try to influence?
3. What activities do they engage in?
4. Are they effective?

All four questions are interrelated. Who participates will influence
what issues generate the most participation. Also, citizens may
engage in different activities depending on the issue, and their
effectiveness may be a partial function of who is participating and
how they participate. Although the four research questions are
interrelated, separating them is valuable because they constitute
four distinct aspects of citizen participation. Despite their connec-
tions, each question focuses on a different piece of the participation
puzzle, and each needs to be answered to develop a complete pic-
ture of how citizens engage policy making.

Political scientists have generally focused on the first and the last
question: who participates and are they effective. I focus on the sec-
ond and third questions. Citizens—with limited time to devote to
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politics and an endless array of issues—need to decide which issues
they will try to influence. Why do they choose to participate on
issue A and not issue B? To pose the question from a different
angle, what types of public policies will generate high levels of par-
ticipation? This line of questioning examines the patterns of partic-
ipation across local policies, observing what types of issues generate
the most interest and participation from citizens.

Once citizens decide to participate, what activities do they
engage in to accomplish their political goals? On a local level, citi-
zens have many options for participation: attending public meet-
ings, contacting officials, petitions, protests, and other activities.
Which of these activities do they utilize in their participatory
efforts? I also study the strategies that citizens employ. Do they
engage in pressure tactics in an effort to force officials to accede to
their demands or do they try to persuade officials on the merits
of their position? Do they rely primarily on formal channels of par-
ticipation (such as public meetings) or do they utilize informal
channels to accomplish their goals?

A case study approach was chosen for this research because it
allows for a thorough and deep examination of the nature of citi-
zen engagement with the policy-making process. It allows us to
develop a comprehensive picture of citizen participation, which is
more than just an aggregation of individual participatory acts. The
details of citizens’ participatory activity and how specific activities
fit together into overall strategies are important elements in
understanding the dynamics of citizen engagement with policy
making. Further, a case study approach creates opportunities to
examine in detail the patterns of participation across policies, not
just documenting which policies generate the most participation
but also exploring how the characteristics of those policies influ-
ence participation patterns. The richness and depth afforded by a
case study approach is particularly important given the lack of
scholarly attention to the research questions addressed in this
study and the absence of prior conceptualization of how citizens
engage the policy-making process.

The downside to a case study approach is one cannot make reli-
able generalizations. The city chosen for this study—Santa Ana,
California—is not a “typical” city, and it is doubtful that there is
any such creature. I do not present the findings from Santa Ana as
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applicable to all cities in all circumstances. I suspect that many of
the findings capture the essence of participation in other cities, but
verification of that argument will have to wait for further research.
The goal of this research is not to make sweeping generalizations
about all cities, but rather to conceptualize the nature of citizen
engagement with the policy-making process. Even if the findings
from Santa Ana do not apply to all cities, the evidence presented
in this book will advance the research on citizen participation by
developing a framework for understanding how citizens partici-
pate in policy making. It can also help us explore the implications
that it has for local democratic practices more generally; we can
use the findings from Santa Ana as a platform from which to exam-
ine the actual and potential impact of this form of citizen partici-
pation on the quality and extent of democratic decision making in
local government.

With a population of 320,000, Santa Ana is an older suburb of
Los Angeles located about thirty miles south of downtown. Santa
Ana’s size makes it a good venue to study citizen participation: it is
small enough to allow citizens to get directly involved in policy
making, but it is still large enough to have significant urban prob-
lems and thus a broad range of policies on which to participate.
Santa Ana was once a largely Anglo middle-class suburb, but it is
now a diverse city with a majority Latino population and economic
challenges. It shares some common characteristics with other older
suburbs in terms of its demographic transformation, infrastructure
problems, and loss of tax revenue. However, it also has some
unique features, such as an extremely high Latino population (over
75 percent) and a major problem with overcrowding.

Santa Ana is also a good setting for exploring citizens’ engage-
ment with the policy-making process because of its political diver-
sity. The politics of Santa Ana reflect both the city’s status as a
“suburb” and its large minority population, with a variety of dif-
ferent types of issues on the public agenda. Many different groups
of citizens participate in Santa Ana politics on issues ranging from
traffic mitigation to school overcrowding to public safety. Its poli-
tics are multi-dimensional without one overriding issue. The
diversity of Santa Ana politics allows for an examination of partici-
pation in different contexts and by different groups. Its political
diversity is not only a unique feature that sets it apart from many
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other cities, it also contributes to the value of Santa Ana as a case
study by presenting a setting where different types of issues are on
the public agenda and various groups of participants are active in
political life.

Citizen Engagement in Local Policy Making

Citizen engagement with the policy-making process encompasses
both citizens’ selection of issues on which they participate and the
specific activities they perform to influence those issues. Of the many
issues local governments tackle every year, only a handful will gen-
erate any participation from citizens. When citizens choose to par-
ticipate on issue A rather than issue B, they determine the context
in which they enter the policy-making process. Once citizens decide
what issues they will try to influence, they can perform a variety of
political acts to accomplish their goals, including everything from
talking to officials, to speaking at public meetings, to street protests.
Further, citizens can insert themselves into the policy-making
process at different points in time, ranging from when an issue is
first being discussed by officials to the implementation stage. They
can engage policy making in a confrontational mode, attempting to
influence policy through pressure, or they can try to work with offi-
cials to persuade them of the merits of their policy views. Citizens
have many choices regarding how to approach political activity, and
the choices they make will influence the manner in which they
engage the policy-making process.

We can sort through this variation by identifying a few ideal-
types of how citizens engage the policy-making process. Below are
five descriptions of roles that citizens perform in relation to local
policy making. These categories highlight different approaches to
participation rather than discriminating between participatory
activities and/or participant motives, although each approach
varies along these criteria. This scheme is a conceptualization of
the relationship between participants and governmental decision
makers, not a classification of the participation itself. The roles are
not mutually exclusive, and citizens can engage in different roles
at various times. Though they do not present a stark either-or
choice for citizens, this classification scheme is valuable because it
highlights the different ways that citizens can engage the local
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policy-making process and can provide a structure to analyses of
citizens’ political activity by identifying general approaches to
influencing government.

1. Citizens as Watchdogs. Most citizens are not politically active,
have little interest in public affairs, and consequently do not
participate extensively (Putnam 2000; Dahl 1961). However,
many citizens participate occasionally, particularly when gov-
ernment is proposing to do something undesirable. Here, citi-
zens enter the policy process as watchdogs. They generally do
not participate but will do so to prevent unwanted actions by
local governments. Their participation is reactive; rather than
setting the agenda themselves, they respond to the agenda set
by government officials. Their participation is also obstruction-
ist in that their goal is to prevent government from doing some-
thing unwanted rather than proposing a solution to a specific
problem. Their obstruction may be beneficial to the community
(e.g., by preventing a land use decision that will reduce the
community’s quality of life), but its fundamental goal is to pre-
vent government from doing something rather than solving
community problems. In most cases, government officials will
disagree with the participants’ views (given that they were the
ones who placed the issue on the agenda to begin with), and
thus citizens’ strategies will focus on pressuring officials rather
than persuading them.

2. Citizens as Collaborative Problem Solvers. Some scholars promote
participation as a way to address difficult political and social
issues that communities face (Boyte 2004; Mathews 1999).
Rather than reacting to the government’s agenda, collaborate
problem solvers proactively address issues that they feel are
important to the community, or ones on which they can have a
positive impact. To accomplish these goals, citizens work with
policy makers to develop solutions to the problems identified.
Although most participation focuses on solving perceived prob-
lems, what separates this approach is that participants collabo-
rate with policy makers rather than confront or pressure them.
Much of their work may occur outside of the formal policy-
making process, where they address community problems
without government involvement. When they do engage the
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policy-making process, their work mode is one of deliberation
and collaboration with officials to develop mutually satisfactory
policy. Their political activities will mostly be informal and pri-
vate, working one-on-one with officials. When they do engage
in public activities, they will avoid confrontation with officials to
maintain good working relationships.

3. Citizens as Lobbyists. The third role citizens can assume is that of
lobbyist. Here, citizens identify issues of importance to them,
develop a set of political goals, and lobby government to
accomplish them. They differ from community problem solvers
in that their work mode is not necessarily collaborative or delib-
erative, resorting to pressure tactics as needed. Further, their
focus is likely to be on more specific issues: collaborative prob-
lem solvers may tackle “big” issues, such as affordable housing
or poverty, whereas citizen lobbyists will turn their attention to
neighborhood issues, such as the construction of a particular
low-income housing project. Unlike watchdogs, they are some-
times proactive in setting the agenda and defining issues.
Citizen lobbyists engage in the same activities as conventional
lobbyists, such as attempting to persuade officials, pressuring
them, mobilizing other citizens, and conveying information to
both the public and officials. Although they differ from con-
ventional lobbyists in that they are not paid by a third party for
their services, their engagement in the policy-making process is
the same: they identify issues of importance to them, develop
political goals, and engage in a variety of political activities to
accomplish those goals.

4. Citizens as Pawns. The previous three roles have citizens taking
some initiative in deciding on which issues they will participate
and the types of activities in which they engage. However, we
can imagine scenarios where they do the bidding of elites either
within or outside of government. Rather than determining
which issues to participate on, citizens would follow the lead of
elected officials or interest groups who coordinate and mobilize
citizens to participate. In this role, citizens’ political activity is
coordinated by elites who organize rallies, start petition drives,
or mobilize citizens to attend public meetings. Citizens will-
ingly partake in this activity because they believe in the goals
they are trying to achieve (i.e., they are not being misled or
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manipulated), but they are not deciding the manner in which
they participate. In other words, their engagement with the
policy-making process is directed and coordinated by elites.

5. Citizens as Ideological Activists. Finally, citizens may participate
to push ideological agendas. Here, citizens choose which issues to
participate on according to their relevance for a larger ideolog-
ical agenda. The issues may not directly influence them or have
significant impact on the community, but they are important
within the context of ideological battles. This approach differs
from the first three in that decisions concerning what issues to
participate on and how to participate are informed by a larger
partisan context, rather than the specifics of the issues them-
selves. Of course, all participants are likely to have an ideology
that informs their participation, but what distinguishes this
approach is that participation is derivative of participants’ ide-
ological goals, rather than just being influenced by them.
Given the nature of the issues they attempt to influence, their
activity is likely to be confrontational and public. They may
collaborate with sympathetic officials, but they are more prone
to pressure tactics.

I assess which of these models represents citizens’ engagement
with the local policy-making process and argue, as the title sug-
gests, that in Santa Ana most participants engaged the policy-
making process as lobbyists. Citizens approached policy making in
the same way as conventional lobbyists, engaging in a variety of
political activities to accomplish specific goals. At times, partici-
pants exhibited some of the characteristics of the other roles, with
occasional ideological battles and a few efforts to solve broad
social or political problems. There were also one or two instances
where citizen participation was directed and managed by elites.
However, the dominant mode of participation was as citizen lob-
byists. Participants’ focus was typically on narrow neighborhood
issues rather than overarching social problems, and at times, they
were proactive in setting the agenda. As do lobbyists, they relied
heavily on social networks and informal communication in their
participatory efforts. Thus, the citizens-as-lobbyists model cap-
tures the nature of their engagement with local policy making in
Santa Ana.
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The Patterns and Forms of Citizens Participation

This book is divided into four parts: an introduction, one section
each on the two central research questions, and a concluding chap-
ter. Both research questions (What issues do they try to influence?
and What activities do they engage in?) explore aspects of citizen
engagement with local policy making and examine why citizens
resemble lobbyists in their participatory activity. Below are brief
summaries of the findings.

1. Patterns of Participation

Part II asks why some local issues generate significant participation
whereas others do not. To address this question, I explore the
validity and implications of four possible answers. My methodology
in this section is primarily inductive; these four answers suggested
themselves in interviews conducted with participants (described
below). I assess the validity of each of these factors by drawing on
the qualitative data collected from participant interviews, analysis
of meeting minutes, and media information. The focus is largely
exploratory: my goal is to examine whether these four propositions
are feasible explanations for participation patterns in Santa Ana and
to draw out the implications of these findings.

Policy Characteristics. Policies differ in how they impact citizens.
Some policies have a direct impact on citizens’ lives and have clear
implications for how they live on a day-to-day basis. Other policies
are more obscure, may have nebulous effects, and may only indi-
rectly influence citizens’ daily routines. I argue that these differences
influence the likelihood that citizens will participate on an issue. The
decision to participate on a given policy is not based on an abstract
notion of the importance or salience of an issue, but on a more spe-
cific type of salience derivative of the nature of the policy’s impact
on citizens. Policies that have direct and clear effects on citizens are
more likely to generate participation than those policies that do not
have these characteristics. The policies that generated participation
in Santa Ana were not necessarily those that were perceived as the
most important in some general sense, but those that had the most
direct and clear impact on citizens. In other words, the nature of a
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policy’s impact, rather than its extent, is the critical influence on citi-
zens’ participatory choices.

Policy Entrepreneurs. One influence on patterns of participation are
policy entrepreneurs, citizens who promote a policy agenda or
solution to a social problem. A policy entrepreneur could come up
with an idea and through their promotion of it, generate interest
and participation, acting as a mobilizing force. If such an incident
occurs, then we can explain some of the variation in participation
by reference to policy entrepreneurs: policy A received more par-
ticipation than policy B because it was pushed by an entrepreneur
who was able to get it on the public’s agenda and mobilize other
participants. The conclusion I draw from my analysis of entrepre-
neurs in Santa Ana is that they influence participation patterns by
creating opportunities to participate. By putting an issue on the
agenda, developing a strategy for addressing it, and mobilizing
interested citizens, policy entrepreneurs create an opportunity to
influence local policy that was previously lacking. With the oppor-
tunity presented to them, citizens are more likely to participate.
Although policy entrepreneurs in Santa Ana did not generate
groundswells of participation, and the issues receiving the most
participation were not necessarily the focus of policy entrepreneurs,
they did have a limited impact on participation patterns by shifting
some activity toward the issues and agendas they promoted.

Media. Do newspapers increase citizen activity on the issues they
cover? Given the importance of newspapers for informing citizens
about local government, we might expect to see some relationship:
newspapers familiarize citizens with a pressing local issue, prompt-
ing a few of these newly informed citizens to get involved. Of the
four factors analyzed, however, this factor is the only one that lacks
empirical support. The manner in which newspapers cover local
events minimizes their impact on participation: they generally do
not cover events until after the fact and offer sparse information on
how citizens can get involved. Further, participants rely on social
networks and personal experience, rather than newspapers, for
information on local politics. Even though the average citizen may
get most of his or her information about local politics from news-
papers, active citizens have other sources of information that
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reduces the importance of newspapers as an information source and
as a prompt for participation.

Urban Visions. One possible explanation for participation patterns is
that they reflect patterns of social conflict: the policy issues that
represent major social cleavages, the fault lines in society, are the
ones that generate the most participation. In other words, citizens
will participate on those issues that serve as proxies for larger
debates. If this argument is true, then we should see the greatest
level of participation on the issues that are representative of, or
have implications for, major social conflicts. The social cleavage
that repeatedly emerged from participant interviews—and one that
I argue is an important force in organizing participation—is the
debate over “urban visions.” An urban vision is a conception of
the functions and organization of the city. What purpose do cities
serve? Whose needs should they meet? What should be the primary
goals of city policy? Participants in Santa Ana fundamentally dis-
agreed over these questions, which oriented many of the debates
over local policy issues. The issues in Santa Ana that generated sig-
nificant participation often had implications for the urban visions
debate, explaining the interest in the issue and the controversy sur-
rounding it. Not every issue generating participation was relevant
to the urban visions debate, but enough of them were to conclude
that a connection to this debate was a factor in generating citizen
participation: citizens were more likely to participate on an issue if
it had implications for the urban visions debate.

2. How Citizens Participate

When citizens try to influence policy decisions, how do they go
about doing it? The goal of Part III is to analyze how citizens
attempt to influence local policy. According to my analysis of citizen
participation in Santa Ana, citizens utilized both formal and infor-
mal channels of influence and applied both public and private pres-
sure on officials. Citizens typically attempted to persuade officials of
the merits of their argument, primarily through personal communi-
cation with officials and comments at public meetings. If persuasion
did not produce the desired result, public pressure tactics were uti-
lized, although these were less common. Citizen participation was
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multifaceted (in that citizens engaged in many activities to accom-
plish their political goals), but participants usually lacked well-
structured strategies.

Two facets of citizen participation—the role of public meetings
and the value of social networks—stood out as being particularly
important for citizen efforts to influence local policy, and thus are
discussed at length in Chapters 8 and 9, respectively. Public meet-
ings are frequently attacked as useless democratic rituals that lack
deliberative qualities and fail to give citizens a voice in the policy-
making process. Though many of the criticisms leveled against
public meetings have merit, I argue that they do have a role to play
as a venue for citizen participation. They may not be very good at
accomplishing their primary goal of giving citizens the opportunity
to directly influence decisions made by governing bodies, but they
can be used to achieve other ends, such as conveying information
to officials and setting the agenda. Attending and speaking at pub-
lic meetings was such a common activity among participants in
Santa Ana because it helped them accomplish a variety of political
goals connected to their efforts to influence local policy.

Social networks also played a key role in citizen participation. I
argue in Chapter 9 that social networks are a political resource akin
to time, money, and civic skills that facilitate participation by help-
ing citizens achieve various political tasks. In the same way that cam-
paign contributions enhance access to officials, free time increases
the capacity to circulate petitions, and oratory skills help citizens
make persuasive arguments at public meetings, social networks assist
citizens in gathering information, mobilizing allies, pooling
resources, and performing other political activities. In Santa Ana,
participants relied heavily on social networks in their efforts to influ-
ence local policy, making these networks an important resource.

Methods

Both the City of Santa Ana and Santa Ana Unified School District
(SAUSD) were included in this study. The Santa Ana city govern-
ment is organized on a council-manager basis. The city council has
seven members, which includes a directly elected mayor. SAUSD,
like all school districts in California, is a separate entity from the
municipal government. Comprised of five members elected at large,
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the school board governs a district of over 60,000 students. The
district is geographically smaller than the city, containing about 85
percent of the city within its borders, with the remaining 15 percent
in neighboring school districts.

Politics in Santa Ana was quite contentious in the 1990s, the
time period for this study. The city council consistently had one
or two members vociferously opposed to the council majority led
by Mayor Dan Young and, later, his protégé Miguel Pulido. The
five-member school board had one or two conservative Christian
members who also consistently opposed the majority of the
board. These divisions led to a great amount of conflict and per-
sonal animosity. There was also conflict between the City and the
school district, leading to an inability of the two governments to
cooperate effectively.

Two primary data sources inform my analyses: interviews with
citizens active in Santa Ana politics and minutes of city council and
school board meetings.

Participant Interviews

The data I rely on most heavily are interviews with citizens active
in Santa Ana politics. Respondents were selected through a variety
of means: some names were gathered through newspaper reports of
citizen activities, some were culled from the minutes of city coun-
cil and school board meetings, some names were given to the
researcher by respondents already interviewed, and others came
from a list of neighborhood contacts provided by the City of Santa
Ana’s Neighborhood Development office. To be considered for
inclusion in the study, a citizen needed to be active in attempting
to influence Santa Ana city or school district policies.

Through these methods, a list was compiled of citizens who
were active in Santa Ana politics. I found contact information
(mailing address, phone number, and/or e-mail) for eighty-five
potential respondents. Between March and July 2001, I inter-
viewed fifty-five of the eighty-five citizens on the list.1 Most of the
remaining twenty-nine citizens did not respond to a request to be
interviewed, by either not returning phone calls or responding to a
letter. The contact information for a few citizens turned out to be
incorrect, and a few others were contacted but refused an interview.
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To get a better idea of the study population, we can look at
the types of civic organizations to which they belonged. During the
interview, respondents were asked to list their affiliations to civic
organizations and committees (only those organizations that have
a connection to local politics were included). Results are in Table
1.1. On average, respondents identified just under three organiza-
tions or committees each. Affiliations with neighborhood associ-
ations and Commlink, an umbrella group for the neighborhood
associations, topped the list. They were followed by city boards,
such as city advisory commissions and ad hoc committees.
Rounding out the list were nonprofits, business organizations,
parent–teacher associations, school district committees, and polit-
ical party organizations.

Table 1.1 identifies interview respondents as citizens highly
active in local political life. Although respondents may be more
active than the average citizen, the types of positions that respon-
dents held were not positions that conferred extensive political
power, and thus we would be remiss to conclude that respondents
represent an “elite” class based on their extensive organizational
affiliations. Take, for example, being an officer in a neighborhood
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Table 1.1. Organizational affiliations

Organization Number of affiliations*

Neighborhood associations 41
City committees 40
Nonprofits 22
Business organizations (chamber of commerce, etc.) 14
School district committees 10
PTA/PFO/school-site council 10
Political party organizations 9
Other 12

Total 158

*The number of times an organizational affiliation was mentioned, not the number
of respondents who had affiliations with each organization. If a respondent mentioned
two different organizations in the same category, both were included. For example,
many respondents belonged to more than one city committee or were active in both
their own neighborhood association and Commlink (an umbrella organization of
neighborhood associations). In these cases, each mention of an organizational affilia-
tion was included. Thus, even though there were forty-one affiliations with neighbor-
hood associations and Commlink, the actual number of respondents who were
affiliated with these organizations is lower.



association. Neighborhood associations in Santa Ana do not have
any formal policy-making authority and do not have the power to
force residents to pay dues (although some collect voluntary dues).
The only authority that an association president has is to speak on
behalf of the neighborhood, and even that is curtailed if few partic-
ipate in association meetings. Similarly, serving on a city advisory
commission is not a prestige position. Although being a city com-
missioner has its benefits, such as increased access to information
and some ability to frame issues and alternatives, they do not have
much formal authority outside of making recommendations.
Therefore, while respondents were highly active in local political life,
it does not necessarily follow that they were also highly influential.

Many of them held formal positions (e.g., president, treasurer)
within civic organizations, but few could draw upon extensive insti-
tutional resources to achieve political ends, and thus were relatively
less powerful than many other political actors, such as union lead-
ers and developers (who have such resources). Generally, respon-
dents were citizens who were highly involved in local politics but
could not be considered “political elites.” There were four excep-
tions: three former elected officials (one city councilman and two
school board trustees) and the president of the Santa Ana Chamber
of Commerce. The remaining fifty-one respondents were not elites,
just people who were more active than the average citizen.

The respondents interviewed for this study are not meant as a
representative sample of the citizenry at large. I take the population
of activists as given: I am looking at the political behavior of citi-
zens active in local politics, not all citizens. Thus, the fact that
respondents may not be representative of all citizens is irrelevant:
none of my arguments rest on the claim that those interviewed are
a reflection of all citizens.2 I do, however, claim that they are rep-
resentative of active citizens. The basis for this claim is twofold.
First, the multiple avenues through which I identified respon-
dents resulted in a pool of citizens who were active in different
contexts and on a variety of different issues. Second, during inter-
views respondents articulated a wide range of opinions, beliefs, and
ideologies about politics. Included in the study were extreme con-
servatives, extreme liberals, and multiple shades of moderates.
Further, respondents expressed a myriad of opinions on Santa Ana
politics, from those who wholeheartedly supported the existing
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leadership to those who were harsh critics. The diversity of politi-
cal views expressed, along with the variation in political activity
itself, led me to conclude that the fifty-five respondents represent
the diversity of participants in Santa Ana.

Interviews were semistructured and asked participants about
their activities in trying to influence city and school district policy.
The interviews were focused on activities, not opinions: I wanted to
know in what issues citizens participated and how they went about
doing it, not what they thought about the issues or about policy
debates. Of course, respondents spent a great deal of time during
the interviews offering opinions on everything from electoral poli-
tics to the ethics of certain elected officials to social issues; respon-
dents found it difficult to separate descriptions of participation from
their opinions on the policies targeted by their participation.
Further, at times respondents were asked to offer opinions on spe-
cific subjects (e.g., whether they think speaking at public meetings
is a valuable political activity). Despite these discussions, the primary
goal of the interview was to get the respondent to describe their
political activity, not for them to offer opinions on local policy.

Meeting Minutes

The city council and school board hold biweekly board meetings.
The Ralph Brown Act, the California law regulating local meetings,
requires that all legislative decisions be conducted in public meet-
ings (with a few exceptions for personnel issues, lawsuits, and other
sensitive topics). Further, it requires that the public be given an
opportunity to comment on items before the council or school
board, and have an opportunity to make general comments on
nonagenda items. Though televising the meetings is optional, local
governments in California are required by the Brown Act to keep
minutes of the meetings, which describe the proceedings, includ-
ing what decisions were made and comments made by the public.

I reviewed the minutes for the school board and city council
from January 1, 1990, to December 31, 2000. Most governmen-
tal decisions are of a routine nature and are made without com-
ment from officials or the public. These routine decisions are not
relevant for this study because they rarely generate any citizen par-
ticipation. To eliminate routine decisions from the study, only
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nonunanimous votes, or unanimous votes opposed by at least one
public speaker, were included. For each one of these votes, basic
information (e.g., date, a description of the issue, the ayes and
nays) was collected, along with the number of public speakers. At
a minimum, all the meeting minutes listed the number of speakers
on each issue. In many cases, they also listed the speaker’s address,
their organizational affiliation (if applicable), and whether they
were speaking for or against the item. Minutes also report peti-
tions or letters received, although this information is not consis-
tently reported.3

The city council and school board cast a total of 730 contro-
versial votes between 1990 and 2000: 332 and 398, respectively.
These figures include nonunanimous votes, unanimous votes with
public speakers in opposition, and votes to table items, but does
not include procedural motions (such as continuations) and closed-
session votes because the public is not given an opportunity to speak
on those items. Of these 730 decisions, 210 had at least one mem-
ber of the public who spoke, with 2,377 speakers total. The city
council also received 2,118 written communications, which are let-
ters sent to the city clerk by those who either cannot or do not want
to come to the council meeting. This number, however, is rather
deceptive: for only twenty-five policies did the city clerk receive any
letters, and three issues account for 94 percent of the letters.

In addition to the information gathered from meeting minutes,
I also analyzed media coverage of the 730 controversial issues.
Santa Ana has two major English-language newspapers, the Los
Angeles Times–Orange County Edition and the Orange County Register.
Both of these papers cover local politics in all thirty or so cities in
Orange County, of which Santa Ana is the largest. I conducted
database searches of each of these papers to find articles pertaining
to policies identified as controversial city council or school board
votes. I tabulated the number of articles on each decision and com-
bined the totals with the data collected from meeting minutes.

The Benefits and Drawbacks of Citizen Lobbying Activity

Understanding how citizens engage the local policy-making process
through an analysis of the patterns and forms of their participation
can illuminate the benefits and drawbacks of this activity. The role
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that citizens play in relation to policy making can vary, and this
variation alters the impact of their participation. With an under-
standing of how citizens engage policy making, we can assess the
implications of this participation for local democracy.

Citizen lobbyists in Santa Ana gained a variety of benefits from
their political activity. First, they enhanced their political knowl-
edge. Engagement with the policy process serves as a venue where
citizens can learn the fine art of politics and gain a deeper under-
standing of policy making. As lobbyists, they did more than just
partake in isolated activities: they also formulated strategies, mobi-
lized other citizens, and developed a set of political goals. They
were enmeshed in the policy-making process itself, which helped
them gain insights into how politics works and how policy is for-
mulated. In addition to gaining political knowledge, citizen lobby-
ists also had an opportunity to develop civic skills, such as public
speaking, organizing public events, and networking.

Second, citizen lobbyists in Santa Ana built social capital
through their activities. Lobbying government is fundamentally a
group activity; citizens need to work with others to accomplish their
goals, and consequently rely heavily on their social networks in their
participatory efforts. Participation also serves as an incentive to
form social networks beyond one’s immediate circle of friends and
neighbors. The development and use of social networks for politi-
cal ends can have the effect of increasing the trust, respect, and
norms of reciprocity that comprise social capital (Putnam 2000).

Finally, citizen engagement with the policy-making process pro-
vided a venue where they could have their voice heard. Their voice
was not always heeded, and there were many cases where citizens
were unsuccessful in their efforts. However, citizen lobbyists were
able to express their views through their activity. Engaging the pol-
icy-making process may not always be the most effective way to
express opinions, but it does provide an additional outlet to do so.
There is a downside, however, to having citizens express views
through participating in the policy-making process. Participants in
Santa Ana were not representative of the public at large and their
views did not always represent public sentiments, which distorted
the messages that officials heard. Nevertheless, for citizen lobbyists,
engaging the policy-making process provides a venue where they
can pursue their political goals and voice their opinions.
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Benefits accrued to citizens in terms of developing political
skills, building social capital, and providing a venue where their
voice can be heard, but there are limits to the value of this form of
participation. In particular, citizen lobbying efforts in Santa Ana
did not enhance government’s capacity to address major social
problems. Citizen lobbyists have a tendency to participate on
neighborhood issues rather than issues with citywide implications.
The examination of participation patterns in Part II reveals that
most citizen participation was focused on narrowly defined issues,
and citizen participants usually did not operate as community
problem solvers. This limitation decreased their contribution to
the government’s problem-solving capacity. Many scholars argue
that government alone cannot solve pressing social problems; they
need the resources and knowledge that citizens can bring to the
table (Weeks 2000; Fischer 1993; Durning 1993). These resources
were not forthcoming from citizen lobbying efforts. In order for
these benefits to materialize, citizens would need to engage policy
making in a different way, focusing on a different set of issues and
engaging in alternative activities.

This analysis of how citizens engage the local policy-making
process helps us understand the functions that this type of partici-
pation can and cannot serve. The value of citizen lobbying efforts
lies in the benefits that accrue to participants; as the following
analysis will show, citizens gained a great deal from their participa-
tion. There were fewer benefits to the policy-making process itself.
Not only were participants unrepresentative of the public at large,
leading to distorted messages to officials, but they did not bring
many resources to the process. The types of issues they tried to
influence and the manner in which they went about influencing
them did not increase governmental problem-solving capacity. With
a realistic assessment of the benefits and limits of citizen attempts to
influence local policy, we can better understand how this activity fits
into the larger picture of local democracy and policy making.
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Citizen Efforts to
Influence Local Policy
A Review of the Literature

When thinking about citizen efforts to influence local policy,
there are four general areas of inquiry:

1. Players: Who participates?
2. Objects: What policies do citizens try to influence with their

participation?
3. Activities: What tactics and strategies do citizens employ when

trying to influence local policy?
4. Effectiveness: Is citizen participation effective?

These questions could be asked of all forms of political participa-
tion, but in this chapter I focus specifically on nonelectoral partici-
pation on the local level. By not analyzing the literature on electoral
activity and participation in national policy making, we can concen-
trate on the unique nature of local participation and on how citi-
zens lobby their local governments.

Who Participates? Explanations for (Non)Participation

There are two central issues concerning who participates in local
policy processes. First, what are the barriers and incentives that
inhibit or promote participation? This line of research attempts to
explain the overall level of participation in local politics. Second,
why do some citizens participate and others do not? The finding
that citizens with higher socioeconomic status (SES) participate
more than those with lower SES applies to both electoral and non-
electoral participation (Verba, Brady, and Schlozman 1995; Berry,
Portney, and Thomson 1993; Verba and Nie 1972). The task
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undertaken here is to review the literature’s explanations for why
we see biases in nonelectoral participation.

Barriers to, and Incentives for, Participation

A central concept in the study of participation is the problem of
collective action (Olson 1965). Simply put, individuals have a dis-
incentive to participate because their own, personal participation is
not likely to have an impact on political outcomes, although col-
lectively citizen political activity may. Given limited time and
resources, citizens will decide to be “free riders” and let others in
the community participate to secure desired public goods. The ques-
tion then becomes why do citizens participate at all, given the
incentive not to. This issue has been most thoroughly researched in
the context of voting: why would citizens spend the time and effort
to vote, when the chance that their one vote will change the out-
come of an election is slim? (See Leighley 1995 for an overview.)

The free rider problem, however, is not as powerful of a force
in local politics, at least by the logic of its argument. There may still
be incentives to be a free rider, but the ability of one citizen to
make a difference at the local level is greater due to the relatively
small number of total citizens participating. Thousands or even
millions of citizens vote in an election, whereas only a handful typi-
cally participate in local policy making at any given time. Further,
unlike voting in which participation is limited (citizens can only
vote once in each election), there is no formal limitation for par-
ticipating on a local policy issue. Thus, one additional participant
may make a significant difference (as my analysis of policy entre-
preneurs in Chapter 4 will demonstrate). Further, because the scale
is smaller, a single citizen who mobilizes friends, family, and neigh-
bors in a collective political action can potentially have a great
impact on policy outcomes. The same cannot be said of a presi-
dential election or attempts to influence congressional legislation.
Thus, we might hypothesize that the free rider problem would be
smaller when dealing with citizen lobbying efforts at the local level
than it would in elections or attempts to influence national policy.

Though the free rider problem may be mitigated somewhat on
the local level, another problem is exacerbated: citizens may
choose to leave a jurisdiction rather than try to change policy. In
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his 1970 work, Exit, Voice and Loyalty, Albert Hirschman argues
that there are two ways that citizens can respond to decline in
political and economic organizations. They can express displeasure
in the hope that their speaking out will lead to positive changes or
they can leave and seek a better situation elsewhere. These options
are identified by Hirschman as “voice” and “exit,” respectively.
On the scale of national politics, the exit option, for most people,
is not feasible. Leaving the country because of disagreement with
political decisions is not something that most people contemplate
given the expense and effort involved with moving, as well as an
emotional attachment to the country. On the local level, however,
moving is much easier. Citizens unhappy with their city’s policies
can move to a neighboring city with relative ease; most of their life
will remain intact. Tiebout (1956) hypothesizes that, in fact, citi-
zens “vote with their feet” and will move to the jurisdiction that
best suits their desired “bundle of goods and services.” Citizens
have a much greater exit option on the local level, and so if they
are displeased with local policy, they can simply leave rather than
participate to change local policy. Thus, citizens’ ability to exer-
cise their exit option is a potential disincentive for participation in
local politics.

Even if citizens do not exercise their exit option, they may still
opt out of participating in local politics because multiple and
diverse localities may affect the public goods that they consume,
making participation in their home locality less important. As
Briffault (1990b) points out, a citizen may live in one city, work in
another, and shop in a third. This fragmentation of political juris-
dictions may dampen participation: why try to influence policies in
the city you live in when the city next door (where you work) has
a greater impact on your quality of life? Because most political
rights, such as voting, are conferred based on place of residence,
citizens may have limited opportunities to participate in shaping
policies that influence them, yet another factor that could depress
local participatory activity.

The amount of citizen participation can also be influenced by
barriers and incentives derived from the local political system
itself. Opportunities can be created or closed off through decision-
making and participatory structures. The existence of institutions
that facilitate participation, such as neighborhood organizations,
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citizens’ forums, public meetings, and the like, can increase the
overall participation of citizens in local policy. Similarly, a closed
decision-making process or inhospitable avenues for participation
can reduce participation. In sum, although the free rider problem
may not be as pronounced in local politics, other disincentives for
participation are exacerbated on the local level, thus explaining why
the smaller scale of local politics does not automatically translate
into greater citizen participation.

Participation Bias

Above, I explored factors influencing the overall level of participa-
tion that we see in local policy making. Now, I will review the
explanations concerning why some people participate and others do
not. Needless to say, participation is not spread evenly across the
population, and explaining this participation bias has been the pri-
mary preoccupation of the literature in this field. A consistent find-
ing of the literature is that citizens in a higher socioeconomic class
are more likely to participate in politics than those in a lower socio-
economic class (Verba and Nie 1972). All types of political partici-
pation are subject to socioeconomic status (SES) bias; for our
purposes, studies have demonstrated that SES bias exists for non-
electoral activities, such as attending public meetings (McComas
2001a) and joining neighborhood associations (Berry, Portney, and
Thomson 1993).

One explanation for SES bias is that higher SES citizens partic-
ipate more because they have greater political resources and skills
(Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). To participate in politics, citi-
zens need to have information about issues being addressed, know
how the political system works, have the time and money to par-
ticipate, and have confidence in their ability to be effective. All of
these attributes are more common among high-SES individuals.
Another explanation for SES bias revolves around mobilization.
Many citizens participate because they are asked to, but mobiliza-
tion efforts are not spread equally across the population. Those who
are already active in their communities are more likely to be asked
to participate, and because high-SES individuals are more likely to
be active, mobilization efforts are disproportionately targeted
toward them (Rosenstone and Hansen 1993).
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SES bias is the most common (and compelling) finding con-
cerning participation patterns, but there are other variables along
which participation varies. One is religious activity. Although some
research has not found a connection between religious activity and
participation (e.g., McKenzie 2001; Martinson and Wilkening
1987), the weight of the evidence suggests that there is a link
between participation and religious involvement (Niles and
Clawson 2002; Alex-Assensoh and Assensoh 2001; Greenberg
2000; Calhoun-Brown 1996; Harris 1994; Peterson 1992).

Age is another factor that can impact participation. The age
issue is particularly important for local politics because it is highly
correlated with mobility. Older people are more likely to stay in a
community for a long time, which leads to a greater incentive to
participate, whereas younger people are more likely to move out of
the city in the relative short term, leading them to opt out of local
politics. Although anecdotal evidence of older people with dispro-
portional influence in local politics supports this hypothesis, the
few studies on the topic do not. Burr, Caro, and Morehead (2002),
using a survey of Boston residents, conclude that there is a curvi-
linear relationship between age and attending community meet-
ings, with attendance decreasing after the age of sixty-five. The
most thorough study of aging and participation, by Jennings and
Markus (1988), found that though there is little drop-off in voting,
as people age their nonelectoral political activities decline.

One hypothesis presented in the literature is that living in a
neighborhood with high poverty levels and social problems will
decrease political activity, the logic being that they do not have
access to the resources and skills needed to participate. There is,
however, minimal evidence to support this contention (Lawless and
Fox 2001; Alex-Assensoh 1998; Cohen and Dawson 1993). Race
and ethnicity is another variable than can influence participation
rates. Even though most racial differences in participation disap-
pear when controlling for SES, the literature has explored other
factors that account for racial differences in participation (Marschall
2001; Leighley and Vedlitz 1999; Bobo and Gilliam 1990).

In sum, the literature explores variables that influence who par-
ticipates, with the goal of understanding sources of participation
bias. Many of the variables that influence local participation have
been analyzed, but researchers have overlooked a few seemingly
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important ones. First, we could hypothesize that metropolitan frag-
mentation will dampen participation, with citizens living in areas
with multiple local jurisdictions participating less. Also, given the
importance of local policy for property values and property taxes,
home ownership may have a significant impact on local participa-
tion (Rohe and Stegman 1994; Cox 1982). Finally, length of resi-
dence may also impact participation rates because the longer one
lives in a community, the more knowledge and interest one is likely
to acquire about local politics. Given the absence of research into
these variables, we have an incomplete picture of the factors that
influence nonelectoral participation on the local level.

What Issues Generate Participation?

Few works in participation studies, urban politics, or public policy
deal directly with variation in participation across public policies;
most research focuses on who participates and the effectiveness of
citizen participation, which are related but distinct research ques-
tions. Perhaps the only direct attempt to understand what issues
generate participation is an analysis conducted by Verba,
Schlozman, and Brady (1995, 84–91), based on their Citizen
Participation Study. When respondents stated they engaged in a
participatory activity, they were asked to identify the issue that
motivated the participation.1 The primary finding was that different
political acts are motivated by different types of issues. For voting,
taxes and the economy are dominant issues, but these issues do not
motivate other forms of participation. Contacting officials is typi-
cally motivated by “human needs” and education, protests are fre-
quently about abortion, and “community activity” is often related
to education and crime. Verba, Schlozman, and Brady conclude that
there is a division of labor among participatory acts because some
are better suited to sending certain types of political messages to
officials; voting, for example, is a better conduit for expressing con-
cern about taxes than a personalized contact, whereas contacting is
better suited to addressing issues of human needs than voting.
Thus, we see a pattern where the issues motivating participation
vary across the different types of participatory acts.

Although there are few studies similar to that of Verba,
Schlozman, and Brady that analyze participation across policy
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areas, some research is available that can contribute to our under-
standing of why citizens choose to participate in the political
process affecting some policies and not others. The research dis-
cussed below does not directly address this question; however, we
can draw on ideas and insights it presents to explore what types of
patterns we might see in our study of Santa Ana.

In a classic article on the dynamics of local politics, Charles
Tiebout (1956) argues that citizens choose their home locality based
on the relationship between the bundle of goods and services that the
locality provides and the bundle of goods and services they personally
desire. In this model, citizens are consumers, shopping around to find
the locality that best matches their personal preferences. Tiebout’s
model does not deal with participation, as citizens unhappy with their
locality will move rather than participate to change local policy. We
can, however, use Tiebout’s premises and logic to hypothesize about
what participatory patterns we would see if citizens were unable to
leave and had to participate to make the locality’s bundle of goods
and services more closely resemble their preferred bundle. Barring
exit as a possibility, Tiebout’s theory infers that citizens will partici-
pate in those policies that have the greatest impact on their preferred
package of goods and services, with the goal of making the locality’s
goods and services package more similar to theirs. Thus, participation
patterns will be a reflection of the patterns of policy preferences in the
community. This is a basic “interests” model of participation: citizens
have a set of preferences and participate in order to realize them.
Tiebout’s theory, however, cannot tell us anything about why citizens
have those preferences, nor can it tell us why citizens consider some
goods and services to be more important (and thus more likely to
generate participation) than others. In a Tieboutian world, the nature
of public policies does not influence interests; citizens have set pref-
erences, and will use those preferences to determine which policies
are most important and worthy of their time and effort.

James Q. Wilson’s (1974) typology of cost–benefit distribution
effects introduces policy characteristics into the equation. For
Wilson, whether the costs and benefits of a policy are distributed
widely or narrowly concentrated determines the extent and nature
of organizational activity. Policies with widely distributed costs and
benefits will not generate much organizational activity (and are very
likely to be passed by legislatures) because groups will not have a
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great personal stake in the outcome. Policies with concentrated
benefits and distributed costs are also very likely to be enacted,
because there will be organized activity by those benefiting but few
groups will have an incentive to oppose them. Distributing bene-
fits widely but concentrating costs will lead to strong opposition,
and thus are not very likely, whereas concentrating both benefits and
costs leads to continuous organized conflict, as those affected by
the policy will try to avoid costs and maximize benefits.

Wilson’s argument offers an additional variable to the hypothe-
sis that participatory patterns are a reflection of policy preferences
within a community: participation not only reflects the interests of
the citizenry, but also how policies distribute costs and benefits.
Policies that have concentrated costs or benefits will generate more
participation because the recipients of the benefits or those paying
the bill have greater incentives to participate. With widely distrib-
uted benefits and costs, the incentives to put time and money into
influencing a policy are less. Thus, the policies that receive the most
participation may not be the ones that have the greatest impact on
citizens’ collective interests, but those that have the most concen-
trated costs or benefits.

We can also frame cost–benefit distribution in terms of citizen
preferences themselves. I mentioned above that Tiebout takes pref-
erences as given, and thus cannot speak to how citizens come to
think of some policies as being more important than others.
Wilson’s typology offers one possible influence on this process: citi-
zens will view those policies that concentrate benefits or costs on
them as being most important. This hypothesis moves outside of
Wilson’s theory itself because he is concerned about the behavior
of groups, not preference formation among individual citizens. Yet,
his cost–benefit typology could be applied to citizens if the incen-
tive structure behind the typology works for both groups and indi-
viduals. The implication here is that policies that concentrate costs
or benefits might generate more participation even if those policies
have a smaller impact on citizen preferences than other policies that
distribute costs and benefits more broadly.

Peterson’s (1981) typology of policy arenas offers additional
insights into how the nature of public policies influences participation
patterns. Peterson classifies local polices into three categories—
developmental, allocational, and redistributive—and analyzes how
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the politics surrounding each policy arena varies. Developmental
politics is relatively closed, centralized, and consensus driven, with
limited participation by citizens and interest groups. Allocational
policies are more conflictual, with organized groups (particularly
labor unions) actively participating. Redistributive issues are highly
controversial, and city leaders will try to avoid them and deflect
minority group demands for redistributive policies. Peterson argues
that the amount of participation will vary across these arenas due
to the nature of the politics surrounding each. His argument
assumes that the amount of participation on a policy is derivative of
the nature of its politics, not of individual preferences concerning
its importance. There is minimal participation in developmental
policy, for example, because it is closed, noncontroversial, and cen-
tralized, not because citizens find it unimportant. The hypothesis
we can derive from Peterson’s theory is that participation patterns
are a function of the nature of the politics surrounding each pol-
icy area, not of the preferences of individuals. Even though
Peterson’s and Tiebout’s theories converge on many issues, the
implications of each theory for patterns of participation are differ-
ent. Extending Tiebout’s logic, participatory patterns are derivative
of citizen preferences, whereas Peterson’s theory treats participa-
tion as a function of the politics surrounding a policy arena.

Logan and Molotch (1987) offer another insight into determi-
nants of participation patterns. They argue that conflicts over
growth are central to the organization of cities. The essential
dynamic of these conflicts is a tension between exchange values,
which are the worth of land or buildings on the open market, and
use values, which are the capacities of the city to fulfill daily needs.
Land can serve two purposes: it can turn a profit for its owner(s)
by appreciating in value or it can be used to fulfill needs, such as
providing a place of residence or an entertainment destination. On
the one hand, businesses, property owners, and (in many cases) city
officials concentrate on the exchange value of property; on the
other hand, city residents focus on its use values, leading to fre-
quent clashes between residents who want to maintain their neigh-
borhood use values and developers and business owners who want
to intensify land uses to enhance exchange values.

If this argument is correct, we should expect participation to be
greatest on those policies that have significant impact on either use
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values or exchange values. Citizens care most about use values,
therefore, they will consider those policies that influence use values
as being most important, and thus will be more likely to participate
in them. The same holds true for business owners and exchange
values. Like the hypotheses we derived from Wilson and Peterson,
this one concerns how policy characteristics can influence partici-
pation; it describes how variation in a policy’s impact on use and
exchange values can influence citizen participation. Further, like
Wilson’s cost–benefit typology, Logan and Molotch’s work offers
insight into why citizens consider some policies more important
than others. However, because use values encompass everything
from shopping to commuting to recreation, it does not offer a very
precise concept for understanding participation patterns.

Cost–benefit distribution, policy arenas, and use–exchange val-
ues offer a compelling case against the pure-interests model of par-
ticipation that we inferred from Tiebout’s theory. Participation
patterns reflect more than just the preferences of individual citi-
zens; they also reflect the attributes of public policies. Citizens do
not just participate in whatever policies most impact their preferred
bundle of goods and services; they also participate based on the dis-
tribution of costs–benefits, the politics surrounding the policy, and
whether the policy affects use or exchange values.

How Do Citizens Participate?

When citizens try to influence local policy, how do they go about
doing it? I break down citizen participatory activities into three
broad categories: working through formal participatory structures,
informal attempts to influence policy, and working through com-
munity organizations. These three categories are not mutually
exclusive and citizens may engage in any combination of them on
a given issue. That said, they do offer a convenient way to organ-
ize the disjointed and diverse literature on this subject.

Formal Participatory Structures

On the local level, one of the most common methods of citizen
participation is the public hearing: a survey of city managers and
chief administrative officers found that over 97 percent of cities use
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it as a strategy for dealing with citizens (Berman 1997, 107). Public
hearings, which are usually required by law, allow citizens to com-
ment on a specific issue or proposal before a legislative or adminis-
trative body. The literature discussing the merits of public hearings
as a participatory tool will be discussed in detail in Chapter 8.
Given the widespread use of public hearings as a means of receiv-
ing citizen input, it is reasonable to expect these hearing to be a
central component of the strategy of many citizen attempts to
influence policy.

In part due to the dissatisfaction with public hearings as a par-
ticipatory tool, scholars and practitioners promoting enhanced citi-
zen participation have developed other mechanisms for receiving
citizen input. These include citizen panels or citizen juries (Haight
and Ginger 2000; Kathlene and Martin 1991; Crosby, Kelly, and
Schaefer 1986), town hall meetings (Moynihan 2003; America
Speaks 2002; Spano 2001, 102–17), deliberative opinion polls
(Fishkin 1995; 1991), citizen surveys (Weeks 2000), and delibera-
tive forums (Mathews 1999). None of these processes have gained
widespread use, although collectively they present an impressive
array of opportunities for citizens to influence policy decisions.

Another avenue for citizens to influence local policy directly is
through initiatives and referenda. Although common (particularly
in western states), local initiatives and referenda have not been a
primary subject of scholarly attention save for a few case studies on
transportation and growth referenda (e.g., Steelman and Ascher
1997; DeLeon 1992, Chapter 4; Whitt 1982, Chapters 2 and 3).
Scholars have also written a handful of articles on local school bond
referenda (Shock 2001; Sonstelie and Portney 1980; Giles, Gatlin,
Cataldo 1976). These articles, however, are concerned with pre-
dicting voter behavior based on a host of demographic variables,
and do not examine school bond elections as a means for citizens
to influence education finance policy.

Finally, many federal programs require local participation and
the creation of local participatory structures. The best known of these
is the “maximum feasible participation” mandate in the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964, which promoted participation in com-
munity action programs (CAPs). The literature on CAPs centers on
whether citizens are effective in influencing local poverty policy. For
our purposes, the important point is that this legislation prompted
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the creation of new ways to participate, primarily through appoint-
ment to, and lobbying of, a local Community Action Agency
(CAA) board. This particular participatory form was incorporated
into future federal programs, most notably the Empowerment
Zone program, where a local board is authorized to distribute a fed-
eral grant to community organizations. Sitting on this board, or
lobbying the board for funds, constitutes a unique way that citizens
can participate in local policy decisions.

Informal Participation

All of the ways to participate described above are formal mecha-
nisms created by government to allow for citizen input into the
policy process. Participation, however, is not limited to these for-
mal means, as citizens have other opportunities to influence policy.
One such way is by directly contacting government officials. Since
Verba and Nie’s (1972) initial conclusion that contacting is not
explained well by the standard SES model, the literature has cen-
tered on identifying the variables that predict contacting activity.
Variables tested in the literature include social well-being, need,
efficacy, and awareness, with little agreement on which factors are
most important (Thomas and Melkers 1999; Sharp 1986, 1984;
Hero 1986; Thomas 1982; Brown 1982; Vedlitz, Dyer, and
Durand 1980; Jones et al. 1977). Hirlinger (1992) argues that the
contradictory findings in the literature are a result of variation in
operationalizing “contacting,” particularly the common practice of
lumping together particularized contacting (i.e., contacts on mat-
ters of narrow concern to the contactor) and general referent con-
tacting (on matters of concern to the community as a whole).
Hirlinger’s distinction identifies a significant shortcoming in the
contacting literature. By focusing almost exclusively on the corre-
lates of contacting behavior, the literature has neglected to analyze
the nature of contacting itself, even though the literature has rec-
ognized that there are different reasons for contacting officials
(e.g., Coulter 1992). Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995, 84–93)
make some progress toward this end by breaking down contacting
by policy area, but the literature has largely ignored research ques-
tions concerning what constitutes a “contact,” the nature of the
request, and the context in which the request is made.
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In addition to contacting, citizens can influence local policy
decisions by signing and circulating petitions, protesting, joining a
board or commission, or working through community organiza-
tions. Most of the literature analyzes these activities in the context
of community organizations (the topic discussed in the next sec-
tion). One line of thought in the literature, however, deserves
mention here—namely, “public acting.” Public acting, as defined
by Mathews (1999) and Boyte and Kari (1996), occurs when citi-
zens address public problems themselves, rather than appealing to
government for help. In public acting, citizens tackle tough policy
issues by deliberating and acting themselves, not by lobbying gov-
ernment.2 Public acting is still an attempt to influence local policy,
if one defines “local policy” as the community’s (not just govern-
ment’s) approach to solving a particular problem. However, it is a
unique participatory activity in that unlike most of the others dis-
cussed, it does not involve directly lobbying local officials to take
a desired action.

Community Organizations

Much of the literature on how citizens try to influence local policy
is preoccupied with the activities of community organizations. One
type of community organization is the neighborhood association
(for an analysis of the origins of neighborhood associations, see
Logan and Rabrenovic 1990). Berry, Portney, and Thomson’s
(1993) seminal study on neighborhood associations concludes that
they act as a link between citizens and city officials and can be an
effective tool for citizens to influence local policy (see also
Thomson 2001, and Portney and Berry 1997, for further analyses
of these data). Other research also documents how citizens can use
neighborhood associations to influence policy, including studies of
Cincinnati (Thomas 1986), Birmingham (Haeberle 1989), and
Baltimore (Crenson 1983). The literature documents the political
efficacy of neighborhood associations, but it is more pessimistic
about whether they represent the public at large: Berry, Portney,
and Thomson (1993) find the same SES biases in neighborhood
organizations as in other forms of participation, and other scholars
also question how well they actually represent citizens (Swindell
2000; Cnaan 1991).
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In addition to neighborhood associations, other community
organizations are also conduits for citizen participation. Most
notable are those organizations following an Alinsky-style approach
that combines relational organizing, pressure tactics and connections
to religious organizations to accomplish their political objectives.
Best known among these groups is the Industrial Areas Foundation
(IAF) and its local affiliates, such as San Antonio’s Communities
Organized for Public Service (COPS), Los Angeles’ United
Neighborhoods Organization (UNO), and Baltimoreans United in
Leadership Development (BUILD). The Pacific Institute for
Community Organization (PICO) is another faith-based commu-
nity organization that operates in California and the western United
States. The Association of Community Organizations for Reform
Now (ACORN), though not explicitly an Alinsky-style group, is also
a community organization that engages in many of the same organ-
izing and lobbying techniques as the IAF and PICO.

The main subject of research in this area is on organizing strate-
gies and effectiveness; it asks whether community organizations are
able to mobilize poor neighborhoods and whether their organizing
efforts have enhanced the political power of their constituent
neighborhoods. The research on ACORN is generally written by
scholars affiliated with the organization, and thus it has a positive
assessment of both its organizing practices and effectiveness
(Russell 1990; Delgado 1985). Some of the literature on the IAF
is a bit more critical. For example, Skerry (1993) critiques UNO as
being unable to develop an effective strategy given Los Angeles’
political characteristics, and concludes that their successes have
been isolated and superficial. And though COPS has been more
successful, over time the organization has lost its confrontational
edge and, Skerry concludes, it is now the functional equivalent of
a political machine, not a grassroots community organization.

Despite such criticisms, most research on the IAF (particularly
COPS) is positive. Berry, Portney, and Thomson (1993) use COPS
as an example of neighborhood associations that are successful, and
Boyte (1990, 89) states that COPS is responsible for “delivering a
series of stunning political and programmatic victories.” Mark R.
Warren (2001), in the most comprehensive research on the IAF to
date, also gives a positive assessment. He argues that the IAF
empowers poor and minority neighborhoods, and that “the key to
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reinvigorating democracy in the United States can be found in
efforts to engage people in politics through their participation in the
stable institutions of community life” such as COPS (M. R. Warren
2001, 15). He also contends that the relational organizing
employed by COPS creates leadership capacity within constituent
neighborhoods and, despite some setbacks, has led to improvements
in neighborhood quality of life. Wood’s (2002) analysis of PICO is
also positive, leading the author to be “cautiously optimistic” about
prospects for these organizations to revitalize democracy.

In summary, the research on how citizens participate is a dis-
jointed collection of analyses and stories about how citizens use
participatory mechanisms or community groups to achieve their
goals. Because the literature is so disjointed, drawing conclusions
about the nature of citizen participatory activity is difficult. We do
not know why citizens choose to engage in one activity rather than
another, and only have sporadic descriptions of how citizens use
the participatory options available to them to accomplish their
political goals. Both of these issues are addressed in Part III.

Is Citizen Participation Effective?

When citizens try to influence local policy, are they successful? The
most extensive and coherent line of inquiry into this question has
been the effort to identify the relative power of elites and citizens
in the “urban power” literature. The other literature addressing
citizen effectiveness is a potpourri of studies on a variety of differ-
ent factors that may have an impact on whether citizen participa-
tion leads to desired outcomes.

Urban Power and Citizen Effectiveness

The central theme in the urban-power debate is whether the aver-
age citizen can influence governmental decisions, or whether major
decisions are made by elites irrespective of citizen preferences.
Robert Dahl’s (1961) study of New Haven, Connecticut, presents
the most compelling case for the former contention. Dahl con-
cludes that power in New Haven is fragmented, with political
resources widely distributed among various groups. Further, a dif-
ferent set of political actors are powerful in each policy arena, and
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no one individual or group dominates all political decisions (even
though for any one decision, you may have such domination).
Some citizens are more powerful than others, but all citizens have
some political resources, and no group of elites make all the polit-
ical decisions. Thus, citizens can be effective at influencing local
decisions, as shown by Dahl’s now-famous story of Mary Grava, a
New Haven resident who led a successful fight against low-income
housing in her neighborhood.

Other studies contradict Dahl’s findings. Early studies (Mills
1956; Hunter 1952) identify a dominant elite and marshal evi-
dence that they, in fact, make all the major decisions. Later studies
attack Dahl’s conclusions by arguing that his conception of politi-
cal power (defined as the ability of A to get B to do something that
he or she would not otherwise do) is thin and underappreciates the
power of elites. One line of thought contends that political power
is not just the ability to make a decision but also to set the agenda
and prevent decisions from even being made (Gaventa 1980;
Crenson 1971; Bachrach and Baratz 1962). Others argue that the
capacity to create consciousness—the ability to influence attitudes
and beliefs—is also a component of political power (Gaventa 1980;
Lukes 1974).

With this broader conception of power, the methodology that
Dahl employs—identifying decisions and then finding out who
influenced them—does not necessarily lead to an understanding of
political power in a community. Gaventa (1980), for example, con-
tends that the power of the elite in an Appalachian community lies
not just in their ability to make important decisions (which they
had), but also in their ability to keep certain issues off the agenda
and in influencing how citizens think about politics and the econ-
omy. When elites have these powers, they can limit citizens’ politi-
cal effectiveness. The issues that citizens may want to influence may
not even be taken up by local governments, preventing citizens
from effecting the change that they desire. Further, the capacity to
define and frame local issues can alter citizens’ perceptions, perhaps
stifling action that citizens might have taken otherwise.

Starting in the 1980s, the urban-power debate took a turn away
from the question of how much power elites have vis-à-vis citizens
and focused instead on how people (elites or otherwise) are able
to exercise power in an urban context. The theory that emerged to
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answer this question was regime theory. A regime is a set of infor-
mal arrangements that complement the formal mechanisms of gov-
ernment, and constitutes the way most communities are governed
(Stone 1989, 3). These informal arrangements allow a group of
individuals to have the capacity to make decisions for the commu-
nity: by informally gathering resources from various political actors,
a regime is capable of reacting to situations as they arise and devel-
oping a policy program to govern the community. Regime theory
works from the premise that both formal and informal relationships
are necessary to govern effectively; governing requires being able
to react to situations as they arise, and these reactions require more
than formal authority. Addressing local problems requires different
segments of the community to pool their resources and work
together to develop strategies and take actions that can be effective.

The most common regime is a growth machine dominated by
the downtown business elite (Logan and Molotch 1987; Elkin
1987; Swanstrom 1985; Molotch 1976). In a growth machine,
business leaders and elected officials form partnerships to promote
growth and economic development in the community (usually in
downtown business cores). The logic behind growth machines is
that the intensification of land use will result in profits for private
business and additional tax revenues for cities; thus, city officials
and local businesspeople have incentives to promote growth.
Business leaders are in a good position to form the basis of an
urban regime because they control valuable political resources:
business contributes heavily to a city’s tax base and business leaders
frequently are large contributors to candidates for political office.
City officials need the cooperation of businesspeople to make
investments in the city, and businesspeople rely on elected officials
for tax incentives and building permits, creating a mutual depend-
ence that provides incentives for both sides to work together.

Regimes empower those who belong; the raison d’être of a
regime is to develop the power to govern effectively. This does not
necessarily mean that citizens outside of a regime will be ineffec-
tive at influencing local policy, because regimes create the capacity
to act, not merely shift power from one group to another (i.e.,
power is not zero sum). Nonetheless, people outside of a govern-
ing regime will likely have less influence over the direction of local
policy than those inside: the incentive structures of regimes are
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such that they will pay most attention to those groups and individ-
uals that contribute resources to the regime.3 If a group of citizens
does not contribute, then they are not likely to be effective. Thus,
regime theory concludes that citizens who are able to join and con-
tribute to a regime will be more effective at influencing local policy
than those who do not. Given the prevalence of growth machines,
whose major players are politicians and downtown business leaders,
citizens in many cities may not play a major role in regimes, and
thus may not be effective at achieving their political goals.

Other Research on Citizen Participation and Effectiveness

Outside of the urban power debate, scholars have explored what
factors enhance or diminish the impact of citizen participation.
One research question here is whether decentralizing power will
enhance the control that citizens have over local policy. Supporters
of decentralization (e.g., Altshuler 1970) argue that moving policy-
making authority from the city government to neighborhood-
based councils will lead to greater opportunities for citizens to
influence policy. In the late 1960s and early 1970s decentralization
experiments in school districts were conducted, and the research
studying these efforts reveals mixed results (cf. Rogers and Chung
1983; Gittell 1980, 1972; LaNoue and Smith 1973; Fantini,
Gittell, and Magat 1970). On a different note, Berry, Portney, and
Thomson (1993) analyze the effectiveness of decentralizing
municipal government through the establishment of neighbor-
hood associations and find that neighborhood associations can set
the agenda, compete with business interests, and can increase gov-
ernment responsiveness.

Scholars have also explored the capacity of participatory struc-
tures to enhance effectiveness. The research on whether public
hearings provide an opportunity for citizens to influence govern-
mental decisions generally concludes that, at least in some circum-
stances, citizen comments at hearings do have an impact
(McComas 2001b; Chess and Purcell 1999; Gormley 1986;
Gundry and Heberlein 1984; Rosener 1982; Mazmanian and
Sabatier 1980). Mansbridge (1980), in her study of New England
town meetings, argues that this form of participation can lead to
effective participation if there are common interests and giving
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every citizen an equal voice is not essential (see Bryan 2004 and
Bryan and McClaughry 1989 for a more positive view of the bene-
fits of New England town meetings). And, as already mentioned,
the literature on neighborhood associations suggests that these
organizations can enhance citizen effectiveness (Mesch and
Schwirian 1996; Berry, Portney, and Thomson 1993; Haeberle
1989; Thomas 1986).

Political scientists have also studied federal mandates of partici-
pation to assess whether they promote citizen influence over fed-
eral policy. Studies of CAPs have mixed results. In the most
thorough study, Greenstone and Peterson (1973) argue that there
is wide variation in CAP implementation due to differences in how
the boards are appointed, city administrative structures, and the
role of political groups. They conclude that the outcomes of CAPs
are ambiguous. Marston (1993) has a more positive assessment,
arguing that the CAP in Tucson, Arizona, institutionalizes citizen
participation and brings about significant changes to the political
landscape. Along these same lines, Sirianni and Friedland (2001)
argue that CAPs create new forms of social capital that promote
participation. The Empowerment Zone legislation passed in 1993
also mandates citizen participation, but the research to date reflects
mixed results concerning the level and effectiveness of citizen par-
ticipation (Bockmeyer 2000; Gittell et al. 1998).

Some research has analyzed the variables that impact the effec-
tiveness of participation. Kweit and Kweit (1981) argue that
effectiveness is contingent upon the structures of participation, the
characteristics of target organizations, and environmental charac-
teristics. For example, they propose that cities with a reformed gov-
erning structure exhibit greater levels of citizen effectiveness than
machine-style cities. They conclude that the effectiveness of partici-
pation depends on the context in which it occurs. Along these same
lines, Bass (2000) suggests that community organizations can
effectively influence public safety policy, but that many factors
(such as powerful police unions and institutional structures) can
impede their capacity to participate. Scavo (1995) comes to the
conclusion that central cities are more receptive to neighborhood
empowerment than newer “edge cities” (Garreau 1991), leading to
more effective participation in the former (given the history of
machine politics and regimes dominated by business elites in older
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central cities, one might expect the opposite to be true). This dis-
tinction between older central cities and newer edge cities is a sig-
nificant one, given their different political cultures, and deserves
more attention in the literature.

Another research question on citizen effectiveness concerns
whether confrontation or cooperation is the most effective way to
participate. Classic studies ask whether cooperation leads to co-
optation and neutralization of participation and conclude that it
does (Piven and Cloward 1977; Selznick 1966). The research on
the IAF and Alinsky-style groups picks up on this theme, but
focuses more on whether these groups are able to maintain a con-
frontational stance even after gaining a measure of political power
(for contrasting answers to this questions, see Skerry 1993 and M.
R. Warren 2001). There are two key issues here: whether citizens
(or community groups) are more effective in a confrontational or
cooperative mode, and whether it is possible for groups and citi-
zens with a confrontational stance to maintain it over time. Based
on the research of Piven and Cloward (1977), the answer to the
second question would appear to be negative. The first question,
however, has not been dealt with in any substantive way.

In sum, the literature on the effectiveness of citizen participa-
tion has left us with a very unsatisfying “it all depends” conclusion.
Regime theory tells us that the conditions that affect the impact of
participation are the relationship of the participants to the govern-
ing regime and the resources they can bring to the table. Other
research on effectiveness identifies a host of variables that can influ-
ence the impact of citizen participation. Yet the literature has not
sorted through these variables to identify the ones that are most
important in predicting when participation will be effective, nor
has it offered convincing evidence for the variables it identifies as
being important. Thus, we are left with the conclusion that citizen
participation can be effective under some circumstances, but with-
out much guidance as to what those circumstances would be.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I examined the literature on nonelectoral participa-
tion in local politics, breaking down this subject into four areas of
inquiry: who participates, what issues they try to influence, how
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they participate, and whether their participation is effective.
Although the literature is not unified, there has been substantial
work on this topic, at least on who participates and whether citi-
zen participants are effective. Of the four areas examined, the
research on what issues citizens try to influence has been the least
studied. Further, many studies explore how citizens participate,
but they tend to pay attention to a particular mode of participation
or a specific social movement. Missing from that literature are
analyses of the overarching strategies that citizens employ when
they participate. Parts II and III begin filling these gaps in the lit-
erature with an analysis of the patterns and forms of citizen partici-
pation in local politics.
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PART I I

Participation
Across 
Local Policies





Policy Characteristics and
Patterns of Participation

Why do some local issues generate significant participation
while other do not? Citizens—with limited time to devote to poli-
tics and an endless array of issues—need to decide on which issues
they will participate. Why do they choose to participate on issue A
and not issue B? My goal in part II is to understand the variation in
participation across local public policies and to analyze the choices
that citizens make when they decide to participate in local affairs.

Typically, questions concerning participation patterns are cast in
terms of personal versus community interests: do citizens participate
on policies that affect their own personal interests (such as the
amount of taxes they pay or the level of services they receive) or is
their participation prompted by broader community concerns, such
as maintaining a healthy environment or assisting those in need?
This conceptualization is not very productive because distinguishing
between personal interests and community interests is problematic.
Are citizens’ concerns about air pollution personal interests (they
want to breathe clean air) or are they community concerns (they want
to maintain a healthy environment for everybody in the commu-
nity)? Personal interests are interrelated with community interests:
since citizens live within a community, their own well-being is tied—
at least to some extent—to the community as a whole. Determining
whether citizens base their participation on personal interest or com-
munity concern is impossible because their interrelationship prevents
us from developing adequate measures of each. Furthermore, we
cannot ask citizens whether they are driven by personal or commu-
nity interests, since many citizens equate their own personal inter-
ests with the community’s interests—a variation of the now cliché
“What’s good for GM is good for America.”1

Understanding the participation choices that citizens make,
therefore, cannot be done using a framework of personal versus
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community interests. Rather than trying to understand the nature
of the interests (i.e. personal vs. community) that drive participa-
tion, we need to understand the factors that influence citizens’
understanding of which policies are most salient. Citizens partici-
pate on those issues that they feel are important, either important
to them personally or important for the community at large. How
do they come to understand which issues are the important ones
and which ones are not? Answering this question is the key to ana-
lyzing the patterns of participation that we see in local politics. In
this chapter, I explore how the characteristics of local public poli-
cies influence which ones citizens find important enough to stimu-
late participation. Some policies have a direct and clear impact on
citizens’ lives whereas others are more obscure, may have uncertain
effects, and may only indirectly influence citizens. These differences
influence how citizens view a policy’s importance and, conse-
quently, their participation.

Before I discuss how policy characteristics influence participa-
tion, an overview of participation patterns in Santa Ana is in order.

Which Policies Generate the Most Participation?

Public Speaking across Issues

We can use the set of controversial city council and school board
votes described in Chapter 1 to identify which decisions generated
the most participation, as measured by the number of public
speakers. Though speaking at a public meeting is only one of many
possible acts of participation, it serves as a good measure of par-
ticipation generally. Public speaking is one of the most common
forms of participation: 98 percent of interviewees said that they
had spoken at a public meeting at some point. Of course, not all
decisions are made by city council or school board votes, and par-
ticipation in these administrative decisions will not be reflected in
this analysis. Despite this shortcoming, an analysis of public speak-
ing provides a good measure of which city council and school
board decisions generate the most participation.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 summarize public speakers by policy type.
Categorizing policies is subjective because they often fit into
multiple categories, and the categories themselves do not have
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clear boundaries. To account partially for this limitation, two dif-
ferent classifications are presented for city council decisions in
Table 3.1. The first is by substantive area, which groups policies
according to the department or function that the decision affects.
The second is by type of decision, which categorizes decisions
based on the nature of the activity, not on substantive area.
Despite significant overlap, they offer two different perspectives
on the distribution of public speakers. The school district policies
are easier to classify (largely due to an easy distinction between
facilities and instruction), and thus only one classification is pre-
sented in Table 3.2.

It is difficult to draw firm conclusions from these tables for two
reasons. First, a handful of controversial issues can significantly
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Table 3.1. Public speakers on city policies

Number of Speakers per 
Category Speakers decisions decision

By substantive area
Redevelopment 373 34 11.0
Public works 298 44 6.8
Land use 287 78 3.7
City rules and regulations 135 28 4.8
Public safety 81 16 5.1
Budgeting 65 26 2.5
Personnel 65 43 1.5
Other 42 31 1.4
Housing 39 8 4.9
Parks, rec. and library 30 6 5.0
Internal city rules 14 18 0.8

Totals 1,429 332 4.3

By type of decision
Fiscal policy* 479 97 4.9
Land use 387 99 3.9
Regulations on individuals 326 25 13.0
Business regulation 84 27 3.1
Personnel 65 43 1.5
Other 62 21 3.0
Internal city rules 26 20 1.3

Totals 1,429 332 4.3

*“Fiscal Policy” is more inclusive than the “budgeting” category above in that it
includes contracting decisions, CDBG grant decisions, and others fiscal decisions that
are not directly related to passing a city budget.



influence the speakers per issue ratio (e.g., the “redevelopment”
ratio is so high because of Community Development Block Grant
allocation hearings). Second, the number of controversial decisions
in each category is partially a reflection of the peculiarities of
elected officials. For example, the school district had eighty-seven
nonunanimous decisions on typically routine grant applications
because two conservatives on the school board opposed the social
programs (such as head start and health care) that the grants
funded. These limitations aside, the two tables are valuable in that
they provide some general (if crude) trends in the distribution of
public speakers across different types of policy decisions.

On the City side, issues dealing with the built environment
(redevelopment, land use, public works) generated the most par-
ticipation. City regulations and service delivery also generated
some speakers. The issues receiving the least participation were per-
sonnel issues and “internal city rules” (such as ethics codes and
decision-making procedures). Among school district decisions, the
“school district policy” category, which is an assortment of policies
on a host of noncurriculum issues, received the most speakers. This
category includes decisions relating to school uniforms, boundary
changes, and various school programs. The building of new schools
(facilities) and instructional issues also generated a fair number of
public speakers. The issues that garnered the least number of speak-
ers, not surprisingly, are personnel issues or internal matters (most
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Table 3.2. Public speakers on school district policies

Number of Speakers per 
Category Speakers decisions decision

School district policy 406 73 5.6
Facilities 233 58 4.0
Classroom instruction 130 36 3.6
Fiscal policy 87 47 1.9
Other 56 14 4.0
Grant applications 30 87 0.3
Internal matters 3 51 0.1
Personnel 3 32 0.1

Totals 948 398 2.4



of which were obscure disagreements among school board
trustees). Although issues dealing directly with classroom instruc-
tion received some interest from citizens, they were not the focus
of most participation. This lack of interest is perhaps a bit surpris-
ing, as we might hypothesize that instructional issues would gener-
ate more participation, particularly in a school district with such a
poor academic record.

Table 3.3 provides another perspective on the distribution of
public speakers by examining the extent to which speakers were
spread out among the 730 decisions made by the city council and
school board. The majority of issues did not have any speakers,
and only seventy-nine issues had more than ten speakers. However,
these seventy-nine policies had 1,866 speakers, or 79 percent of the
total. In other words, 11 percent of the decisions accounted for 79
percent of the public speakers. Speakers were clustered around a
few decisions for both city and school district decisions, although
the trend is more pronounced on the school district side with only
twelve policies accounting for 56 percent of the total. Thus, we see
a pattern where a handful of policies generates most of the public
speakers. The question then becomes, what is it about these poli-
cies that generate so much attention whereas most other policies
generate little interest?

To answer this question, Table 3.4 lists the policies that had
at least thirty speakers.2 Here are brief sketches of the issues on
the list, based on newspaper articles and interview respondent
descriptions.
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Table 3.3. Distribution of public speakers

Number of City Speakers SAUSD Speakers 
speakers decisions (% of total) decisions (% of total)

0 192 0 (0) 27 0 (0)
1–5 70 168 (12) 29 67 (7)
6–10 21 163 (11) 12 93 (10)

11–20 27 395 (28) 18 259 (27)
21–30 13 332 (23) 6 155 (16)

31 and over 9 371 (26) 6 374 (39)

Total 332 1,429 398 948
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Space-Saver School. Santa Ana is densely populated and has scarce
open land, creating problems for a school district needing to build
additional schools to accommodate a growing population. To
address the issue, the school district decided to utilize a state pro-
gram (called the “space-saver program”) that provides funds to urban
school districts to build schools in unusual places and proposed build-
ing a school adjacent to a strip mall. Under the proposal, the school
district would buy a corner of the mall, relocate one of the buildings,
and then build a three-story school on a relatively small piece of land.
Opponents (mostly nearby homeowners) had three arguments
against the plan: the school would cost too much, the school would
generate significant noise and traffic, and the location was unfit for a
school. Supporters (many of whom were active in school
parent–teacher associations) countered these arguments, and
claimed that the real reason for the opposition was racial: opponents
were mostly wealthy white residents in the nearby Floral Park com-
munity, whereas the school would serve primarily Hispanic children.

School Health Clinics. This proposal was intended to fund a mobile
health clinic that would travel among the district’s intermediate
schools. Opponents were primarily religious and fiscal conserva-
tives who argued that schools should not be in the business of pro-
viding health care and feared that the program might be extended
to include abortion counseling.

Floral Park Traffic Plans. Floral Park is one of the wealthiest neigh-
borhoods in Santa Ana, very active politically, and primarily Anglo.
All three votes listed in Table 3.4 involve a proposal to place traffic
diverters (essentially barricades to reduce traffic) on two major
streets running through the neighborhood. They were originally
meant as temporary measures to mitigate increased traffic caused
by freeway construction but were made permanent a few years
later. Supporters claimed safety and aesthetic reasons for the divert-
ers; opponents accused Floral Park of snobbery and elitism (most
of the opponents lived in nearby communities who used the streets
being blocked).

School Uniforms and Teacher Dress Code. After the school district
voted to require all elementary students to wear uniforms, they
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followed up by passing a dress code for teachers (including a ban
on T-shirts, jeans, and other casual apparel). Many of the speak-
ers on the teacher dress code (and some on the school uniform
issue) were teachers.

School District Budget, SY 1991–1992. In a time of dwindling state
funding and an economic slowdown, the school district proposed
laying off eighty-eight people and cutting athletic, music, and
other programs.

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Allotments. When cities
receive CDBG funds from the federal government, they are
required to hold a public hearing on how they will disperse the
funds. Almost all of the speakers at these meetings are representa-
tives from social service agencies requesting funds.

City Jail. To deal with a serious crime problem and a lack of space
at the Orange County jail, the City proposed increasing the utility
tax from 5 percent to 6 percent in order to pay for a new jail and
police headquarters. In a rather unusual scenario, the majority of
residents in the surrounding neighborhood (Washington Square, a
middle-class, majority white area) supported the jail, although
there was some opposition from fiscal conservatives unhappy about
the tax increase.

Main Street Pawn Shop. Approval of a new pawn shop was opposed
by residents of a nearby neighborhood.

17th Street Medians. This proposal to create grassy medians on 17th
Street, a major thoroughfare, generated significant controversy
because it would alter traffic patterns. Not surprisingly, citizens
who lived on streets that were likely to have more traffic opposed
the plan (most speakers were in opposition). There was also oppo-
sition from business owners who feared that potential customers
would have difficulty locating their businesses.

We will return to the question of why these issues generated so
much participation, but first I present an overview of the evidence
from participant interviews.
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Participant Interviews

During the second part of the interview, respondents were asked to
list two or three issues that they were personally involved with, and
then open-ended follow-up questions were asked on each issue.
Table 3.5 identifies the policies that respondents discussed (a com-
plete list of the policies appears in the Appendix).

The list is dominated by transportation and land-use issues. The
transportation category includes traffic mitigation measures, such as
street barriers and stop signs, as well as an issue concerning a pro-
posed light rail running through the city. Many of the responses in
the land-use category were opposition to locally unwanted land uses
(LULUs), such as a drug rehabilitation center, a blighted apartment
complex, and a swap meet. The new schools category also includes
opposition to what some consider LULUs, although about half of
the responses here were from citizens in favor of building new
schools. Proposed new schools generated opposition because of a
perceived negative impact on quality of life, but some of the sup-
porters of new schools stated their support was due to positive
impact on the education of their children.

Measure C was a bond measure passed in 1999 that raised money
for school construction and repair.3 The rest of the list is fairly self-
explanatory. The economic development category includes mentions
of the empowerment zone and a major redevelopment project. Code
enforcement constitutes efforts by citizens to eliminate visual blight,
whereas the housing and overcrowding category includes issues such
as creating affordable housing and limiting residential densities.
School instruction includes references to bilingual education and to
special education. The business regulation category includes two ref-
erences to efforts to ban pushcart vendors downtown and two
references to a liquor license application for a downtown restaurant.

We should note what is not on the list. First, issues dealing with
controversial social issues are, for the most part, absent.4 This
exclusion is partly a function of the fact that cities and school dis-
tricts do not routinely deal with issues such as welfare, abortion,
and capital punishment. Even so, local governments occasionally
address these issues, and citizens have opportunities to participate
on these issues through decisions that local governments make. For
example, both the City and the school district have affirmative
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action programs, yet this controversial issue did not generate any
mentions among interview respondents. Participants did not pick
ideological battles with the City or school district, and their partic-
ipation was not geared to achieving policy change to make local
policy more congruent with their ideological beliefs.

The specific policies that received attention are the result of the
peculiarities of Santa Ana politics. Because Santa Ana is a dense city
with a growing population, the siting of schools is a major issue,
whereas in many communities it is not. Further, the focus on traf-
fic is also a by-product of density and population growth, along
with the fact that Santa Ana is a relatively old city that is not
designed to handle the volume of traffic that currently exists. Thus,
speculating about which specific issues receive the most attention
from participants is not very useful: traffic may be a big issue in
Santa Ana, but may be a nonissue in another city. We can, however,
infer something about the general characteristics of policies that
receive attention, a task undertaken in the next section.
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Table 3.5. Issues receiving participation by interview respondents

Categorized by policy area*

Policy area Number of policies

Transportation 21
New schools 12
Land use (other than schools) 11
Measure C (school bond) 11
Parks, rec., and library 8
Economic development** 8
School instruction 7
Public safety 7
Code enforcement 6
Housing/overcrowding 5
Artists village/arts programs 5
Historic preservation 4
Business regulation 4
Personnel 2
Other–school district*** 2
Other–city*** 8

Total 121

*See Appendix A for a complete list of issues.
**Includes mentions of the Empowerment Zone.
***“Other” categories include policy areas that were mentioned only once.



Policy Impact and Participation Patterns

In this section, I explore how local government decisions vary in
their impact on citizens, and demonstrate how this variation can
explain participation patterns in Santa Ana. I identify two charac-
teristics of policy impact, directness and clarity, that influence par-
ticipation. Each will be discussed in turn.

Directness

Most functions that local governments perform impact citizens’
lives. Local governments provide basic public services (e.g., public
safety, education, sanitation) and maintain the physical infrastruc-
ture (e.g., repave streets and maintain parks). Localities also regu-
late economic, political, and social activity through such devices as
zoning regulations, building codes, and public nuisance ordi-
nances. To pay for these activities, they levy taxes and fees that are
easily identifiable and ever present. All of these regulations, collec-
tively, have a tremendous impact on citizens’ daily routines and
their quality of life. The activities of local governments matter for
how people live their lives, the quality of services they receive, the
education of their children, and the amount of taxes they pay.

Although local governments perform functions that affect citi-
zens, not all local policies directly impact citizens’ lives. By
“directly” I mean the capacity of a public policy to have a noticeable
impact that citizens can see, feel, and experience in their daily rou-
tines. Most decisions that governmental bodies make only tangen-
tially affect the final outputs that government produces, and thus do
not directly affect citizens. These policies may have some impact,
maybe even a significant impact, but the influence is indirect: a gov-
ernmental body takes an action, leading to other changes that, in
turn, affect citizens. Sometimes, however, governmental bodies
make decisions that have a direct impact on citizens’ lives. Citizens,
in going about their daily activities, will be able to see and feel the
effects of the new policies and can attribute changes to them.

An example may clarify this point. Most citizens view public safety
as an important governmental function and care deeply about
safety in their community. Further, the safety of a community has
significance for citizens’ daily routines: Unsafe streets may require
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citizens to change their habits, such as not allowing their children to
walk alone or avoiding night activities that require walking on the
streets. Every now and then cities will make decisions that have a
direct impact on public safety. For example, they may decide to hire
a hundred more police officers to patrol the streets or they may
decide to change to a community-oriented policing style. Decisions
like these will result in more police officers on the street or altered
police behavior (even though it may not have much of an impact on
crime rates). Most public safety decisions, however, have an indirect
impact. Take, for example, a city that decides to give police officers
a 5 percent raise. This raise could have significant impact on the
nature of policing: it may mean reductions in the number of officers,
it may mean higher-quality recruits, it may mean higher taxes, and
so forth. The impact is great, but it is indirect. None of these poten-
tial impacts directly affects the policing that citizens experience on a
day-to-day basis. Citizens cannot see a 5 percent raise nor can they
feel the impact of the raise in their daily lives. They may see changes
(such as fewer officers on the street or more professional conduct),
but the relationship of these changes to a pay increase is remote.
The decision to give officers a raise will impact secondary activities
of policing (such as hiring new recruits), which may, in turn, influ-
ence the quality of policing that citizens experience. In sum, within
a given policy area citizens will be able to see the direct impact of
some decisions, but the impact of others will be less direct.

Most decisions that local governments make have only indirect
impacts on daily routines. If one browses through minutes of city
council or school board meetings, one will see many personnel
actions, contracting decisions, minor adjustments to city regula-
tions, and other such decisions. Even when governmental entities
make major changes, they are usually done in incremental steps,
each of which only indirectly contributes to a significant impact.
Local legislative bodies are generally concerned with day-to-day
managing of the government and conducting routine business, the
effects of which citizens rarely see or feel. There are, of course, times
when decisions have direct impacts. Most land use decisions are
good examples; a city’s decision to approve a new housing develop-
ment will have a direct impact on the daily routines of citizens near
the proposed development. These decisions, however, comprise
only a small portion of the decisions that local officials make.
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There are three policy characteristics that significantly influence
the directness of policy impact: target groups, policy chains, and pol-
icy tools. Schneider and Ingram (1997) define target groups as
those groups of citizens whose behavior the policy is aimed to influ-
ence. Target groups will not necessarily experience policy impact
directly, however, they are more likely to feel the consequences of a
policy directly than will nontarget groups. For example, city employ-
ees will directly experience the effects of a change in personnel regu-
lations, but most other citizens will not even notice the change.
Similarly, a new housing development may directly impact nearby
residents, but it may also have little direct influence on the rest of
the city. Other policies, of course, may have a direct impact on both
targets and nontargets or not have any direct impact on either. The
point is that directness varies across groups as well as across policies
and that the directness of policy impact is not uniformly distributed.

Another factor that can influence the directness of a policy’s
impact is the length of the policy chain. Schneider and Ingram
(1997) illustrate that many policies have long chains comprising of
multiple targets, where the ultimate target is not the direct focus
of the policy. For example, Santa Ana’s efforts to establish an
artists’ village (see Chapter 4) had as its ultimate target the citi-
zenry at large (who were to benefit from having this cultural
amenity), although the proximate targets consisted of developers
and artists who received loans, grants, and assistance from the City.
More proximate target groups will be more directly affected by
policy impact, and those further down the policy chain will only
indirectly experience the policy. Long policy chains reduce the
directness of a policy’s impact by having the effects of the policy
work through the behavior of other target groups.

The use of various policy tools also impacts directness. Salamon
(2002) argues that policy analysis should shift its focus away from
programs and agencies and toward policy tools, which are the
methods that are employed to achieve policy goals. Government
employs many policy tools, Salamon continues, and its choice of
tools has significant implications for policy effectiveness and
impact. For our purposes, the point is that certain tools lend them-
selves to direct impact whereas others are more diffuse in their
effects, and the same policy decision could have a more or less
direct effect depending on the policy tools employed.
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Directness and Participation in Santa Ana

In Santa Ana, policies with a direct impact generated the most par-
ticipation. To demonstrate this fact, we can look at the target
groups, policy chains, and tools employed by policies that gener-
ated participation. Starting with policy tools, Table 3.6 summarizes
the tools used by the policies that generated participation.5 The
table includes all decisions from the policy table that had at least
one public speaker and all policies mentioned by respondents (with
duplicates deleted). Over half of the policies used social regulation
or land use decisions (a specific type of social regulation) as the pri-
mary tool to accomplish policy objectives. These tools lead to
direct policy impacts: the City or school district enacts an ordinance
or makes a land use decision that regulates the behavior of citizens
and leads to changes in either the built environment or the actions
of citizens.

Moving further down the list, however, the policy impact is
diluted by the nature of the tool used. For example, contracting
decisions only have an impact on citizens through the performance
of contractors. Redevelopment policy is usually indirect because
the impact that citizens experience—redevelopment of the physical
infrastructure in a neighborhood—is removed many steps from the
decisions that the city council makes.6 Tax policy has both direct
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Table 3.6. Tools for policies generating participation

Tool Number of policies

Social regulation 77
Land use/zoning regulation 58
Direct government 21
Grants 18
Contracting 9
Position taking 9
Taxes, fees, charges 8
Redevelopment 7
Direct loans/loan guarantees 4
Tax expenditures 0
Multiple tools 16
No tool involved 15
Other/unclear 16

Total 258



and indirect elements. It is direct because decisions by the school
board or city council lead straight to citizens paying higher taxes.
However, on the opposite end, the impact of the additional tax rev-
enue is usually indirect, as tax revenues cannot be traced to some-
thing that citizens experience unless they are earmarked for a
specific purpose. Thus, most of the policies that generated partici-
pation employed policy tools that lead to direct impact on citizens.

If we examine the policies with the most public speakers (Table
3.4), we can see that most of them utilized tools that have a direct
impact on citizens’ routines. The Floral Park traffic mitigation efforts
are the best examples of direct impact. We would be hard pressed
to find a more direct way to alter the behavior of motorists than to
block streets with concrete barriers, which is what these policies did.
Building a school is also a direct way to impact citizens. The same
goes for school uniforms, a bit of social regulation that has direct
implications for both children and parents. There are a few excep-
tions to this pattern: The pawn shop only had indirect consequences
for the neighborhood opposed to it because the shop itself was not
going to radically change the area. Also, the health clinics issue had
more to do with an ideological battle between conservatives and lib-
erals than with its actual impact, which was minor. However, the fact
that only one highly charged, ideological issue made the list indi-
cates that the direct experience of policies matter more for generat-
ing participation at the local level than ideological debates.

A similar analysis can be done for the policies categorized in
Table 3.5. The land use, transportation, and new schools categories
are comprised entirely of policies that utilize policy tools that lead
to a direct impact on citizens. The governmental decisions in these
categories alter the physical plant of the City by building new struc-
tures or altering the uses of existing structures through regulation.
Either way, the decisions have an impact on citizens’ experience.
Measure C is a case of a taxing decision that had direct implications
for citizens on both ends. Not only was it a direct assessment on
property, but it also specifically identified how the money generated
was going to be used (this tactic was intentionally used by bond
proponents to generate additional support). Some of the policies in
the remaining categories do not utilize tools that lead to direct
impact (such as the artists’ village and school instruction), although
the list is dominated by policies that do utilize these types of tools.
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Moving on to target groups, the majority of participants were
the proximate targets of the policies in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. The
CDBG votes—where almost all of the participants were potential
recipients—are illustrative. Few other citizens participated, despite
the fact that large sums of money were at stake and the City had
some flexibility as to how to distribute the funds. Also, traffic plan
debates were dominated by those directly targeted, either as com-
muters using the affected streets or people who live on them. This
finding is not surprising; of course street users will be most con-
cerned about a proposed barricade, and potential recipients are
going to be motivated to participate in a CDBG hearing. The inter-
esting finding here is that policies, such as CDBG funding and traf-
fic mitigation plans, that directly impact their proximate targets
generated more participation than those that do not.

There are exceptions to this pattern, where the decisions did
not have a very direct impact on proximate targets or where most
participants were not proximate targets. The school health clinics
issue generated participation from many citizens who were
opposed to the program even though it would have minimal
impact on them. Approval of the new city jail was another issue
where many participants were not proximate targets. Participants
were either opponents of the new tax used to finance the jail or
supporters believing the new jail would reduce crime. The former
group were proximate targets (because they were being taxed to
raise the money to build the jail), and the latter group were targets
many steps removed. Despite these exceptions, participants were
generally citizens who were the proximate targets of the policies
they tried to influence.

Along these same lines, policies generating participation usually
had very short policy chains, meaning that there were few interme-
diate target groups between the initial action and the final desired
outcome. For land use and transportation policy, the policy chains
go from a decision to modify or regulate the built environment, to
actually performing that task, to some desired outcome. Few inter-
mediate target groups are needed. For example, the traffic mitiga-
tion plans involved a city decision to modify traffic patterns by
erecting barriers or altering traffic rules, which would lead directly
to changes in traffic patterns (the desired outcome). Another exam-
ple of a short policy chain is the school uniform issue: The school
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district passes a regulation requiring students to wear uniforms, which
directly influences the ultimate target (children). Most other policies
had similarly short and direct policy chains, with few examples of
chains that involved many target groups. Redevelopment policies,
such as the efforts to establish the artists’ village, are exceptions, as
the link between the initial action by the City and ultimate out-
comes are mediated by developers, business owners, and residents
impacted by redevelopment. However, policies with such long pol-
icy chains usually do not generate much participation.

One more piece of evidence from the participant interviews can
demonstrate the importance of directness for generating participa-
tion. After respondents listed two or three policies, they were asked
why they decided to participate on each issue. Table 3.7 categorizes
their open-ended responses. For over a quarter of the issues men-
tioned, direct, personal experience with an issue was given as the
reason for their involvement. For example, those who participated
on traffic mitigation issues stated that it was traffic on their street
(or in their neighborhood) that provided the impetus to partici-
pate. A second response was to explain why the issue was important
to the neighborhood or the city as a whole. For example, one
respondent, when asked why he was involved in development of
the artists’ village, discussed the importance of the arts for society
and community.

A third explanation given was that their participation was nec-
essary to prevent a bad decision by the city council or school board.
Citizens focused on preventing unwanted land uses in their neigh-
borhood usually offered this explanation. For example, a respon-
dent opposed to the building of a new school in his neighborhood
offered this explanation for why he participated:

I really didn’t think this was the right place for a school and quite
honestly haven’t changed my mind. I saw a blatant, blatant 
disregard for the environmental impact that the school board 
presented. . . . Certainly, the traffic impact was just totally out of
the question. It was so far wrong I thought a blind man could see
it. I also felt we were paying too much money for that property.

Finally, many citizens got involved in specific issues because
someone asked them to or because they belonged to organizations
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that were involved. Some involvement was generated through
neighborhood groups: people would go to the monthly neighbor-
hood association meeting, hear about an issue, and then get
involved in it either as a representative of the neighborhood associ-
ation or as just a concerned citizen.

The number of respondents who said that personal experience
was their primary motivation is an indication of the importance of
direct policy impact for generating participation. The personal
experiences that respondents cited usually focused on various
aspects of their daily routines or personal finances. For example, a
citizen who led the fight for the Floral Park traffic diverters
explained her participation this way:

I think the reason I got involved was traffic mitigation. I bought
my home eleven years ago and couldn’t get in and out of my drive-
way because there was so much commuter traffic on my little resi-
dential street. ... [H]ere I’d made the biggest investment of my life
in a home, and I had all the impact of local businesses and com-
muter traffic and no one willing to address it.

We see two interrelated reasons for participation here: traffic’s
impact on property values and its impact on the ability to leave and
return home. The City’s decisions to implement traffic mitigation
measures will directly influence these aspects of daily life. An oppo-
nent of the traffic plan offered similar reasons:
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Table 3.7. Reasons to participate

Reason given for participation Mentions*

Personal experience 26.5
Important issue 25.5
Asked/encouraged by others 16
Affiliated groups were involved 12
Need to prevent bad decision 9

Total** 89

*If respondent gave two answers, each was counted as half (0.5) of a response. If
there were more than two answers, only the first two mentioned were counted (this
happened in only one instance).

**For thirty-two issues, no reason was given, either because the respondent did not
respond or the question was not asked.



Well, because it really affected me directly and it certainly affected
most of the people in this neighborhood, in that anything that
would have precluded our going down Santa Clara [one of the
streets that was blocked] took us away from what was then one of
the better, bigger business sites. Our bank was right there at the
corner of . . . I guess it was Main and Santa Clara, and there were
other businesses down in that general area that many of the people
in this area patronize. So it was a matter of driving a couple of
miles out of my way to get to the same place that I had gone to for
years and years and years. That got me interested in it.

The prevalence of these explanations for getting involved is a
result of the types of issues in which citizens were involved. Traffic
and land use policies are the types of policies that have direct impact
on how citizens go about their daily business. This situation illus-
trates my point precisely: citizens are more likely to participate on
issues that have a direct impact than on issues that do not. Thus,
Table 3.7 offers an explanation for the pattern that we see in Table
3.5: the reason why transportation and land use issues generate the
most participation is because they have direct effects on citizens’
lives, and these direct effects are what prompt citizens to participate.

Clarity

Clarity refers to the transparency of a policy’s impact (as opposed
to directness, which refers to the nature of the impact). The effects
of some policies are clear and unambiguous, but for others the
impact may be difficult to discern. For example, if a city passes a
regulation reducing the speed limit, there are three possible results:
people drive slower, they receive more speeding tickets, or the law
has no effect. Drawing out the likely causal relationships here is not
difficult. Other policies are less clear in their impact. Take a revision
to the City’s general plan concerning housing density. The impact
of this change, in terms of impact of development patterns, city
revenues, and quality of life, is not at all clear. Citizens (and gov-
ernment officials too) may have difficulty in determining what
impact, if any, the revision will have. Arriving at conclusive deter-
minations concerning the likely impact of a policy decision is always
problematic, however, predicting policy impact is easier for some
policies than others.
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Policies often have multiple and varied impacts, some of which
will be clear and others ambiguous. There is an intended effect on
specific target populations, and also impact on groups not directly
targeted (e.g., the space-saver school had an impact on the sur-
rounding neighborhood, although it was not an intentional target
for the policy). There may also be unintended consequences, which
could lead to additional impacts on both target populations and
others. Thus, the clarity of policy impact varies both across policies
and within policies.

Like directness, clarity is influenced by the policy tools
employed and the length of policy chains. Some policy tools, by the
very nature of the activity, have clearer impact than others. For
example, attempting to revitalize a blighted neighborhood through
enhanced code enforcement will have a predictably clearer impact
than doing so by creating a redevelopment area, as the latter could
potentially have a variety of differing impacts. Even though we can-
not claim that some policy tools always have clearer impacts than
others, for any given issue the choice of policy tools will influence
the clarity of the policy’s impact. As for policy chains, the longer
they are and the more targets they have, the less clear the policy’s
impact will be. Having multiple targets extends the possible
impacts to more groups, and also complicates action, which can
make developing causal models between government action and
policy impact more difficult. Shorter policy chains make the con-
nection between government action and the end result clearer.

There is another policy characteristic that influences clarity: the
presence or absence of well-defined trade-offs. All policy decisions
involve trade-offs: spending money on policy A means we have less
money to spend on policy B. Doing activity A means we cannot do
activity B. Sometimes the government is facing a trade-off, as with
fiscal policy; other times, the government forces trade-offs upon its
citizens: you either follow this regulation and gain X, or don’t fol-
low it and lose Y. Trade-offs may be obvious, such as when cities
decide how to distribute a grant from the federal government, or
they may be vague, such as when they decide to increase public
safety funding without indicating the source of the funds.

When an obvious trade-off exists, such as in the allotment of a
grant, the impact of various policy choices is clear: the City could
fund a program that does X, or it could fund a program that does
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Y. These types of direct trade-offs, however, are rare. Most trade-
offs are not so clearly defined, and could be understood in differ-
ent ways. If a city increases funding for the fire department, does it
mean lower funding for some other department? For all other
departments? Or perhaps it will mean higher taxes. The trade-off is
not well defined, and leads to ambiguous and vague policy impact.
In order to conceptualize the policy impact of an increase in funds
for the fire department, we need to know what we are giving up for
it. A vague and ill-defined trade-off prevents us from drawing out
all the possible impacts that a policy has, and thus limits our ability
to clearly identify policy impact.

Clarity and Participation in Santa Ana

Even though most policies have at least some vague and ambiguous
impacts, policies vary significantly in the extent to which they have
clear policy impacts, and policies that generated participation
tended to have clearer impacts. Most policies in Table 3.4 presented
officials with clear choices. Building a school, creating a mobile
health clinic, and requiring students to wear uniforms are all rela-
tively simple decisions that are easily understood. They have short
policy chains and use direct and easily understood tools. The pri-
mary effects of these policies are also clear: jails and schools are
built, barricades constructed, and funds distributed. Of course,
these policies have secondary effects that may not be easily under-
stood and may be highly contested. For example, some participants
expressed concern that building a new jail would not reduce crime,
whereas others debated the effects of school uniforms on the behav-
ior of children. Even though participants disagreed over likely pol-
icy effects, the causal relationships were clear, and participants could
easily reach an opinion as to likely effects.

A few examples will illustrate these points. Take the neighbor-
hood traffic plans. The impact on traffic was not in question: both
supporters and opponents agreed that putting in the mitigation
measures would limit traffic on certain streets. All participants knew
what the impact of the policy would be, but they disagreed over
whether that impact would be beneficial. Similarly, with Measure C,
the impacts (higher taxes for homeowners and new school con-
struction) were clear, with the disagreement coming over whether
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the taxes were worth the benefit.7 In some cases, the policy impacts
were in dispute, but both sides thought that the impact was clear.
For example, supporters and opponents of the space-saver school
fundamentally disagreed over its likely impact on traffic and noise,
but both sides had a clear vision as to what they perceived the
impacts to be.

There were a couple of issues where such doubts did make their
appearance. For example, some respondents were unclear as to the
impact of the proposed light rail, the Centerline, on their neigh-
borhood and noted that their neighborhood associations had meet-
ings where residents struggled with likely impacts (although after
discussion the impacts were perceived to be clear). The Centerline,
however, is atypical: for most issues, respondents had a clear idea of
the likely policy impact.8 Noticeably absent from Tables 3.4 and 3.5
are policies that have a level of complexity that would prevent par-
ticipants from understanding policy impacts.

Most of the policies in Table 3.4, as well as those mentioned by
respondents, had well-defined trade-offs that were easily identifi-
able. For example, the trade-off of building new schools involved
the competing values of maintaining neighborhood quality of life
and relieving school overcrowding. Other land use issues, such as
the closing of a swap meet and the placement of a drug rehabilita-
tion center (both mentioned by interview respondents), exhibited
a similar pattern of clear trade-offs between neighborhood quality-
of-life issues and some other social good.

The CDBG distributions are a unique case of an extremely well-
defined trade-off. As I mentioned above, most trade-offs are nebu-
lous and are not clearly defined. But because the City is restricted in
how it can distribute the grant (it can only use a certain percentage
for social services), the funding decision becomes clearer: either
fund nonprofit A or fund nonprofit B. This structure is the likely
reason why CDBG funding decisions generated more participation
than votes to approve the city budget. The City has some discre-
tionary spending that it allocates in its budget, but the trade-offs
here are numerous and complex; the City could use its discre-
tionary funds for many different purposes, each of which means a
lack of funds for other possible uses. Unlike CDBG, which presents
a direct trade-off between competing nonprofit organizations, the
city budget offers a less clear policy choice. Many of the nonprofits
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who spoke on the CDBG allotment could also speak at regular
budget hearings to lobby for funds, but did not. Thus, although
CDBG hearings consistently attract around twenty participants,
most of the time city budget hearings only attracted a few partici-
pants, and sometimes none at all.

A few policies that generated some participation did not have
well-defined trade-offs. The artists’ village (discussed in Chapter 4)
is an example. If the money was not spent on promoting the arts,
it could have been used for a whole host of other programs or
activities. Not only could the money be used for some other rede-
velopment project (e.g., improvements to the Fourth Street com-
mercial district), it could have been used for transportation, public
works, or public safety. The possibilities are endless. A few policies
that generated participation had these types of vague trade-offs,
but there is a definite bias on both Tables 3.4 and 3.5 toward poli-
cies that have clear trade-offs. This bias is notable because many
local public policies do not have clear trade-offs. Budgets, admin-
istrative actions, and service provision all are decisions that entail
many possible trade-offs, but these types of decisions are not well
represented among those policies generating participation.

The Floral Park Traffic Plan

A detailed look at a couple of policies that generated high levels of
participation can further illustrate the influence of directness and
clarity on participation patterns. Floral Park is an upper-middle-
class neighborhood on the north side of Santa Ana. The traffic
issue came to the forefront in the early 1990s when construction
was under way on a nearby freeway interchange notorious for its
frequent traffic snarls. Because of traffic delays caused by con-
struction, many commuters would exit the freeway and use surface
streets to either reach their final destination or to connect to
another freeway. This increased traffic on residential streets in
Floral Park, leading some residents to propose measures to pre-
vent commuters from using Floral Park as a shortcut around the
construction.

A group called the Floral Park Traffic Committee, consisting of
residents living on affected streets, drew up a plan to limit traffic by
blocking certain streets, installing right-hand-turn-only signs, and
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reducing speed limits. Restricting access to through traffic on some
streets was the central point of contention in the ensuing debate
(supporters referred to the restricting structures as “diverters,”
whereas opponents called them “barricades”). The plan drew sub-
stantial criticism from residents who lived in adjacent neighbor-
hoods fearing that the plan would push traffic onto their streets and
limit their access to nearby shopping and business destinations.
There were also accusations that Floral Park was trying to “barri-
cade itself” off from the rest of the city and become an exclusion-
ary neighborhood. Although there may be some merit to this
contention, the critics of the plan were mostly homeowners who
had similar socioeconomic characteristics, and unlike many other
issues in Santa Ana politics, this one did not exhibit a rich-versus-
poor dynamic.

The debate was quite emotional and generated high levels of
participation. As indicated in Table 3.4, the city council hearings
on the issue drew many speakers (and even more people who
attended the meeting, but did not speak). There were also neigh-
borhood meetings, petition drives, and other activities on this
issue. Citizens were highly engaged, but the city council and mayor
wanted little to do with the proposal. This issue was a no-win situ-
ation for them given the strong opinions on both sides. As one
reporter put it, “No matter how the council members vote, they
run the risk of alienating about half of the neighborhood residents”
(Martinez 1991, B3). However, the council was forced to deal with
the issue because of the high levels of citizen participation.

After some delays, the council approved the traffic mitigation
measures in 1993. Initially, the measures were meant to be tempo-
rary; once the construction was finished on the freeway interchange
they were to be removed. But in 1995, after another contentious
debate, the city council made the measures permanent.

Residents in Floral Park as well as nearby neighborhoods viewed
traffic as a critically important issue. The reason is that it directly
affected them on a day-to-day basis in a direct and clear way. Street
traffic influences noise levels in a neighborhood, a major concern
for Floral Park residents. It also impacts safety, and some residents
were concerned about accidents caused by speeding commuters.
For people who did not live in the neighborhood but used the
streets, the proposed barricades affected them by forcing them to
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alter their driving patterns. Traffic mitigation did not have a major
financial impact9 on either supporters or opponents, nor did it have
much impact beyond Floral Park and a few surrounding neighbor-
hoods. The future of Santa Ana (or Floral Park) did not hinge on
traffic mitigation, but because it had such direct impact, citizens
participated on the issue as if it did.

The Floral Park traffic plan had clear impact on residents. There
was some debate over the precise impact it would have, particularly
in terms of how commuters would respond to the barricades.
Critics contended that commuters would simply shift to other res-
idential streets, burdening Floral Park’s neighbors. Proponents of
the plan argued that commuters might just stay on the freeway or
use one of the main thoroughfares rather than cutting across resi-
dential neighborhoods. There was also some debate over the actual
amount of traffic there was (neither side trusted the numbers pro-
vided by the City’s traffic engineers) and the inconvenience it
would cause to nearby residents. Although there was disagreement
over the impact of the mitigation efforts, it was not difficult for res-
idents to come to a conclusion about the likely impact. All one
needed to do was to assess how much traffic there was, arrive at a
conclusion about how commuters would respond to the barricades,
and how much longer trips would be for others who used the
streets. Further, the policy choice facing the city council was clear:
implement the traffic mitigation measures, do not implement
them, or work out a compromise position that implements some of
the measures. The issue did not involve complex and vague trade-
offs nor did it involve long policy chains. Participants could easily
grasp the ramifications of policy decisions, even though they often
reached different conclusions.

The Floral Park traffic mitigation effort is typical of the type of
issue that generated high levels of participation in Santa Ana.
Residents attached high salience to this issue because of the nature
of its impact on their daily lives. It was a relatively simple issue that
presented clear choices to policy makers and had a direct impact on
citizens. It may not have been “important” in a fiscal sense or in
terms of the overall well-being of the city, but it was certainly
important enough to residents for them to actively engage the issue
and attempt to influence the city council’s decisions.
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The Space-Saver School

The space-saver school was one of the most, if not the most, con-
tentious issues the school district faced in the 1990s and generated
high levels of participation. The public hearing on the issue had
sixty-seven speakers (Table 3.4), and seven of the fifty-three partici-
pants interviewed mentioned it as a policy with which they were
personally involved (three opposed; four in favor). Why did this
issue become the object of so much participatory activity?

The space-saver school was a proposed junior high school that
would be built next to a strip mall, under the auspices of a state
program that provided funds to urban school districts to build
schools in unconventional places. Santa Ana desperately needed to
build more schools; the city was experiencing rapid population
growth and did not have enough schools to house all of their stu-
dents. Further, there is scarce open space left in Santa Ana, justify-
ing building schools in less-than-ideal places, such as next to a mall.
Supporters saw major citywide benefits from building the school,
particularly because the state government was paying for most of it.
Opponents, primarily from surrounding neighborhoods, acknowl-
edged that Santa Ana needed to build more schools but argued
that this location was the wrong choice. The school was going to
create enormous amounts of traffic, and noise from the children—
both at the school and on their way to and from school—was going
to disrupt the neighborhood. Opponents claimed that placing a
junior high school next to a mall was a recipe for disaster, and that
the cost of the land (which had to be bought from the mall owner)
was going to cost too much.

Compared to other policies that the City and school district
decide, building this school is fairly insignificant in terms of its total
impact on the quality of life and financial well-being of the adjacent
neighborhoods. There may be some negative impact to the neigh-
borhood in terms of traffic and noise; however, a neutral observer
could hardly claim that the impact has been the catastrophe that
opponents claimed would happen (the school opened in early
2001). As for supporters, this school would help alleviate some
overcrowding, but it was hardly essential, and the school district
could have survived without it. Important though it may have
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been, it was not any more important than a host of other issues that
the school district addressed during this time period.

The debate over the school was cast in terms of competing inter-
ests. Those opposed, mostly people living in adjacent neighborhoods
without school-aged children, argued that building the school would
ruin their neighborhood. Supporters, mostly parents with kids in
Santa Ana schools, argued that the school was needed to improve
education. The debate was about competing interests, but the rea-
son this issue was so contentious was not because the participants
were excessively self-interested. The interests of these two groups
conflict over many issues that have greater impact on the quality of
life and financial well-being of both groups (tax policy is one such
issue that generated relatively little participation). Therefore, if
we want to know why this issue generated so much participation, we
need to move beyond a simple explanation of “they are being self-
interested” and ask why this issue was seen as being so critical.

The space-saver school had all the policy characteristics that lead
to direct and clear policy impact. The school board decision to build
or not build the school had direct consequences on the participants’
daily routines; supporters would have a new school for their kids,
and opponents would have to deal with increased traffic and noise.
There was much debate over the extent to which the school would
impact traffic and noise, but participants did not need to have a
degree in planning to make an estimate as to what the impact would
be (even if they ended up being wrong). Further, the decision was
clear (build or not build) and the school board had to make one up-
or-down vote to decide the fate of the school. All of these charac-
teristics made this issue one that citizens could identify what the
impact was going to be and figure out how to participate.

The space-saver school generated so much participatory activity
because of the nature of the issue itself. Citizens viewed this issue
as being highly salient based on the clear and direct policy choice it
represented. They could assess the impact of the policy and see how
it could directly impact their own lives. Further, the decision to
build the school was made in a few votes taken by the school dis-
trict, presenting a clear focal point for participatory activity. If the
issue was more complex and less direct, citizens may not have
attached such importance to the issue and consequently not have par-
ticipated as much.
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Policy Impact and Participation

Policies generating participation in Santa Ana had direct and clear
impacts on citizens, and policy impact is an important influence on
participation patterns. This argument resembles Lowi’s (1964,
1972) “policy determines politics” thesis, which states that the type
of policy influences the type of politics associated with it (e.g., reg-
ulatory policy will lead to executive-centered politics because the
nature of regulatory policy is conducive to executive action and
poses obstacles to congressional action). My argument in this chap-
ter makes an analogous causal connection: I contend that the extent
of participation on any given policy is influenced by the nature of
the policy’s impact on citizens.

Two premises underlie Lowi’s contention that policies act as an
independent influence on politics (Lowi 1964, 688). First, political
relationships are determined by the expectations of what people
hope to accomplish when they relate to others. Second, expectations
are determined by governmental outputs or policies: what people
expect from government is a product of what the government does.
Therefore, if political relationships are determined by expectations
and expectations are determined by governmental policies, political
relationships are determined by governmental policies. Political rela-
tionships structure the politics that occur on a policy, and thus, Lowi
argues, we can best understand politics with a theory that describes
how policy types influences political relationships.

For Lowi, policy characteristics matter because they determine
individuals’ orientations toward government and the policy
process, and thus political behavior. We can develop a similar argu-
ment about how the policy characteristics I have identified (direct-
ness and clarity) influence participation. Policy impact determines
how citizens experience the decisions that local governments make.
The relationship of citizens to local government is mediated
through the impact that local policies have on citizens; that is how
governmental actions manifest themselves in citizens’ lives. Because
policy impact shapes the relationship between citizens and govern-
ment, it influences how citizens define their preferences about local
policies. In particular, for our purposes here, it influences how citi-
zens assess issue salience. Policy impact has an influence on partici-
pation patterns because it is the means by which citizens determine
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the importance of a given policy, and thus whether it is worthwhile
to try to influence.

Issue salience is fundamentally subjective: whether citizens find
an issue to be important enough to try to influence it is a function
of how citizens construct the nature of its impact. Although the
process by which policy impact is translated into issue salience is
subjective, policy characteristics lead citizens to consistently view
some types of policies as more salient than others. The essence of
my argument is as follows: those policies that exhibit more direct
and clearer impacts on citizens will be seen as having greater
salience. Policy impact, like issue salience, is socially constructed by
citizens; neither can be measured objectively. However, this does
not mean that it is a random process. The evidence from Santa Ana
indicates that policies with certain characteristics, such as short pol-
icy chains or direct policy tools, will have a greater salience among
citizens. This chapter has demonstrated that the issues that citizens
find most salient, and thus generate high levels of participation,
have clear and direct policy impact on their daily routines.

We can further clarify the relationship between issue salience
and policy impact by drawing on the theories by Tiebout (1956),
Wilson (1974), and Logan and Molotch (1987) discussed in
Chapter 2. From these theories, I developed a few hypotheses con-
cerning what issues are likely to generate the most participation.
The shortcoming of these hypotheses is that they are all derivative
of policy impact, and thus cannot explain how citizens arrive at
judgments about issue salience. For example, citizens determine
costs and benefits of public policies based on the impact that the
policy has (or will have) on their lives. The same goes for measur-
ing use and exchange values: The importance attached to specific
use and exchange values is independent of policy impact, but the
understanding of how policies are going to influence those values
is not. Citizens use this understanding about costs-benefits and
use-exchange values to determine the merits of the policy and its
relative importance to their lives, which in turn will affect the poli-
cies they try to influence. These hypotheses are not wrong per se,
but they fail to capture the dynamics of how citizens come to view
some policies as more salient than others, and thus cannot explain
participation patterns that we see.
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Policy Entrepreneurs 
and the Opportunity 
to Participate

In Chapter 3, we explored the possibility that policy charac-
teristics influence patterns of participation, that certain types of poli-
cies are more likely to generate participation than others. Another
influence on participation patterns could be participants themselves:
Some policies could generate a lot of participation because there are
concerned citizens who promote it. The hypothesis is as follows:
policy A will receive more participation than policy B because it was
pushed by a citizen (or group of citizens) who was able to get it on
the public’s agenda and mobilize other participants. In this sce-
nario, the characteristics of the policy itself are not the critical vari-
able; rather, whether somebody takes it upon him or herself to
mobilize participation is what shapes participation patterns.

Citizens who promote and mobilize participation on a particu-
lar issue are policy entrepreneurs. Following Mintrom (2000) and
Schneider and Teske (1995), I define a policy entrepreneur as some-
one who promotes an innovative policy idea, “innovative” in the
sense of being a departure from the status quo. Entrepreneurs dif-
fer from other political actors in that they reframe problems, offer
different solutions, and actively promote their ideas through build-
ing coalitions and persuading others of the merits of their argu-
ments. Policy entrepreneurs can significantly influence participation
patterns. By developing an idea and actively promoting it, policy
entrepreneurs can generate interest and participation among other
citizens that would not have existed otherwise. If this situation
occurs, then we can explain some of the variation in participation
across policies by reference to policy entrepreneurs.

Measuring the influence of entrepreneurs on participation is
problematic because of complex causal relationships; even with a
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correlation between participation levels and the existence of entre-
preneurs, the causal relationship will be unclear. Policy entrepre-
neurs could take up an issue, causing there to be more participation,
or extensive interest in an issue could be a catalyst for potential
entrepreneurs. Further, certain issues could be more likely to gen-
erate both participation and entrepreneurs, making the correlation
spurious. Thus, sorting out the impact that policy entrepreneurs
have on participation is quite difficult.

Given this complexity, the data that I have from Santa Ana do
not allow us to establish a firm causal relationship between policy
entrepreneurs and participation patterns. My task in this chapter is
less ambitious: I describe three examples of policy entrepreneurship
from Santa Ana and identify how they relate to participation. This
analysis will establish the processes by which policy entrepreneurs
could have an impact on participation patterns. Although it will not
identify the relative importance of entrepreneurs compared to
other variables, it will present a compelling logic for how entrepre-
neurial activity influences participation patterns.

The conclusion I draw from my analysis of entrepreneurs in
Santa Ana is that they influence participation patterns by altering
the context in which citizens participate in local policy making. By
putting an issue on the agenda, defining its boundaries, developing
a strategy to address it, and mobilizing interested citizens, policy
entrepreneurs change the barriers and incentives for participation
on that issue. The importance of policy entrepreneurs lies not in
their ability to persuade others of the merits of their arguments; I
found few instances where entrepreneurs generated participation
by altering others’ policy preferences. Rather, their importance lies
in their ability to structure opportunities for citizens to act on those
preferences by formulating policy goals, putting issues on the
agenda, and developing a strategy for participatory activity.

The literature on policy entrepreneurs has examined their role
in setting the public agenda and their effectiveness at accomplish-
ing political goals. Entrepreneurs work to get issues on the agenda
by capitalizing on political and policy opportunities that arise
(Mintrom 2000; Kingdon 1995). Most of the studies on entrepre-
neurs find that not only can they set the agenda, but they also have
significant impact on policy outcomes. For example, Mintrom
(1997, 738), in a study examining the adoption of charter school
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legislation, argues that the “the presence and actions of policy
entrepreneurs were found to raise significantly the probability of
legislative consideration and approval of school choice as a policy
innovation.” The three examples below support the findings in
previous literature that policy entrepreneurs can be effective at set-
ting the agenda and attaining policy objectives. My goal, however,
is not to demonstrate the effectiveness of policy entrepreneurs.
Rather, I am interested in exploring the impact that this activity has
for participation.

Entrepreneurs at Work:Three Examples1

The Artists’ Village

Santa Ana suffers from a poor image. Many residents in surround-
ing communities view Santa Ana as a blighted inner city with high
crime rates and run-down neighborhoods. Santa Ana residents are
keenly aware of the image problem. During interviews, many made
comments similar to this one by a neighborhood activist: “what has
affected the city now for so many years is the perception [of Santa
Ana] is 100 times worse than the reality . . . [people say] ‘you live
in Santa Ana? Oh my god, is it safe?’ You invite somebody over for
dinner, ‘Well, should I bring a flack jacket? Where should I park?
Do I need to have a police escort?’ I mean, it’s just ridiculous.”
Since Santa Ana started to gain this reputation in the 1980s, city
officials have been searching for a way to alter the city’s image by
revitalizing downtown and giving Santa Ana a reputation for some-
thing other than crime, gangs, and blight.

The person who supplied the answer was John Peters, a Santa
Ana native involved in the arts scene in Los Angeles.2 Peters pro-
posed revitalizing downtown by fostering an “arts movement” in
the city that would promote the flowering of culture and make
Santa Ana the arts capital of Orange County. A central component
of the plan would be an artists’ village, located downtown, with a
vibrant and energetic atmosphere where artists could live and
work. Through the artists’ village and other arts initiatives, Santa
Ana would not only have a vibrant and rejuvenated downtown, but
it would also shed its image as a crime and poverty mecca and
replace it with one associated with arts and culture.
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In 1988, Peters formed the Santa Ana Council of Arts and
Culture (SACAC), an umbrella organization initially comprised of
fourteen major arts organizations in the city. SACAC’s mission is to
develop goals and objectives, lobby the city for seed funding for arts
initiatives, and provide support for initiatives once they were under
way. After bringing together arts organizations, Peters identified oth-
ers in the community who could contribute resources to this effort.
They included neighborhood association leaders, many of whom had
political clout with city officials, historical preservation activists, and
various city officials. Bringing city officials on board was not always
easy. At first, many officials ignored him, thinking his ideas lacked
feasibility and practicality. Even some of those who may have been
sympathetic to the arts movement idea were put off by his aggres-
sive lobbying; Peters relates the comment of one official who said,
“How big of a box do we need to build to control John Peters?”

Despite some skeptical politicians, Peters assembled an impres-
sive coalition to push for the arts. The support of the historic preser-
vationists and neighborhood leaders was critical because they had
political clout. Arts organizations had many resources they could
bring to the table, but their nonprofit status limited their political
activities, and they generally did not have any political pull.
Neighborhood activists, however, are a significant voting bloc and
an important source of campaign volunteers; thus, many elected
officials need their support for reelection. Using support from
neighborhood leaders as leverage, by the mid-1990s Peters had
two or three city council members who were vocal supporters of
the arts, and could count on five or six votes on the seven-member
council to support arts initiatives. The support of elected officials
led to support among a skeptical city staff, who saw that whether
they liked the idea or not, fostering an arts movement was fast
becoming a centerpiece of the city’s agenda. His ability to draw in
the political resources of neighborhood associations to comple-
ment the substantive resources of arts organizations made for a pow-
erful coalition, and was a primary reason why the artists’ village was
eventually supported by the city. He acknowledges as much: “The
arts council could never have done anything without the neighbor-
hood movement because that’s where the political muscle is.”

To get the issue on the agenda, Peters generated some buzz
with special events, such as a party thrown for David Hockney, an
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internationally known artist. He also arranged for city officials to
tour other cities with artist colonies, such as Pasadena, California,
and Portland, Oregon. He created links between neighborhood
associations and arts organizations by organizing joint events and
offering free arts tickets to neighborhood activists. When in 1992
a proposed pawnshop in the area slated for the artists’ village3 gen-
erated neighborhood protests (organized by Peters, among oth-
ers), it became clear to city leaders that the artists’ village idea was
on the minds of residents (or at least of active residents), and that
they needed to consider the proposals seriously.

In the mid-1990s, the presence of many empty or near-empty
early twentieth-century buildings marred the face of downtown
Santa Ana. The idea behind the artists’ village was to use these
underutilized buildings for arts purposes. Using these buildings had
two distinct advantages: They were inexpensive—a key ingredient
for luring artists to the area—and they had the aesthetics conducive
to an artistic environment. The cornerstone projects of the artists’
village consisted of refurbishing these old buildings as artist stu-
dios or as apartments where occupants could both live and work—
live-work studios. Starting in 1994, the City used Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds to renovate a few of
these buildings, one of which was leased by the arts program at
California State University, Fullerton. A private developer, with
financial assistance from the City, renovated another building for
use as studios and galleries. A construction permit for artist live-
work studios was approved by the city council in November 2001.

The artists’ village has its opponents. The primary opposition
comes from officials and citizens who feel that the money could be
better used for other purposes. The artists’ village is not likely, they
argue, to ever reach the heights that Peters and others claim it will.
They are fighting an uphill battle, however, because the artists’ vil-
lage has been identified as the way to revitalize downtown. Despite
some criticism, an organized opposition to the artists’ village has
yet to emerge, and there is minimal participatory activity to oppose
the project.

Peters recruited a number of other citizens to be active partic-
ipants in the arts movement, such as one of the cofounders of
Commlink (an umbrella group of neighborhood associations) and
various neighborhood association presidents. Instances of mass
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citizen participation were rare on the artists’ village issue, however,
a small group of activists spent significant amounts of time on
working with the City to make the artists’ village come to fruition.
They were mostly citizens who were already active in local politics,
and if they had not been involved with the arts movement, they
probably would have shifted their efforts to other issues. This
dynamic only applies to a handful of activists, but it is significant.
Had Peters not pushed the idea, some citizens would have spent
their time participating on issues other than the arts movement. In
this way, his entrepreneurship influenced participation patterns.

The specific artists’ village projects mentioned above did not gen-
erate much citizen participation outside of Peters and a handful of
arts activists. City council hearings on artists’ village proposals typi-
cally only attracted a handful of speakers, and there certainly was not
a groundswell of public support for the initiative. By 1994, when the
first of these projects was approved, the city council was supportive
of the idea and thus the primary task was to work out the details, lim-
iting participation to those (like Peters) who were willing to volun-
teer significant amounts of time to see the project come to fruition.
That said, Peters’ activity did have some (albeit modest) impact on
participation patterns. I already mentioned one issue, the Main
Street pawnshop, where Peters’ entrepreneurship influenced partici-
pation. If it were not for the vision of the artists’ village and the
mobilization efforts of Peters, this issue would have generated less
interest. Also, the artists’ village was occasionally a topic of discussion
at neighborhood association meetings and Commlink meetings. In
the absence of Peters, conversations about revitalizing downtown
and improving the image of Santa Ana may have focused on other
alternatives, and participation may have shifted to other projects.

Observers have different opinions about whether or not the
artists’ village is a success. Supporters, including most city officials,
see it as highly successful, and think that with one or two more
additions (such as the artist live-work studios under construction)
it will achieve its potential as a cultural center and revitalization
force downtown. Others are less optimistic. There has been high
turnover among artists, leading some to question whether the proj-
ect can survive past its initial phase. Others note that most of the
time the artists’ village is void of visitors, and doubt that it will ever
be the exciting and lively place billed by proponents. Its future
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remains uncertain, but there is no doubt that the City’s creation of
the artists’ village as the centerpiece of downtown redevelopment
was a function, in large part, of the tireless efforts of John Peters.

Antigang Efforts

In the early 1990s Santa Ana had a serious gang problem. Rapid
population growth coupled with a large youth population had led
to an explosion of gang activity that the City was unprepared to
handle. Jose Miranda, a local lawyer and former president of the
Santa Ana Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, decided to address
the gang issue. Miranda, who says he was interested in the issue
because, “I was at some point [in my youth] involved in some activi-
ties that one would consider gang activities,” put together a fourteen-
point plan that included establishing gang prevention programs and
expanding recreational activities for youth. The focus of the pro-
gram was to develop alternatives to a gang lifestyle and to bring
together resources from the community to address the issue.

A week after he presented his plan, a tragic gang shooting
occurred in which a father of three was killed over a dispute con-
cerning a cigarette. This murder received a significant amount of
media attention, and the gang issue became the number-one prior-
ity (it was already high on the City’s agenda, but the tragedy of this
shooting increased the urgency with which the City dealt with the
issue). This spotlight gave Miranda an opportunity (or what
Kingdon [1995] refers to as a policy window) to make a case that his
plan represented the best way to address Santa Ana’s gang problem.

Miranda’s approach to fighting gang activity revolved around
providing help and support to at-risk youth to discourage them
from joining gangs. Rather than approach gang activity as a crime
control issue, he approached it as a problem of wayward youth.
Miranda describes his understanding of the gang problem:

And I will stand to the fact that those kids, they need to hang out
with each other because they have no place to go, or they don’t
have the means to go anywhere else. Many times they have 
traditionally been earmarked or targeted as the gang members, and
ultimately identified as criminal-street-gang members only because
they grew up in [a low-income] neighborhood. So part of my 
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reasoning for getting involved is because I felt, as part of my role as
an attorney, a criminal defense attorney, I found that many times
many youngsters get caught in the system, the criminal system,
with no choice. And that we do not have enough role models, we
do not have enough leaders, we do not have individuals that will
take the time to become big brother or big sister, and take one of
these youngsters, even if it’s one at a time, to help them out and
become better members of our society. So my interest was because
I felt it, I felt the problems, and because I grew up with it, I feel
that I also have a little bit of a solution, and therefore I voiced my
opinion, and submitted a number of proposals to the school 
district, to the city council, to the board of supervisors, as an
attempt to make a dent in the understanding of this community.

The proposals Miranda made reflected his understanding of the
problem; rather than hiring police officers or creating antigang
units, Miranda focused his efforts on programs aimed at helping
at-risk youth.

Miranda’s strategy for getting his plan implemented was multi-
faceted. Most visibly, he organized rallies and meetings to bring
together community residents who were committed to addressing
the issue. These activities generated some positive newspaper cov-
erage, which in turn increased awareness in the community. At the
same time he was generating broad interest in the community,
Miranda identified allies, both within government and outside of it,
who could help him achieve his goals. One group he reached out
to were gang members themselves, successfully persuading them to
agree to a truce between rival gangs. He helped them create an
umbrella organization called United Gangs Council, whose mis-
sion was to promote nongang activities. He also contacted a vari-
ety of other players who had a role to play, from school officials to
probation officers to community college officials to police depart-
ments. For each organization, he identified ways that they could
contribute to a solution, and attempted to persuade them to take
the recommended actions.

The fourteen-point plan that Miranda put together were
actions that the city council could take to alleviate the gang prob-
lem. This plan was only one component of the antigang effort.
Much of the work, as envisioned by Miranda, was to be done by
citizens in the community themselves4 or by other governmental
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bodies (such as community college districts or school districts). But
the proposal to the council received the most attention in the
media. To convince the city of the merits of his proposals, Miranda
had a two-pronged approach. First, he attended city council meet-
ings to apply pressure on officials to approve his plan. He also
talked individually with council members and the mayor to present
the argument in favor of his plan. Although officials were not
opposed to the plan itself, they were hesitant to commit the funds
that it required given a tight city budget. Thus, many of the meet-
ings with officials revolved around what the city would be willing
to spend and where those resources were going to come from.

The City formally adopted Miranda’s fourteen-point plan, but
most of it was never implemented for budgetary reasons. Over the
next few years, the City experimented with a number of other
approaches to the gang problem, including building a new city jail
to house minor offenders and participation in the federal “weed
and seed” program. By the late 1990s, gang activity had signifi-
cantly decreased, which may be a function of these efforts or sim-
ply a reflection of a national trend toward less crime. Miranda feels
that his participation was effective:

I felt that a number of our recommendations were adopted and
implemented. There were a number of recommendations that were
modified to either meet a specific funding requirement or city plan,
and there were other issues that were placed on the table that
become the spring board to other activities that have essentially
become productive to our society.

Even though the City did not fully implement his plan, Miranda
had an impact on city policy, because without his efforts, the City’s
strategy for dealing with the gang issue would have been different,
at least in some respects.

Miranda generated some participation on this issue. As men-
tioned above, he organized public meetings on the issue, one of
which had about one hundred citizens in attendance. Others were
prompted to participate in various activities relating to the antigang
efforts, such as volunteering for recreational programs. The activ-
ity that Miranda’s plan prompted was more along the lines of “pub-
lic work” than of citizen efforts to lobby government, as there did
not appear to be much participatory activity surrounding his efforts
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to persuade the city council to adopt his fourteen-point plan. Like
John Peters’ efforts to establish an artists’ village, Miranda’s plan
did not generate a groundswell of participatory activity, and there did
not appear to be significantly higher levels of participation on the
gang issue as a result of his efforts.

Even so, Miranda made an impact on participation by channel-
ing what participation there was on this issue into a focused outlet
(support for his plan). It was already on the agenda and on people’s
minds; he did not have to convince anybody that gang activity was
an issue that needed to be addressed. Further, there was consen-
sus on what the results needed to be, as everyone wanted to see less
gang activity. What Miranda did was provide a framework in which
people could act to achieve common goals. By developing a strategy
to address the gang issue, Miranda influenced participatory activity
by presenting a clearer and more structured participatory opportu-
nity. It made the task clearer, so that citizens interested in address-
ing the gang issue had clear outlets for their participation. If Miranda
had not been involved, gang issues would still have been on the
agenda, people would still have been concerned, and the desire to
do something still would have been there. However, the opportuni-
ties to participate would have been different.

The Commercial Vehicles Code

Santa Ana, as an older suburb, suffers from visual blight. The neigh-
borhoods built in the 1950s have seen better days, as the houses are
starting to show the wear of time. Further, many of these houses
are occupied by Santa Ana’s large immigrant population who, for
economic reasons, need to fit many people into these small houses.5

These circumstances lead to outward signs of overcrowding, such as
using porches for storage areas. Many neighborhood association
leaders argue that addressing this visual blight should be a top pri-
ority, and promote enhanced code enforcement by the city as a solu-
tion. One particular code enforcement issue that was taken up by a
group of citizens dealt with the parking of commercial vehicles
(such as tow trucks, buses, and tractor trailers) on residential streets.
Citizens complained about the number of commercial vehicles in
residential neighborhoods (which they said looked ugly and posed
safety hazards) and asked the city to address the issue.6
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Mike Belliard, a neighborhood association president, led the
fight. Initially, he got interested in this topic when he was informed
by code enforcement that they could not act on his complaints
about commercial vehicles parked in his neighborhood. Belliard
found out that state laws invalidated parts of the old city ordinance
regulating commercial vehicles, and these laws limit what the City
could do in terms of restrictions. There were still some opportuni-
ties for the city council to address the issue, but they needed to
adopt a new ordinance. Initially Belliard and other residents
thought it was just a matter of getting city code enforcers to step
up citation activity, but it quickly became apparent that serious
action on this issue would require more. Thus began a push for the
City to write and adopt a new ordinance.

Initially, Belliard took on the project by himself, but later
brought in other citizens (mostly those active in neighborhood
associations). He explains why:

[W]hen I started this I was on my own. . . . It was getting to a
point where some of my friends that had leadership in the city were
telling me you’d better get together with other people. Have them
come before [us], because what’s going to be getting . . . they’ll
say, “Here comes that guy again.” One person making noise, 
making noise. They never listen to one person.

He worked primarily through neighborhood associations and
Commlink, gathering support and recruiting allies. Commlink
held informational meetings on the issue, and invited city staff and
elected officials to attend. Commlink also has a committee called
Neighborhood Improvement and Code Enforcement (NICE) that
stepped up its efforts on this issue. These meetings signaled to offi-
cials that this issue was of concern to more than just one person.

Belliard brought in a few other people to assist in the effort.
Particularly valuable were some Commlink board members who
agreed to help push for the new ordinance. If it were not for
Belliard, many of these people would not have been active on the
issue. For example, one of the people he recruited stated that it was
a “supportive” issue for her: she offered to help Belliard because he
was a frequent ally and felt that supporting him on this issue (which
she supported but did not view as one of her top priorities) would
strengthen her networks. A Commlink board member commented
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during an interview that he personally did not have a problem with
commercial vehicles in his neighborhood, but he could understand
why others would care about it, and participated based on that. All
of the people that Belliard recruited agreed with his position on the
issue; however, many of them did not have commercial vehicles as
a top priority nor would they have participated had Belliard not
prompted them to do so.

After some meetings and discussions, the city council instructed
the city attorney to draft an ordinance. The drafting of the ordi-
nance was a collaborative effort, with the city attorney and other
city officials discussing the details of the ordinance with Belliard and
his allies. The citizens who worked most on this issue indicated that
they had many meetings and conversations with officials in the
planning stages. When the council took up the ordinance for a vote,
they were very careful and sensitive to the opposition (tow truck
operators and others groups negatively affected by the ordinance
were the primary opposition). They delayed the vote a few times to
allow time for compromises, attempting to placate both opponents
and supporters of the new ordinance. Belliard and his colleagues
made a point of attending all the public hearings on the ordinance,
and also made personal contact with various city council members
to fend off attempts to weaken it. Council members added some
amendments that altered the ordinance so supporters did not get
exactly what they wanted. The council did eventually pass an ordi-
nance, and thus it serves as an example of a victory by citizens in
their attempt to influence government policy. The city council was
predisposed to support such issues (they had passed similar code
enforcement ordinances in the past), but would not have been likely
to pass this one without some prodding.

In addition to opposition from tow truck operations, there was
some opposition from individuals concerned that the new ordinance
would create financial hardships for working-class Latinos. Most of
the commercial vehicles—which included not just tow trucks but
also buses and trucks used by landscapers—were driven by this
group, who brought the trucks home because they had no other
form of transportation to and from work. Critics contended that in
the name of making neighborhoods look nice, working people
would suffer economic hardship because they would have to find
other means of transportation to and from work. Belliard dismissed
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this argument out of hand: “[They argued] this isn’t going to be
fair. I said, ‘It’s not fair to me. Why should I put up with the guy
next door or across the street, big trucks, big tow trucks, that don’t
belong there and use my street for a parking lot?’” To Belliard,
commercial vehicles represented a land use issue, not an economic
one: the fact that commercial vehicles should not be parked in resi-
dential neighborhoods trumped any potential impact on the eco-
nomic well-being of the people who drove them.

The appearance of residential neighborhoods is an important
issue for many neighborhood leaders, and code enforcement is fre-
quently a discussion topic at neighborhood meetings. Thus, when
Mike Belliard came along asking for support in his efforts to get the
City to adopt a new commercial vehicles ordinance, he received a
favorable response. At the same time, the issue would not likely
have surfaced without his efforts. For most neighborhood activists,
though they cared about the issue, it was not a top priority, and
they would not have gotten involved without Belliard’s leadership.
Belliard moved the issue up on their agenda. He accomplished this
goal by doing the initial information gathering about why the old
ordinance was not being enforced, what the state regulations
were, and what the City needed to do to address the issue. In so
doing, he was able to define what needed to be accomplished.
Once the issue was framed as getting the City to write a new ordi-
nance, the participatory task was made clearer, and citizens had a
definable goal to accomplish. Without Belliard’s efforts, there
would not have been much participation on the issue of commer-
cial vehicles, and thus we can conclude that he was able to alter par-
ticipation patterns through his entrepreneurial activity.

Changing Participatory Opportunities

Policy entrepreneurs’ influence on participation is derived from
their ability to alter opportunities for citizens to participate on spe-
cific policy issues. For any given policy there are a set of contextual
factors that shape the ways citizens can or are willing to participate.
For example, whether a policy is decided by a vote of the city coun-
cil or by a city administrator will impact whether citizens have an
opportunity to comment on the policy at a public hearing. Another
example: defining an issue narrowly so that it only affects one
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neighborhood provides a disincentive for citizens who live outside
of that neighborhood to participate, even if the policy has wider
implications. How an issue is defined, debated, and addressed by
government will structure the ways in which citizens can attempt
to participate on that issue. Policy entrepreneurs can alter these
factors. Specifically, they can do three things: (1) define and frame
policy issues, (2) create specific participatory occasions, and 
(3) develop strategies that organize individual participatory acts
into a coherent whole. Each will be discussed in turn.

All three entrepreneurs defined and framed policy issues by tak-
ing a general issue and making it specific through identifying issue
boundaries and feasible solutions. For example, Peters narrowed
the quite expansive issue of “downtown redevelopment” to
whether the city should promote an artists’ village. He effectively
shifted the discourse away from other potential options and
focused debate on the arts. Even those who disagreed with his pro-
posal were forced to engage in the debate over its merits. In
Miranda’s case, he broadened the scope of potential action on the
gang issue beyond just police enforcement of laws. One way of
viewing the gang problem was of crime control, which effectively
limits policy action to the police and criminal justice system.
Miranda defined the issue more broadly to include dealing with the
problems faced by crime-prone youth more generally, opening up
possibilities for different groups to take action.

How an issue is defined and framed alters the opportunities for
citizen participation. Certain types of framings can either create
roles for citizen participants or limit their involvement. It can also
influence the type of activity that is best suited to accomplishing
participants’ goals. Belliard, by framing the issue of commercial
vehicles as one where the City needed to write a new ordinance,
created a role for citizens to lobby the city government to pass
such an ordinance. Miranda’s framing of the gang issue created a
role for citizens where they could get directly involved in address-
ing the issue by working through nonprofits to help wayward
youth. He also created opportunities for citizens to lobby the city
council to pass his plan. The gang issue could have easily been
framed to limit the role of citizens; for example, defining it as a
problem of police effectiveness would have put the onus of action
on police, not citizens.
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In addition to framing an issue in a way that allows for partici-
pation, policy entrepreneurs generate specific occasions for par-
ticipation. By “occasion” I mean that there was a defined activity
that citizens could engage in to influence a specific policy. Of course,
citizens always have opportunities to participate on any issue they
like. Even if governmental bodies refuse to take up an issue, citi-
zens could at a minimum protest or organize community meetings
to discuss an issue. What policy entrepreneurs did in Santa Ana
was to make these opportunities concrete by creating a specific
occasion in which citizens could act to influence a policy. In some
cases it was obvious: for example, Miranda organized a public
meeting in which to discuss his antigang efforts. In other cases, the
process was indirect. By prompting the city council to consider a
new commercial vehicles ordinance, Belliard’s efforts led to an
occasion for citizens to speak at a city council meeting to support
passage. The activities of policy entrepreneurs created specific and
concrete occasions where citizens could attempt to influence a par-
ticular policy issue, which can affect both how citizens participate
and which issues they attempt to influence.

Policy entrepreneurs can also alter participatory opportunities
by creating strategies to accomplish their political goals. Strategies
organize and coordinate participatory activities and change the
meaning and impact of specific participatory activity. For example,
opposition to the Main Street pawnshop was part of the larger
strategy to reserve an area downtown for arts-related uses. By
developing a strategy to accomplish this larger goal, Peters infused
additional meaning into this participation, so that rather that just
being opposition to an unwanted land use, it was part of an effort
to revitalize downtown. Miranda’s antigang strategy also altered
participatory opportunities by tying together previously separate
efforts to deal with the problem. Developing a strategy to address
an issue not only changes the meaning of participation, but it can
also alter citizens’ behavior by providing different incentives for
engaging in various participatory activities.

In all these ways, policy entrepreneurs alter the context in
which participatory activity occurs. The structure of the opportu-
nity to participate can act as an incentive or disincentive to partici-
pate. In this chapter, we have examined three examples where
policy entrepreneurs altered participatory opportunities through
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their ability to define and frame issues, create specific participatory
occasions, and develop strategies to accomplish political goals.
How they went about these tasks varied. Miranda was much more
of a consensus builder than Peters or Belliard, who did not shy
away from conflict if necessary to accomplish their goals. The
three entrepreneurs also drew on different resources and engaged
in different activities. Although the specifics of their efforts varied,
they all had a common outcome: they structured opportunities for
citizens to participate, creating focused outlets for their participa-
tory efforts.

The mechanism by which policy entrepreneurs enhance partic-
ipation on a given issue is by altering opportunities to participate.
But how significant of an impact does entrepreneurial activity have
on participation patterns? Does altering participatory opportuni-
ties on a particular issue lead to higher levels of participation? In all
three cases we saw that activities of policy entrepreneurs generated
some participation that would not have happened otherwise. We
would be hard pressed to develop a scenario where the artists’ vil-
lage would have been on the agenda of neighborhood leaders
absent of John Peters. Likewise, commercial vehicles probably
would not have generated any participation were it not for Mike
Belliard. Gangs would probably have generated some participation
without Jose Miranda, but the focus and nature of citizen efforts
would likely have been different.

Yet, in none of the three cases was there a groundswell of mass
participation that extended beyond a handful of activists. When we
see high levels of participation on an issue (such as with the Floral
Park traffic plan or citywide redevelopment7), there are other fac-
tors (such as policy characteristics) that provide a more compelling
explanation for why they generate so much participation. The evi-
dence presented in this chapter does not support the argument that
policy entrepreneurs are the driving force behind participation pat-
terns or that mobilization by policy entrepreneurs is the critical fac-
tor in generating participation. What I have shown is that policy
entrepreneurs can influence participation by structuring opportu-
nities to participate and that some issues generated more participa-
tion than they would have otherwise because of entrepreneurial
activity. We cannot, given the data that we have, draw firm conclu-
sions about the importance of policy entrepreneurs compared to
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other factors that influence participation patterns. We can, how-
ever, conclude that the evidence supports the argument that policy
entrepreneurs are a factor influencing participation patterns, but
are not the dominant factor.

Policy Entrepreneurs as Citizen Lobbyists

Of the three policy entrepreneurs featured in this chapter, two
(Peters and Belliard) engaged the policy-making process as lobby-
ists. Belliard is a prototypical citizen lobbyist: He identified a spe-
cific neighborhood issue that he felt was important and engaged in
a series of activities to influence city policy concerning that issue.
The manner in which he went about trying to realize that influ-
ence—finding allies, talking to officials, applying pressure when
necessary—is standard lobbying activity. Peters took on a broader
issue, but his approach to realizing his vision of an artists’ village
was very much a lobbying strategy. Miranda is best classified as a
community problem solver, rather than a citizen lobbyist. He
engaged in many of the same activities as citizen lobbyists, but his
focus was on addressing a difficult social problem through engag-
ing the community in a constructive dialogue. He had his fourteen-
point plan to address the gang problem; however, he was more
focused on fostering a constructive dialogue with other community
members and governmental officials than in accomplishing his spe-
cific objectives. Miranda was unusual among citizen participants.
Most focused on narrower neighborhood issues and were less con-
cerned about developing a coordinated approach to a problem than
in achieving specific policy goals. Miranda presents a strong contrast
to the typical manner in which citizens engaged the policy-making
process, and the fact that we saw few efforts similar to Miranda’s is
evidence that citizens generally engage the policy-making process as
lobbyists, rather than as community problem solvers.
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Local Newspapers 
and Participation

In this chapter, I explore newspapers’ role in influencing
participation patterns. Do newspapers increase citizen activity on
the issues they cover? Did citizens participate on issue A rather
than issue B because the former received extensive coverage while the
latter did not?

We can delineate two plausible arguments concerning the influ-
ence of newspapers on participation patterns.1 First, for many peo-
ple, newspapers are the primary source of information on local
politics: television gives short shrift to local affairs, and the sparse
coverage it does provide is usually sensationalized. Newspapers, on
the other hand, sometimes provide information to citizens that
allows them to participate: they inform citizens about issues being
addressed by city officials, announce when public meetings will
occur, and give citizens pros and cons on the issues of the day.
Newspaper coverage of a particular issue, therefore, should increase
participation on that issue by enhancing citizen awareness and pro-
viding information needed to participate. If local papers do not
cover an issue, citizens will have little knowledge of it, lack aware-
ness that the issue is being decided, and consequently, will not par-
ticipate. Thus, newspapers can enhance participation on the issues
they cover by providing information that citizens need to partici-
pate, and these issues will generate more participation than those
not receiving coverage.

An alternative argument downplays the role of local newspapers
in generating participation. Newspaper coverage usually occurs
after the fact, explaining what actions local authorities have taken
and the politics surrounding those actions. This reactive coverage
cannot foster participation because the opportunities to participate
have already passed. Even when news stories occur before major
decisions are made, they generally do not focus on opportunities
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for citizen participation. Newspaper stories may describe the actions
of elected officials and explore the opinions of elected officials and
citizens, but rarely do they focus on citizen attempts to influence
public policy. Further, newspapers have a tendency to predict out-
comes, and if citizens feel that outcomes are already determined,
they will be less likely to participate. The reactive and predictive
nature of news coverage makes local newspapers relatively unim-
portant for generating participation.

Based on the evidence from Santa Ana, I contend in this chap-
ter that the second argument is closer to reality, and that newspa-
per coverage does not have a significant influence on participation
patterns. First, newspapers do not provide the information that citi-
zens need to participate. This failure is more than just a lack of local
coverage: even when they report on local issues, the manner in
which they do so does not foster citizen participation. Second, the
core premise of the first argument—that citizens get most of their
political information from newspapers—is not quite accurate.
Whereas for the politically inactive, newspapers are the primary
(and perhaps only) source of information on local politics, politi-
cally active citizens acquire substantial information through social
networks. Newspapers may have an influence on the mass public,
but they have much less of an influence on the portion of the pop-
ulation that is active in local politics. Because this latter group is
most likely to participate, newspaper coverage will not have much
of an impact on participation patterns.

The literature on local newspapers has focused on how they
report the news. Local newspapers, as do many other news
providers, rely heavily on official sources for their information
(Taylor, Lee, and Davie 2000; Soloski 1989). Wong and Jain
(1999), in a study of education reporting in Chicago, found that
the two major dailies focused on the central administration in their
reporting, and generally supported central administrators in con-
flicts with local school councils. Newspapers, they argue, usually
did not present multiple conflicting viewpoints, and thus did not
present a “pluralistic” viewpoint in their reporting. In addition to
this bias toward official sources, newspapers also focus on symbolic
issues. Because newspapers generally serve an entire region, not just
one city, they try to report on issues that relate to the region as a
whole, not just to a specific locality (Kaniss 1991). This task is best
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accomplished by focusing on symbolic issues, which can be of
interest to even those readers who are not personally affected, and
this priority explains the reluctance of newspapers to report on the
details of public policy debates within a particular city.

There has also been some research on the agenda-setting
effects of local newspapers, questioning whether newspapers influ-
ence public agendas (Wanta and Wu 1992; Gaziano 1985). These
studies, however, usually do not take the analysis to the next step,
asking what effect agenda setting has on political participation.
Promoting thought and concern about an issue is qualitatively dif-
ferent than promoting action: newspapers may, in some instances,
put an issue on the agenda, but can they motivate citizens to par-
ticipate on it? A few studies have analyzed the media’s role in fos-
tering community participation. McLeod, Scheufele, and Moy
(1999) found that communication, both interpersonal and
through the mass media, fosters local political participation, based
on an analysis of survey data from Madison, Wisconsin. Adkins-
Covert et al. (2000), however, argue that the local media do not
provide important political information to citizens, undermining
democratic practices. Their study casts doubt on the conclusions
of McLeod et al.: if newspapers do not provide adequate informa-
tion on local issues, why would newspaper readership lead to
greater participation?

This question highlights a general shortcoming of the local
media literature. These studies have added to our knowledge of
the connection between community involvement and local media,
but they lack analyses of the precise dynamics of this relationship.
The studies conducted by Adkins-Covert et al. and McLeod,
Scheufele, and Moy are a start in this direction, but they leave
many questions unanswered. Specifically, does the manner in
which newspapers report on local issues influences participation
patterns, and what types of information could newspapers provide
that would prompt participation?

My analysis proceeds as follows. First, I describe newspaper
coverage of Santa Ana politics and support my contention that
there is a weak relationship between media coverage and patterns
of citizen participation. The subsequent two sections provide an
explanation for this conclusion; I explore why the current manner
of local reporting is ill-suited to foster participation, and I explain
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why participants do not rely on newspapers as their primary source
of information. I conclude by discussing the role that the media
plays in local politics.

Media and Participation in Santa Ana

Santa Ana is a good city to study the effects of newspaper influ-
ence because of the minimal role that television news plays in cov-
ering events specific to the city. Santa Ana is in the Los Angeles
media market, and local newscasts pay very little attention to Santa
Ana outside of murders, fires, and the occasional sensational story
(e.g., when a Santa Ana councilman was arrested by the FBI for
extortion). Thus, newspapers are the primary source of informa-
tion on local politics, and is the only media outlet that is likely to
influence participation.

Santa Ana has two major English-language newspapers, the
Orange County Register and the Los Angeles Times–Orange County
Edition, both of which cover local politics in all thirty or so cities in
Orange County (Santa Ana is the largest city and the county seat).
During participant interviews, respondents made many references
to these papers, typically to criticize biased coverage, cite them as
supporting evidence, or describe how they used the media in their
participatory efforts. Although many (perhaps most) Santa Ana res-
idents do not read newspapers on a regular basis, respondents
clearly did read papers regularly, and thus examining whether the
Los Angeles Times and Orange County Register influenced their par-
ticipation is an important question.

For the eleven-year period of this study, the papers ran a com-
bined total of 1,043 stories on city government activities and 374
stories on school district activities.2 They ran 117 stories on local
elections, and a host of other stories on Santa Ana that were not con-
cerned with public policy decisions (these stories were not counted).
The major daily Spanish-language paper is La Opinion, which is
owned by the Los Angeles Times. La Opinion does not have an Orange
County edition, (it has one edition for the entire Los Angeles met-
ropolitan area), and thus does not cover Santa Ana politics as much
as the two major English-language papers; it only ran eighty-three
stories from 1992 to 2000 on Santa Ana politics.3 There are also
some weekly newspapers, such as the Spanish-language Excelsior
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which is owned by the Orange County Register, but these are not
electronically indexed and thus determining the number of stories
on Santa Ana was not feasible.

Does this coverage have any impact on citizen participation? We
can begin our analysis by examining the relationship between public
speakers and newspaper articles connected to our set of 730 contro-
versial city council and school board votes. Does newspaper coverage
of an issue increase the number of citizens who speak on the issue at
a public meeting? For this analysis, I included only policies that had
either a public speaker or a newspaper article. Of the 730 policies,
429 (59 percent) had neither a public speaker nor a related news
story. These were deleted because having the majority of data points
at “0, 0” would distort the analysis. Thus, we are left with 301 poli-
cies that had at least one public speaker or one newspaper story.

As described in Chapter 3, I collected data for the public speak-
ing side by examining city council and school board minutes and
counting the number of speakers on each issue. On the newspaper
side, I culled articles from online databases (including both the Los
Angeles Times–Orange County Edition and the Orange County
Register). For the 301 policies in the analysis, I identified a total of
835 news stories, 462 from the Los Angeles Times and 373 from the
Orange County Register.

The first statistic to note is that 496 of the 835 news stories (59
percent) appeared after the city council or school board made a
decision on the issue.4 Because almost all participation occurs
before decisions are made, stories that appear after a decision is
made will not have any effect on participation. To determine the
effect of the stories occurring prior to decisions being made, I
correlated them with the number of public speakers. Combining
city and school district policies, there was an r of 0.437 (n = 301,
p < .01). However, when analyzing city and school policies sepa-
rately, the r for city policies was only 0.105 (n = 201), but it was
0.698 (n = 100) for school district policies.

Thus, we see a degree of correlation between the number of
public speakers and newspaper coverage on an issue, at least for
school district issues. This analysis, however, cannot speak to
causality. We would expect, absent any causal effects, that they
would be closely correlated: the most controversial issues are likely
to attract both media coverage and speakers at public meetings.
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Because we do not have an independent measure of controversial-
ity on which our set of policies varies, we cannot sort out this rela-
tionship. We can note, however, that the correlation is not as close
as we might expect given the propensity of the media to cover
issues that would also generate participation, and thus we have rea-
son to question whether any of this correlation is the result of
media prompting participation.

The differences between the City and school district can shed
some light on the media–participation relationship. For the school
district, participation focused on a handful of “big” issues. School
issues tend to either generate a lot of interest or none at all.
Although the City had its share of big issues, participation was
spread out over a larger number of relatively smaller issues (see
Table 3.3 for the distribution of public speakers across issues).
Media coverage was the same for both city and school district
issues: They focused on a handful of big issues. Thus, many of the
smaller city issues that generated some public speakers did not
attract any media coverage, whereas a handful of school issues gen-
erated both high numbers of speakers and significant media cover-
age. One possible conclusion we could draw is that media may have
more of an impact in increasing participation on issues already gen-
erating a lot of participation, but has little impact on other issues.
Evidence presented later in this chapter provides some support for
this conclusion.

We can also draw on the evidence from participant interviews to
determine if media coverage has any impact on participation. As
discussed in Chapter 3, respondents were asked why they decided
to participate on the specific issues they identified. Table 3.6 sum-
marizes the reasons given. Not one respondent identified reading
newspaper articles as a prompt to participation nor did they say that
they were initially informed about this issue through newspaper
articles. If news coverage prompts participation, we would expect
respondents to identify newspapers as a source of information that
contributed to their decision to participate on a particular issue.

Further, if we look at the reasons that citizens offered for their
participation, none are connected with media coverage. Of the five
reasons given in Table 3.6, three have no relationship to media at
all (personal experience, being asked by others, and participating
through affiliated groups). The other two could possibly have a
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relationship. Perhaps participants believe that an issue is important
or that a pending decision is misguided because of information
they acquired from reading the newspaper: Citizens read about an
issue in the newspaper, form an opinion about it, either in terms of
its importance or its substance, and then participate. However, this
possibility is unlikely for reasons that are discussed in greater detail
below. Given that media coverage usually occurs late in the policy
process and that politically active citizens had other sources of
information about local policy, the possibility that citizens find cer-
tain issues important because of the media is remote.

When discussing their participatory activities, interview respon-
dents rarely talked about the media. Of the fifty-five respondents,
only twenty-one mentioned the media, and about half of these did
so at the prompting of the interviewer. Most of comments fell into
one of two categories: complaints about biased news coverage or
comments about how they contacted reporters in an effort to gen-
erate coverage of issues they were trying to influence (discussed
further below). When asked to describe their political activities or
the influences behind their participatory decisions, respondents did
not focus their attention on the media, indicating that it did not
play a prominent role.

Newspaper coverage does not seem to have any significant
influence on the patterns or extent of participation. This finding is
somewhat counterintuitive: given the importance of newspapers in
providing information about local politics to citizens, we would
expect that they would have some role in fostering participation.
Why does the newspaper’s role of disseminating information not
translate into a role in generating participation?

How the Media Reports Local News

In this section, I argue that the manner in which the media reports
local news actually hinders participation. Specifically, newspaper
stories exhibit four characteristics that undermine participation:

1. They report on stories late in the policy process.
2. They focus on outcomes rather than process.
3. They present issues as debates between opposing interests.
4. They present action as elite, not citizen driven.
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Many interview respondents stressed the importance of early par-
ticipation. By the time a decision reaches the city council or school
board, it has already been in the works for quite some time, with
advisory committees, staff, and interested parties providing input.
Compromises may already be built into the policy, with the key play-
ers working out agreements among themselves. Further, supporters
or opponents of a policy may be able to convince elected officials of
the merits of their position well before it ever gets to a formal vote.
Participation is most effective before positions harden, compromises
are worked out, and advisory committees make recommendations;
showing up at a city council or school board meeting on the day
when a policy is scheduled to be approved is, in most cases, too late
in the process to make an impact. Also, it takes time to organize
opposition or support for an issue: phone trees need to be created,
meetings need to be arranged, petitions circulated, and so forth.
Such things cannot happen overnight, so the wheels need to be set
in motion well before the issue is decided.

Because early participation is more effective, much participa-
tion occurs early in the policy process. To influence this early par-
ticipation, newspaper stories would need to report on issues while
they are still in the formative stages. Yet the majority of news sto-
ries occur toward the tail end of the process, either right before
action is taken or after decisions are already made. As mentioned
above, 59 percent of news stories on controversial city council and
school board decisions occurred after the votes were taken.
Further, of the 41 percent of policy issues that were published
prior to decisions being made, many were published within a few
days of the decision date. Because most newspaper coverage occurs
after decisions are made or right before, it is unlikely to impact cit-
izen participation, much of which occurs early in the policy process.

This pattern is partly a result of the nature of news reporting.
The primary function of newspapers (as most journalists define it) is
to report on actions that have been taken, and thus we would expect
most stories to occur after the fact. Another reason for this trend,
however, is the press usually does not report on issues until officials
discuss them publicly. Although in some cases investigative report-
ing will produce stories about issues still in their formative stages,
most of the time local reporters will rely heavily on official sources
(Taylor, Lee, and Davie 2000; Wong and Jain 1999; Soloski 1989).
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By the time officials are willing to talk publicly about an issue, com-
promises have probably been worked out and elected officials have
decided what actions they will take. Because newspapers frequently
take their cues from elected officials, many of their stories occur too
late in the process to allow for effective citizen participation.

One way newspapers could cover policies in their formative
stages is to pay attention to city advisory committees, where most
policies are discussed before they reach the council.5 Yet coverage of
these committees is sparse. The City Planning Commission, the
most powerful of the city’s standing committees, was only men-
tioned in sixty-three stories (twenty-nine mentions in the Orange
County Register and thirty-four mentions in the Los Angeles Times)
over the eleven-year period of this study, for an average of three
mentions per year, per paper. Further, most of these mentions were
brief, usually stating that the planning commission was to take up an
issue or that they had approved or denied a land use proposal. Rarely,
if ever, will newspapers explain the politics behind planning commis-
sion votes or solicit opinions from planning commissioners. In the
entire eleven-year period of this study, not one article was dedicated
to explaining in detail the workings of the planning commission.

Other committees are covered even less. The Environmental
and Transportation Advisory Committee (ETAC) deals with many
controversial issues before they reach the council, such as traffic
mitigation and street trees; thus, it is a significant player on many
issues of concern to residents. Citizens who want to influence the
types of issues addressed by ETAC are best served by going to
committee hearings: at the committee stage, there is likely to be
greater opportunity to sway opinions and make an impact than at
the council stage. Yet, only eleven news stories even mentioned
ETAC, and none of these stories described the operation of ETAC
in any detail. The inability or unwillingness to cover city advisory
committees limits coverage of issues early in the policy process, pre-
venting newspapers from providing the type of early coverage that
could spark participation.

So the lack of coverage early in the process, when most partici-
pation occurs, is one explanation for newspapers’ lack of influence
on participation. Another reason is the paucity of information
about the local decision-making process, which can be arcane and
difficult to understand. Even basic tasks like finding out what is on
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the next council agenda can be rather difficult, as agenda items are
often described in technical terms and convoluted language.
Further, on many issues, multiple votes are taken over several meet-
ings, and it is frequently unclear what is happening when. One role
the media could play in facilitating participation is to translate jar-
gon into language people can understand and to explain how the
process works. Local newspapers, however, do a very poor job of
illuminating the process by which local decisions are made. Instead
of describing the process, newspapers focus on outcomes; they tell
readers what decisions governmental bodies have made, not how
those decisions were made. This consequence is a result of the
paucity of local news coverage: given the limited space devoted to
local issues, news sections lack space to discuss the details of local
decision-making processes.

Scant coverage is dedicated to describing the nuances of the
process so that people can understand what is happening, an essen-
tial ingredient to successful participation. Further, an outcome
focus limits descriptions of ways that citizens can influence the
process, which is important information that potential participants
need to know. If newspapers covered and explained the govern-
mental process in greater detail, they could perhaps have more of
an impact on generating participation. Describing decision
processes could have an impact on participation but stating out-
comes will not: knowing what actions government bodies have
taken is not of much use to citizen participants.

The tendency of newspapers to present local issues as debates
between opposing interests also limits their ability to influence
participation. The typical story on a local issue will first present a
perceived problem by an individual or segment of the community.
They will describe the problem and then have some quotes from
those people who are promoting change. If it is a controversial
issue, they then will present the other side with quotes from oppo-
nents. The story may end with a rebuttal from proponents, com-
ment by city or school district staff, or comments from elected
officials. Take, for example, an Orange County Register article on
the artists’ village.6 The article starts with a description of the plan,
actions taken so far, and the City’s argument for why it is a wise
investment of public funds. This opening is followed by some quotes
from Ted Moreno, then a city councilman opposed to the artists’
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village, criticizing the village as a poor way to spend public money.
After sections on the genesis of the artists’ village and its successes
so far, there are more quotes from opponents, and a brief rebuttal
from supporters. Although it is just one example, most news sto-
ries in this study fall roughly into this pattern.

The problem with this format is its focus on an abstract, theo-
retical debate, rather than a description of the process by which the
issue will be resolved. Presenting an issue as conflicting viewpoints
does not give readers a sense of how participation by citizens may
be able to influence the outcome. Rather than presenting local
policies as issues that are amenable to discussion, change, and citi-
zen influence, policies are presented as conflicts between groups
within the community, with little mention of how the issue could
be resolved or how ordinary citizens could influence the outcome.
This format is not likely to foster citizen participation even if the
article is written at a time when participation is still possible. These
types of articles provide information about local issues, but they do
not put this information in the procedural context that could allow
citizens to use this knowledge to participate effectively.

A final characteristic of news reporting that dampens citizen
participation is a tendency to describe policy actions as elite, not
citizen, driven. Although newspapers provide column space for
the opinions of nonelites, either through opinion polls or human-
interest stories, policy action is usually understood in terms of
elites. Citizens have opinions on policy issues, whereas elites take
action on them. There are, of course, exceptions: at times, news
stories will highlight actions taken by citizen participants. Most of
the time, however, stories focus on city council and school board
votes or actions taken by nonelected officials (such as the police
chief or superintendent of schools). The discourse of elite action
presents citizens as passive observers to the policy process and
undermines participation because it does not offer citizens exam-
ples of how people like them can influence policy decisions.
Citizens need to know how others are effective at influencing local
policies, so that they, too, can be effective. Without this knowl-
edge, citizens may simply decide to stay on the sidelines.

An example can illustrate these characteristics further. The
example I will use is a series of articles done by the Los Angeles
Times–Orange County Edition about pedestrian safety in Santa Ana.
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Titled “Perilous Paths: Pedestrians at Risk on the Streets of Santa
Ana,” this series was prompted by a University of California, Irvine
study that identified Santa Ana as having the highest pedestrian
fatality rate in Southern California, and the third highest in all of
California. The Los Angeles Times published twenty-four install-
ments of “Perilous Paths” between May and December 1999.
There were also fourteen other stories, letters to the editor, edito-
rials, and columns on pedestrian safety between March and
December 1999. This is a significant commitment of column space
to a single issue, providing a valuable case to evaluate the link
between media coverage and participation. Did all this media atten-
tion increase citizen participation on this issue?

Before this series, pedestrian safety was not a priority and was
virtually ignored by elected officials. The Los Angeles Times series
changed that, and for the next six months, pedestrian safety became
a front-burner issue. The Santa Ana Police Department beefed up
enforcement of jaywalking and speeding motorists, and the city and
school district mounted an education campaign to teach pedestri-
ans road safety. State officials also got into the act, with the local
state assemblyman holding hearings to find solutions, and promot-
ing legislation that provided additional funds for pedestrian safety
projects. It is a clear example of the press exercising its agenda set-
ting power: it effectively put an issue on elected officials’ radar
screen, and various public actions resulted from it.

Although it may be a classic case of media agenda setting, it is
not a case where the media fostered significant citizen participa-
tion. None of the interview respondents identified pedestrian safety
as an issue that they spent a great deal of time on,7 and there was
no indication in the newspaper articles that citizens were mobilized
to act on this issue. There was a tremendous amount of official
activity, but there did not seem to be a corresponding amount of
citizen activity. How could this extensive series of articles on a local
issue not translate into increased citizen involvement?

One striking aspect of this series is that only two articles (out of
thirty-eight total) mentioned a future meeting where pedestrian
safety will be discussed. Both of these articles made reference to a
hearing (in Santa Ana) organized by State Assemblyman Lou
Correa to find solutions to pedestrian safety problems. There were
at least a few times during this period when the issue was discussed
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during city council or school board meetings, but the Los Angeles
Times only mentioned these after the fact.

In addition to this dearth of information about public meetings,
“Perilous Paths” also failed to explain to its readers how they could
get involved. The stories provided readers with the various dimen-
sions of the issue and the pros and cons of possible solutions.
Significant and controversial policy choices needed to be made. For
example, whether the police should crack down on jaywalkers or
speeding motorists in order to reduce accidents. Also, whether the
safety benefits of slowing traffic are worth the trade-off of requir-
ing more time to travel from one part of the city to another.
Whether pedestrian safety should be a higher priority among traf-
fic engineers was another key issue. The news stories presented
these issues, but they did not tell readers how they could have their
voice heard. Not only were they not informed of public meetings,
they were not given any indication of how citizens could influence
pedestrian safety policy. The stories described a problem, offered
possible solutions, and analyzed the pros and cons of those solu-
tions, but they did not take the next step and describe how citizens
can get involved. Unlike most news stories, the “Perilous Paths”
series appeared before major decisions were made, so the series was
in a position to foster participation. But because the stories did not
provide the information necessary for citizens to choose to partici-
pate, the series did not take advantage of this potential.

The preoccupation of the “Perilous Paths” series was what offi-
cials were going to do about the problem of pedestrian safety and
significant column space was dedicated to a description of various
policy options facing officials. Yet, scant attention was given to the
process by which these policy choices were going to be made.
Reporters made the assumption that government officials were
going to proceed in the manner that they chose, and whether offi-
cials decided on a course of action in a backroom smoking cigars or
in an open public meeting after receiving input from citizens was a
nonissue. Further, citizens were not presented as having an active
role in the decision-making process; government officials made
decisions and citizens followed them. There was no attempt on
the part of the reporters to explore how citizens could influence the
governmental process or how they could address the issue of pedes-
trian safety outside of formal governmental channels.
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In general, the “Perilous Paths” series did not provide informa-
tion to its readers about how they could participate, even though
the series can be commended for providing a thorough and analyt-
ical presentation of the issue of pedestrian safety. Measuring the
exact effect of this series on citizen participation is difficult because
we do not have hard measures of all the ways citizens can partici-
pate. But we have no reason to expect that “Perilous Paths” had
any significant impact on participation. Why would it? It did not
give its readers any information that is crucial to participants nor
did it present the issue as one that citizens could try to influence.

How Active Citizens Get Information

In this section, I delve deeper into the argument that personal
experience and information received through social networks play
a more important role than newspaper coverage in generating par-
ticipation. Some literature on agenda setting has pointed out that
media effects are much less for those people who engage in infor-
mal discussions with others over politics. For example, Erbring,
Goldenberg, and Miller (1980, 41) point out that according to
their survey data, “[p]eople involved in active social interaction
networks evidently do not depend upon formal channels of com-
munication [i.e., media coverage].” Participants in Santa Ana also
depended more heavily on social networks than newspapers for
information. My research identifies four reasons for why social net-
works played a more significant role.

First, coverage of issues salient to citizens in Santa Ana was
scarce. One of the “big issues” for citizens was traffic mitigation,
particularly reducing traffic on residential streets. The resulting
neighborhood traffic plans were highly contentious, and generated
high levels of participation: of the fifty-three respondents inter-
viewed, thirteen (25 percent) mentioned a traffic issue as some-
thing that they have been personally involved with. Yet newspapers
provided little coverage of these issues relative to the amount of
participation.8 On the other hand, one of the newspapers ran a
series of lengthy articles on city funding of a local museum, yet this
issue received no mentions from participants.

Second, newspapers lack extensive coverage of local politics. As
most papers nationally, the two major dailies in Santa Ana cover a
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number of different cities, and thus can only dedicate so much col-
umn space to each city.9 Further, even taking local coverage as a
whole, newspapers dedicate relatively little space to local politics,
and the coverage they do have is frequently of a human interest
nature. The information gathered through social networks is
bound to be much richer, informative, and greater in quantity than
that received through newspapers.

Third, respondents probably have greater trust in their social
networks. They were not asked specifically whether they trusted
information from groups and individuals with whom they associate
more than newspapers; however, we can hypothesize that it is the
case. We know from national surveys that newspapers are not
trusted, and that citizens are aware of editorial biases in newspaper
coverage. This lack of trust in newspapers may mean that citizens
are less likely to seek out information about their communities
from newspapers and rely instead on their social networks.

Finally, the type of information that is communicated socially is
likely to be more relevant for participants than what newspapers
report. Social networks provide the “inside scoop” on issues that
explain what is happening behind the scenes and can give a flavor
for the nature of the politics and personalities surrounding an issue.
Newspaper reports tend to either simply provide factual informa-
tion or dwell on “fluff” that is not of much use to participants. In
general, then, social networks are better situated to provide valu-
able information to participants about local issues.

The importance of social networks as an information source for
participants, which I explore in greater detail in Chapter 9, explains
why newspapers play a greater role in agenda setting than they do
in generating participation. Newspapers are the primary source of
political information for inactive citizens, as they are not likely to
have the social networks that can provide information about local
politics. Because most citizens are not active in local politics,
newspapers play a significant role in setting the local agenda: the
average citizen is susceptible to attempts by newspapers to set
the agenda. Active citizens, however, do not rely on newspapers
for their information, and thus their actions are much less influ-
enced by newspapers. Newspapers can influence the agendas of
the mass public, but they have much less influence over the activi-
ties of participants.
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Conclusion:The Role of the Media

I have argued that newspapers do not influence participation pat-
terns because of how they report the news and participants’ reliance
on social networks for information. Even though the literature has
found that the media has some impact on making issues salient to
the public, this saliency does not extend to politically active citi-
zens. In short, a citizen’s decision to participate on issue A rather
than issue B is not influenced by media coverage of those issues.

There is scant evidence that media coverage influences partici-
pation patterns, but newspapers do have a role to play in local pol-
itics. Most interview respondents (83 percent) reported contacting
the media at least once (Table 7.1), and a few listed attempts to
receive media coverage as a component of their participatory activ-
ity (Table 7.4). Respondents had mixed responses about the impor-
tance of the media for accomplishing their political tasks. One,
when asked if the media played a role in the outcome of space-saver
school decision said, “No, I don’t think it had anything to do with
it.” A former city councilman also downplayed newspaper influ-
ence: “I think it’s short lived. Yesterday’s ink is, you know . . . it’s
paper today and you wrap fish in it tomorrow.” Others, however,
put more stock in media coverage. One neighborhood leader
referred to the media as an “absolute necessity,” whereas another
commented that the press helped in her efforts to preserve a his-
toric building downtown. Thus, respondents disagreed on the
importance of the media for achieving their political goals.

Respondents used the media for two purposes: to spread infor-
mation and to pressure officials. As for the former, some respon-
dents found newspapers to be an effective means of communicating
their opinions. One person describes how she communicated her
ideas: “I’ll talk to my coworkers, and then I’ll start writing letters
to the newspapers. I think you would be surprised how many peo-
ple read the opinion page. Yes, I was really surprised, because I get
published quite a bit, and people have said, ‘I’ve seen your letter.’”
Others described how they contacted the media to prompt favor-
able news stories. Second, some respondents used the media to
pressure officials. Officials read the newspaper, and some respon-
dents felt that getting favorable news stories would pressure offi-
cials into conceding to their demands.
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So local newspapers have an impact on local politics. This fact
does not mean, however, that they generate citizen participation:
newspaper coverage influences opinions and agendas, but it does
not rouse people to participate. Given the way that newspaper
cover local issues and the manner in which citizens participate, they
do not generate participation on the issues they cover. If we want to
understand why some issues generate participation and others do
not, we need to look elsewhere.

The media’s lack of value for participants has prompted some
journalists and scholars to develop an alternative to current jour-
nalistic practices, commonly referred to as “public journalism”
(Eksterowicz and Roberts 2000; Rosen 1999, 1996; Charity
1995). The central idea behind public journalism is that the role of
the press is not just to report facts so that citizens know what is
happening but to provide information to people to “make it as easy
as possible for citizens to make intelligent decisions about public
affairs” (Charity 1995, 2). Rather than as an objective purveyor of
facts, public journalists see the media’s role as that of democratic
facilitator: The fundamental purpose of the media is to provide the
tools that citizens need to be good democratic citizens. Toward
that end, public journalists focus on helping to construct national
debates about pressing policy issues, reducing the hurdles to par-
ticipation by providing information that citizens need to partici-
pate, and assisting communities in solving their problems.

Widely implemented public journalism would lead to the media
having a greater influence over participation patterns. Public jour-
nalism has the characteristics that I identified above that could facil-
itate participation—that is, reporting on issues early, describing
political processes, constructing debates that are not just arguments
between opposing interests, and identifying a role for citizens in the
policy-making process. The type of reporting that we saw in Santa
Ana is not inherent to the media industry or an immutable fact.
Public journalism is a feasible alternative to current journalistic prac-
tices that could have a significant impact on the ability of the media
to facilitate participation and influence patterns of participation.
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Social Conflict and
Participation

One possible explanation for participation patterns is that
they reflect larger social conflicts. The policy issues that represent
major social cleavages—the fault lines in society—are the ones
that will generate the most participation, with citizens participating
on those issues that serve as proxies for underlying conflicts. If this
argument is true we should see the greatest level of participation in
those issues that are representative of, or have implications for,
major social conflicts.

In participant interviews, two social conflicts repeatedly
emerged. The first is a debate over the appropriate function and
organization of the city. What purpose do cities serve? Whose
needs should they meet? What social goods should they prioritize?
Participants fundamentally disagreed over these questions, and
offered three distinct “urban visions,” each a different conception
of the ideal goals and aspirations for the city. Some envision the
city as a cosmopolitan center, emphasizing high culture that pro-
vides a rich milieu for middle-class citizens fleeing from the banal-
ity of the suburbs. Others dream of a city that is simply a denser
version of suburbia and strive toward making the city as much like
a suburb as possible. Still others contend the city should focus on
serving the needs of the working class, providing a safe and pleas-
ant place to live for those unable to flee to the suburbs.

I argue that much of the participation in Santa Ana was geared
toward promoting one vision over the others, and those policies
that represented a trade-off between the visions generated more
participation than those policies that were consistent with all
three. Although not every issue generating participation was rele-
vant to the debate over urban visions, enough of them were to
lead me to conclude that policies relevant to this debate were
more likely to generate participation than those that were not.
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Local governments have to make choices regarding which vision
to pursue, and policies that represent these choices generate citi-
zen interest and participation. Thus, the participation patterns in
Santa Ana are partially the result of the debate over competing
urban visions.

Racial conflict was the other social cleavage appearing repeat-
edly in interviews. Many issues, regardless of their substantive con-
tent, had racial overtones, and for some race was a central issue. I
contend, however, that racial conflict is not a significant influence
on participation patterns. Most policy debates have a racial aspect;
however, few of the issues that generated significant participation
were directly about race. Racial conflict was evident in participant
interviews not because the issues themselves were about race, but
because race was used as a means to understand opponents’
motives and behavior. Race was prominent in local policy debates,
but it did not influence participation patterns.

One reason race was so prominent in policy debates was because
participants did not always recognize the trade-offs between urban
visions, instead casting issues in terms of racial conflict. Participants
consistently attributed racial motivations to their opponents, failing
to consider that their actions and attitudes were derivative of a par-
ticular urban vision, not race. It is not that race is unimportant or
does not influence attitudes on policy issues, but the core debate
was about urban visions. This debate, however, was frequently
transformed into racial conflict.

Three Urban Visions

Three competing visions of the “good city” dominated policy
debates in Santa Ana. The first vision, which I call the “cosmopol-
itan city” vision, sees the city as a cultural center that provides
uniquely urban amenities that cannot be found in suburban or rural
areas. Proponents of this view see the city as a unique entity that
has positive attributes lacking in suburbs. Unlike the banal, bland,
and culturally void suburbs, city neighborhoods and shopping dis-
tricts have character, providing a rich and stimulating milieu for its
residents. Proponents of the cosmopolitan city vision want to cre-
ate an alternative to the “gated community lifestyle” found in other
Orange County suburbs. This comment is representative:
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You can just see all those upper-middle-class families from Irvine
and Mission Viejo and Aliso Viejo [suburbs near Santa Ana] all
down there holding the mirror in front of their face, everyone 
[asking], “Who’s the fairest of them all?” Santa Ana never showed
up. But as we divorced ourselves from a suburban mentality or a
suburban model and became increasingly urban, we became the
ones that said, “We aren’t you.” They were saying before that, “We
don’t want to be like you,” but now we were saying, “We don’t
want to be like you. We’re different.” And that was important for
the city staff to get over because they were trying to adopt all these
suburban models as what we needed to do to reinvigorate the
urban experience.

Energy and diversity are key components of the cosmopolitan
city vision. Creative energy and cultural dynamism are the holy grails
for cosmopolitans because they make the city an enriching and ful-
filling place to live. A good place to live, as defined by adherents to
this view, is an intellectually and culturally stimulating environment.

City policy, according to cosmopolitans, should be geared
toward creating this unique urban milieu, which includes promot-
ing culturally enriching experiences, redeveloping aging down-
towns to make them more visually appealing, reducing dependency
on the automobile (a suburban vice) by developing mass transit,
facilitating pedestrian traffic, and implementing other policies
geared toward creating an appealing urban environment. To make
these goals economically feasible, cities need to be attractive places
for middle-class residents who can afford to patronize the arts and
downtown businesses. As one respondent put it, “If you are going
to get people like me who have discretionary income to want to live
in Santa Ana and spend their money in Santa Ana, you have to give
them lifestyle options. You have to give them amenities that they
want to go to.” According to the cosmopolitan city vision, provid-
ing these “lifestyle options” and amenities should be a key goal of
city policy.

Diversity is welcomed because it can add to urban stimulation,
but large numbers of one minority group is shunned because it can
homogenize the culture and limit urban possibilities. Also unwel-
come are large numbers of the poor, who generally cannot afford
to use urban amenities and cannot provide the tax base to support
them. Cosmopolitans are not, in principle, exclusionary, but their
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focus on creating urban amenities and intellectual and cultural
experiences means that large numbers of poor people are a barrier
to progress. Typical of cosmopolitans is this comment, made by a
respondent after extolling the virtues of diversity: “We have
enough low-income housing and affordable housing in the city.
What we don’t have is the other housing. The housing for the
CEO or the executive that is going to hire the gardener, the maid,
the pool boy.”

The second view is the “city-as-suburb” vision, whose basic goal
is to make the city (as much as possible) like the suburbs. People
flee from the city to the suburbs for a reason: suburbs provide peo-
ple with the convenience and high-quality services that they cannot
get in the city. Therefore, to retain businesses and residents, the city
should strive to provide the type of lifestyle that people can get in
the suburbs. The role of the city is not to provide a culturally and
intellectually stimulating environment, but to create a context in
which people can go about their routines of work and play with
maximum convenience. Rather than creating enlightening experi-
ences for its residents, proponents of this vision argue that the city,
first and foremost, should provide a pleasant place where people
can conduct their business and personal activities.

For the city-as-suburb vision, the goal of city policy is to pro-
vide the amenities available in suburbs, such as affordable single-
family homes, free parking, and good schools, in an urban context.
In Santa Ana, the focus was on creating quiet and clean residential
neighborhoods through traffic mitigation and code enforcement.
The opposition to new schools was also derivative of this vision, as
schools were seen as generators of traffic and noise that could
detract from the suburban character of neighborhoods. Through-
out the 1990s, a spate of city ordinances restricted everything from
street vendors to garage sales to clutter on peoples’ balconies, all
of which were meant to create a suburban environment within the
city (Table 6.1).

The city-as-suburb vision was evident in many comments by
respondents justifying their policy positions. For example, a
respondent explained her support of a neighborhood traffic miti-
gation plan by saying, “Santa Ana is perceived as not being a desir-
able place to live, and part of the reason is because we don’t have
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neighborhoods such as Irvine and the other south county cities . . .
what do the neighborhoods that are considered more desirable
have? They have limited [traffic] access.” In another neighbor-
hood, a basketball court was ripped out to limit the noise from
teenagers playing basketball, prompting one respondent to say,
“So, a lot of people are being deprived of playing full-court bas-
ketball, but the neighborhood is quiet.” These quotes represent
the feelings of many respondents who supported city actions that
promoted suburban values and moved Santa Ana closer to a sub-
urban environment.

The third urban vision focuses on the needs of the working
class. Cities are the repository of those people who cannot afford
to live in suburbs: the poor, working class, and recently arrived
immigrants. Others may live in the city, but they do so by choice
not by necessity. Because the working classes have to live there, the
city’s role is to create a context where the lower echelons of soci-
ety can meet their daily needs. The “good” city, therefore, is one
that provides basic services and provides an environment that
allows the working classes to survive economically and go about
their daily routines of work and play.

City policy, according to the working-class vision, should
focus on the basics. The working classes need well-maintained
infrastructure—roads, parks, public buildings—that allows them to
pursue their daily routines most efficiently. Further, public services
such as schools and libraries are critical because most residents lack
the ability to buy these services in the private market. The “extras,”
such as cultural amenities and shopping experiences, are not as
important because the poor lack the disposable income to take
advantage of them. The inconveniences of city life—the noise, poor
aesthetics, and traffic—are only minor problems; although nobody
enjoys such characteristics, they are not of major concern to the
poor and working class, who have more pressing issues (e.g., mak-
ing a living, supporting a family) to address.

The working-class city vision inspired many of the critiques
offered of past and current city policies. Some complained that the
City was trying to force out poor Latinos, such as this respondent
from the Santa Anita neighborhood, a poor area on the west side
of the city:
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The city wants to see this neighborhood to look like Newport,
Irvine, Mission Viejo [wealthy suburbs south of Santa Ana], and
that area in reality tomorrow. And if they can get [rid of] most
of these illegal [immigrants] with the overcrowding that we have
in this neighborhood. . . . And if they had their own way to do
it, to disband this whole neighborhood, they would. Mow it
down to put new housing in here or new businesses, just so they
can beautify it.

Others criticized the City for putting too much money into such
projects as the artists’ village and not enough into basic infrastruc-
ture. One neighborhood leader, commenting on the poor condi-
tion of city streets, said, “They put stuff in the arts. I think the arts
are great, but don’t put all our money into it. And a lot of people
are not into arts and they see all this stuff going on and when they
go to my [neighborhood association] meeting they’re angry.”
Another echoed this concern, stating that “nobody from this
neighborhood is going down there [to the artists’ village], it’s not
a priority.”

Trade-Offs and Urban Visions

The three urban visions prioritize different values and present alter-
native goals that cities can pursue. The values and goals of each
vision are not mutually exclusive: for example, supporters of the
working-class city do not oppose cultural amenities, cosmopolitans
do not oppose suburban amenities, and city-as-suburb proponents do
not oppose infrastructure improvements. There are some policy
decisions that are consistent with all three, for example, a decision
to enhance public safety by implementing community policing.
Though not polar opposites, the three visions differ in the value
placed upon social goods and the desirability of goals, requiring
policy makers to make trade-offs among the values and goals pre-
sented by the three visions.

Trade-offs between the visions are of two basic types: spending
priorities and conflicting goals. With limited budgets, cities need to
decide whether they will spend money on such things as cultural
amenities, repairing infrastructure, building schools, or planting
street trees. These activities are consistent with all three visions but
each prioritizes them differently. Decisions by policy makers to
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prioritize one over the others will favor one of the urban visions.
Further, some of the goals of the three visions overlap, but they also
contain conflicting goals. For example, cosmopolitans favor aesthet-
ics over convenience, whereas proponents of the other two visions
consider convenience to be more important. Also, city-as-suburb
adherents prefer regulations on social behavior to limit what they
perceive as negative influences, whereas working-class city propo-
nents desire fewer regulations that could interfere with the lives of
working-class people. When goals conflict, policy makers need to
decide which goals they will favor. Inevitably, policy makers will be in
a position where they will have to decide which values and goals they
will prioritize, and in the process support one of the three visions.

Two arguments can be made against the contention that the
three urban visions are in conflict and entail trade-offs for cities.
First, if a city is successful in attracting wealthy residents and busi-
nesses, it can enhance its tax base, leading to more money for high-
quality services, infrastructure, and cultural amenities. With a
healthy tax base, cities can meet the needs of all classes, and can
have the best of all worlds. In other words, pursuing wealthy resi-
dents and businesses will generate tax revenues that can be used to
meet other goals. Paul Peterson (1981) has elucidated this theory
most forcefully, arguing that this logic essentially drives urban pol-
icy. In Santa Ana, this dynamic has manifested itself in the City’s
dedication of significant resources to promoting the arts, which
supporters say will revitalize the city, enhance the tax base, and
allow the City to pursue other goals, such as improving the schools
and making infrastructure improvements.

This logic is compelling, but it does not eliminate the trade-offs
described above. Cities will always have budget constraints, even if
they are successful at attracting wealthy residents and businesses,
and the need to prioritize goals and values will always be present.
Further, they will still have to deal with conflicting goals when
making policy decisions. Generating additional tax revenues does
not resolve these conflicts. Peterson (1981) may be correct that
cities try to generate additional tax revenues to enhance services,
but this strategy does not resolve any of the conflicts between the
three urban visions.

The second argument is that cities can serve all three visions at
once, and currently do. In many cities, there is a downtown area
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that provides cultural amenities, residential housing tracts that
resemble the suburbs, and other neighborhoods that serve the
needs of the working class. Cities can be all things to all people
because there is a geographic division of labor among areas of
the city. Cities do not have to be of “one type” or another; they can
encompass all three visions at the same time.

There are two flaws in this argument. First, cities do not equally
distribute funds across different areas of the city: city governments use
greater resources on some areas at the expense of others. There are
still trade-offs here; it just takes a geographic form. Goals still need to
be prioritized and choices made. Second, areas of the city interact
with each other, and at times may cause conflicts. Residents favoring
a city-as-suburb vision may not want a poor, working-class neighbor-
hood next door, and may want to see it transformed. Similarly, those
desiring more cultural amenities may want to limit suburban-like
development and working-class neighborhoods, for fear that they will
not patronize cultural amenities (thus reducing their viability). Even
though cities may encompass all three visions in various neighbor-
hoods, they still must make trade-offs and prioritize goals.

Rosy scenarios where trade-offs are not part of policy making
and goals never conflict work well as political rhetoric, but do not
represent the reality of urban politics. Local policy makers have to
choose between competing goals and prioritize a myriad of social
goods. These decisions inevitably generate policy conflict.

Urban Visions and Participation in Santa Ana

Many of the policy decisions generating participation in Santa Ana
required local officials to make trade-offs between urban visions,
even though decisions were rarely cast in these terms. Below I dis-
cuss some issues where these trade-offs are evident, and explore
how much of the participation in Santa Ana is focused on promot-
ing urban visions.

The Artists’Village

No issue better captures the tensions between the visions than the
artists’ village, the City’s effort to revitalize downtown by pro-
moting the arts, which was discussed in Chapter 4. The primary
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supporters of the artists’ village were cosmopolitans,1 who saw the
project as a means to enhance the cultural environment of the city.
The logic supporting the artists’ village mirrors that underlying the
cosmopolitan city vision. Developing the arts provides a culturally
enriching environment, making Santa Ana a more desirable place
to live and work. Here’s one respondent discussing the benefits of
the artists’ village:

Many years ago, the Register reported [downtown] was a ghost
town. Well, today it’s starting to come back alive. It wouldn’t be
coming back alive I think if it hadn’t been for the arts movement.
. . . In order to rejuvenate the downtown, and I really believe, that
you need more of a diversity. . . . There was a time where you
could come in here and anybody outside of a Latin culture really
didn’t feel welcome. . . . You saw something happening in 
downtown Santa Ana that hasn’t happened in years. All of a 
sudden, you started seeing an influx of every culture showing up
downtown. Black, Asian, White, whatever. Latino. Every culture I
could think of started showing up. And you started seeing young
people coming back downtown again. And I think that’s something
that this county is striving for, is some kind of identity or real hub.
And young people can be creative and be free to express 
themselves. . . . [A business owner] came to our neighborhood
with a vision and asked for our help because the city was fighting
him because he wanted to open a house for kids. No alcohol or
drugs, just a place where kids could express themselves with poetry,
drums, beating of the drums, and dancing. Graffiti art. Get kids off
the street. It could serve two purposes. It gave young people in the
community, not from just Santa Ana but from all over Orange
County, a place to go. But it also served another purpose for the
city. The prostitutes and the drug dealers were off the street. . . .
Boarded buildings bring riff-raff. But when you have activity going
on, you don’t have riff-raff.

Further, investment in the arts will reap economic benefits for the
city because it will prompt business investment downtown and
spark a revitalization of business activity, leading to a stronger tax
base. Thus, not only will the artists’ village provide a socially desir-
able amenity, it will also yield economic rewards.

As already mentioned, critics argued that spending over $10
million to develop the artists’ village while streets were in disrepair
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and essential city services were lacking is an indication that the city
has fundamentally skewed priorities. Rather than being a benefit to
all of society, they saw it as a perk for a wealthy few, as most peo-
ple in Santa Ana will not patronize the village and its benefits will
not trickle down to the average Santa Ana resident. There was also
a perception that an underlying goal of the project was to push
Latinos and Latino-owned businesses out of downtown (one
respondent referred to it as the “delatinization” of downtown).
The gist of these criticisms aligns with the working-class city vision.
If the primary function of the city is to provide a place for the
working classes to live, the artists’ village should not be a priority,
as it does not assist in meeting their needs.

The debate over the artists’ village illustrates the tension
between the cosmopolitan city vision and the working-class city
vision. Even though supporters claimed the artists’ village would
increase tax revenues that could be used for other purposes, they
essentially argued that promoting the arts was more important than
spending money on infrastructure and services, at least in the short
term. Arts and culture is worth the money. Opponents disagreed,
prioritizing other social goods over developing the arts. Although
there are many aspects to this debate,2 fundamentally the debate was
about whether the city should focus on providing a culturally rich
environment or on maintaining infrastructure and basic services.

Traffic Mitigation

The artists’ village was a pet project for cosmopolitans, whereas
adherents of the city-as-suburb vision pushed neighborhood traffic
plans. Respondents discussed plans in four different neighborhoods:
Floral Park (discussed in Chapter 3), French Park, Washington
Square, and Wilshire Square. In all four neighborhoods, the pro-
posals attempted to reduce traffic by barricading streets, installing
stop signs, or restricting left-hand turns. The justification for these
measures generally rested on the contention that they would
improve neighborhood quality of life by reducing noise and improv-
ing safety. Supporters desired traffic mitigation in the hope that it
would result in quieter, more peaceful neighborhoods that resemble
those found in the suburbs. Here’s one respondent describing why
she supported a traffic mitigation plan for French Park:
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Because Santa Ana is perceived as not being a desirable place to
live, and part of the reason is because we don’t have neighborhoods
such as Irvine and the other south county cities, what do the 
neighborhoods that are considered more desirable have? They have
limited access. They’re not through [streets], they’re cul-de-sacs
and when traffic is allowed to flow unimpeded through 
neighborhoods, as an alternate to arterials, there’s no respect for
the quality of life in those neighborhoods. Those cars behind you
you hear whizzing by, and you’re going to hear more in a few 
minutes, are not coming home here to French Park. They’re on
their way up to Washington [Street], and from Washington to the
freeway. And the more congested Main Street gets, the worse it’s
going to get on French [Street]. And then on our east–west streets.
So we’re standing there saying, “Hey wait a minute. We live here
just as much as people in Irvine, Mission Viejo, Aliso Viejo, Rancho
Santa Margarita [wealthy south county suburbs]. And there’s no
more reason that we should have to put up with commuter traffic
than they should have to put up with commuter traffic.”

Opponents, many of whom lived within the neighborhoods
with proposed traffic plans, saw these plans as exclusionary and
accused proponents of trying to block themselves off from the rest
of the city. They also argued that traffic mitigation inconveniences
those in adjacent neighborhoods by making people take alternative
routes. Opponents were not necessarily motivated by urban visions.
Some just thought that limiting access was a bad idea, either
because it was exclusionary or because it would inconvenience
them. Others just did not see the perceived problems caused by
traffic. Here’s a comment by an opponent to the traffic mitigation
plan in Wilshire Square that critiques the vision underlying the traf-
fic mitigation proposal:

Just those who knew that “Gee, I want my street to be traffic free
so my kids can play basketball.” Well, that’s great. That’s ideal and
I think maybe forty, fifty years ago we could do that. But when
you’re living in probably one of the most highly condensed cities in
the county, what did you expect when you moved here? And not
only that, we have the highest concentration of youth. Which are
going to be potential drivers, which the whole situation is that we
have a lot of cars, we have a lot of traffic. . . . That was the other
thing. Shouldn’t they play in the back yard? “Well, they should be 
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free to play in the front yard.” Well, this is managing your children.
What’s more important? And that was the concept, you started to
feel, that children should be able to play in the street. They wanted
it to be like Mayberry USA. Which I think would be great. But we
have over 300,000 people in this city and it’s not going to happen.

Traffic mitigation was an important issue for city-as-suburb
adherents: traffic plans allow residential neighborhoods in dense
urban environments to maintain a suburban feel by limiting the
noise and inconvenience created by traffic. Neighborhood traffic
plans were a vehicle by which the suburb-as-city vision could be
promoted. Although opponents had various reasons for their dis-
like of traffic plans, supporters were clearly motivated by their
desire to see their residential neighborhoods mimic suburban ones.

Code Enforcement

Throughout the 1990s, Santa Ana enacted a series of ordinances
aimed at “cleaning up” the city, some of which are listed in Table
6.1.3 Additionally, the City beefed up its enforcement of existing
codes. All of these actions were meant to change the appearance of
the city to make it look less like a city populated by working-class
immigrants and more like a suburb. Support for these actions was
derivative of the vision one held for the city. City-as-suburb adher-
ents were the most vocal in support of these measures, with some
support from cosmopolitans, who believed that these policies
would make the city more aesthetically pleasing. The working-class
city vision is hostile to such regulations because in most cases the
people being regulated are the working classes and in some cases
impose real hardships on them.

These issues varied in how much participation they generated.
As already discussed in Chapter 4, the commercial vehicles code
was initiated by a neighborhood leader, and many others involved
with Commlink participated in support. Several of the other issues
generated some participation as well. A few respondents mentioned
efforts to get the city to enhance residential code enforcement, and
others raised the issue of attempting to institute permit-only street
parking. Some respondents also talked about their opposition to
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the street vendor regulations, a highly controversial issue. Other
issues in Table 6.1 generated less interest, but the fact that so much
participation in Santa Ana was geared toward these issues indicates
the importance that urban visions play in generating participation.
The goal of all of these policies is to create a city that resembles a
suburb, and these policies were another way that city-as-suburb
proponents tried to make their vision come to fruition.

Land Use

Some of the land use debates were also related to contested urban
visions. In 1995, a proposed supermarket sparked a major politi-
cal battle between cosmopolitans and working-class activists. The
Northgate Supermarket, which caters primarily to working-class
Hispanics, was slated to be located downtown, adjacent to the
middle-class French Park neighborhood. The neighborhood
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Table 6.1. Selected city regulatory ordinances, 1990–2000

Ordinance Date Description

Commercial 12/18/00 Restricts the parking of commercial vehicles
vehicles ordinance on residential streets

Front yard fence 9/1/99 Placed a moratorium on the construction  
moratorium of front yard fences (until a new ordinance 

could be passed regulating their size and 
appearance)

Pushcart ban 8/3/98 Banned all pushcarts/street vendors in the
city (ordinance was modified after a lawsuit
settlement in November, 2000)

Garage sale 5/16/94 Limits garage sales to four weekends a year
limitations

Property 1/18/94 Prevents clotheslines in public view, 
maintenance trashcans left on curbs, and other 
standards “untidy” practices
(“clutter law”)

Anticamping 5/18/92 Banned “camping” by homeless on public 
ordinance property

Swap meet ban 2/19/91 Banned all outdoor swap meets

Source: Santa Ana City Council minutes.



opposed the supermarket, saying that it was too big, ugly, and
would be a blight on their community. One French Park resident
explains her opposition as follows:

My neighbors were talking and they called me and said there was
going to be a huge supermarket right there on that corner, and
there is going to be a warehouse and huge trucks rumbling in and
out, and they asked if I would like to come and speak [at a city
council meeting]. Because I’ve studied architecture and urban 
planning, I’ve thought a lot about what has made the urban centers
that I have lived in really livable and enjoyable. . . . I really believe
that in order to create this sense of neighborhood and community
in a downtown, that a small mom-and-pop supermarket was a
lovely and integral part of the culture. So in my speech I described
my vision of what that market could be, knowing that it was going
to be Hispanic, but the smell of the cilantro and the tomatoes, and
you go and pick up your six pack to have your porch party in
French Park.

Supporters of the supermarket argued that there was adequate
demand from nearby communities to justify its size and that it was
a needed service for many residents in Santa Ana. At the core of the
conflict was a debate over whether the aesthetic and traffic con-
cerns of the neighbors should take precedence over the shopping
needs of the working class. Again, we see support or opposition
breaking down according to urban visions, with cosmopolitans and
city-as-suburb adherents prioritizing aesthetics and neighborhood
quality of life, and working-class city proponents emphasizing the
needs of the lower classes.4

The space-saver school debate (described in Chapter 3) also
exhibits the influence of urban visions. Although all recognized the
need to build more schools, opponents of the space-saver school
argued that despite the need, the school should not be built if it
was going to negatively influence the neighborhood. Supporters
prioritized the need of the school district to build more schools for
the primarily working-class youth in the city. There was more to the
debate than just this issue: People disagreed over whether there
would be, in fact, any negative effect on the surrounding neigh-
borhood, and there was also concern about the cost of the school.
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But one point of contention in this multifaceted debate was
whether the needs of the working classes should take precedence
over maintaining the suburban qualities of nearby neighborhoods.

Summary

Not every issue that generated participation in Santa Ana centered
on a debate over urban visions; some controversial issues, such as
school uniforms and Measure C, had absolutely no relationship
to them. But enough issues were implicated in the visions debate to
conclude that this connection is relevant for our understanding
of participation patterns. In this section I demonstrated that much
participation in Santa Ana was sparked by a desire to promote an
urban vision and a corresponding set of priorities. The examples
offered above illustrate the trade-offs that exist between urban
visions, and that at times local officials need to decide whether they
are going to prioritize the values of one vision over the other two.
These types of decisions frequently generate significant levels of
participation, and thus I conclude that the urban visions debate is
a factor that can help explain participation patterns: policies that
represent trade-offs between urban visions are more likely to gen-
erate participation than those that do not.

Race, Participation, and Urban Visions

A social conflict that is an obvious candidate for influencing pat-
terns of participation is racial tension. The logic is simple. Racial
tensions are a central problem in American society, and one on
which citizens hold deep and strong opinions. When a local issue
deals with race, citizens will be more likely to participate because it
is connected to this larger social conflict. Thus, we should see more
participation in issues that concern race than those not pertaining
to racial issues.

Many of the issues generating participation had a racial dimen-
sion to them. The space-saver school is a good example. Supporters
of the school accused opponents of being racially motivated, as
demonstrated by this quote from a school supporter explaining
why the opposition was so strong:
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It’s the issue that you are going to have “those” children going
through “their” neighborhood. It’s [the surrounding 
neighborhood] essentially an Anglo area with Hispanic children
going through it. They said our crime rate is going to go up. We
kept hearing, we have all these delinquents going in and out of our
streets. . . . And it really became the old thing of “not in my 
backyard.” It’s okay to educate “those children” but not in my
backyard. It became very much we are the white families who have
the money and influence in this city, don’t cross white boundaries.
It was basically anything north of 17th [Street] was, this is our area,
everything south is, you can have it, we really don’t care what 
happens to it. . . . I think it [neighborhood concerns about traffic
and noise] was window dressing. I think it was the whole prejudice
issue; it was easier to remain prejudice and ignorant than to find
out what these children really are like.

Another supporter commented that he was “still upset about the
whole issue. I can understand their concerns for vandalism and
safety, but they upset me because they see a brown face and they
want to keep us out.” Opponents not only denied their position
was racially motivated, but also accused supporters of using the race
issue to divert attention away from their legitimate concerns about
traffic, noise, and neighborhood quality of life.

The city’s downtown policy was also criticized as racist in
nature. Here’s one respondent’s take on the artists’ village:

[A] few years ago I heard that there was going to be an area that
was earmarked for the arts. I said, “Wonderful.” Oh, man this will
be great. I can see glass blowers, leather work, kind of like Olvera
Street [in downtown Los Angeles]. All this [sounded] great. . . .
Guess what? The plan didn’t include the Hispanic community. . . .
This is what the city is doing: They’re trying to change the face of
downtown. . . . So, hey, we better grab these buildings before it
gets to be another Hispanic business area, and we’re going to pour
some money in there, make it a success.

Defenders of the city’s downtown policy counter that a racialized
view of the issue is not called for: “I think that people who say
things like that are racist. Those kinds of thoughts are a knee-jerk
reaction. I understand the roots of those beliefs, and somebody
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who views themselves as an underclass feels that they are going to
be stripped of any future in the city. But I think it’s total bunk.”

Many respondents complained about race being brought into
policy debates. A neighborhood leader, in discussing the commer-
cial vehicles ordinance, commented that “[t]here were some dis-
crimination factors brought up by certain city council people too,
which I didn’t like. I hate that card being played all the time.”
Another, complaining about how every issue has racial overtones,
asked rhetorically, “But I honestly feel like, why do we have to talk
race all the time?” Most issues were not overtly about race; however,
these comments illustrate that many had some racial aspect to them.

The prevalence of racial overtones to policy debates could lead
us to conclude that race, and not urban visions, is the key fault line
that organizes political debates and influences participation pat-
terns. If race were the central issue in political debates, however,
we would expect issues that were more centrally about race to
generate participation. Issues directly about race—for example,
affirmative action, redlining, and racial profiling—were not repre-
sented among high-participation issues. Why is it that so many
issues generating participation had racial overtones, yet issues
directly about race did not generate much participation at all?

New schools, downtown redevelopment, and code enforcement
are not inherently racial in character, even though all were framed
as such. As is evidenced by the quotes above, many participants
used race to understand policy debates, either attributing racist atti-
tudes to their opponents or accusing them of using race as a debat-
ing tool (i.e., “playing the race card”). Many issues, regardless of
their subject matter, were cast in racial terms because participants
used race to explain their opponents’ behavior. Thus, race was a
common feature of policy debates not because racial conflict gen-
erated participation but because it was used to explain others’
behavior. Race was a fallback position that citizens used to under-
stand political conflict, not a generator of the conflict itself.

One reason race was often used to understand political debates
was that the conflict and trade-offs among urban visions were not
recognized. Often, citizens did not acknowledge that others have a
different conception of the good city or believed that their urban
vision did not have any negatives. Although tensions among
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urban visions were central to policy debates, respondents usually
did not explicitly discuss them or even acknowledge their existence.
Respondents rarely framed policy issues in terms of trade-offs, and
the debate over urban visions is no exception. Failing to recognize
trade-offs, they relied on race to understand disagreement with
their position. Rather than engage in discussion about how to
resolve the trade-offs between urban visions, respondents assumed
there were no trade-offs and chalked up opposition to their posi-
tion as racially motivated.

A debate over a liquor license for a downtown restaurant illus-
trates this dynamic. Shelley’s Restaurant is located on Fourth Street
in an Hispanic shopping district, but caters primarily to a middle-
class clientele (such as professionals who work in the courthouse
across the street). Shelley’s has about five or six tables on the side-
walk, and its owner applied for a permit to serve alcohol outside (it
already had a permit for alcohol inside). Opponents to granting the
liquor license argued that the City’s long-standing policy of limit-
ing bars downtown to keep out bad elements should be continued.
Supporters, however, saw Shelley’s, with its sidewalk dining and an
occasional three-piece jazz ensemble for entertainment, as con-
tributing to a cosmopolitan environment downtown. Here’s one
respondent talking about why she supported Shelley’s:

Well, it’s just so interesting because here’s Shelley’s Bistro on
Fourth Street. She’s a white woman. She’s got this great restaurant.
You would love it. Great food, fine dining. . . . And she’s got this
patio now, this area that comes out. It’s like a Pasadena thing. She’s
got a nice little fence. . . . Inside the restaurant, she’s got this 
beautiful bar that’s wooden and carved and the bartender is there.
Very elegant and upscale. Typical. We all think, no brainer. It’s a
good thing.

Here’s another supporter:

I thought Shelley’s was a step up for Santa Ana. Being across from
the courthouse, those people are high up, people that work there,
attorneys, FBI. They’re used to going into nice places and having
lunch or dinner or just a drink. And Shelley’s was providing that
[with] outdoor dining. In fact, one of my things when I spoke, I
think it was at the planning commission, I had been a couple of
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days before I spoke I had drinks at [unclear]. And there was a
restaurant, and how they were showing how their city, which was
Monrovia, has changed and evolved, they showed outdoor dining.
It was exactly like Shelley’s. This is how they are showing how nice
their city is and how walkable their city is and how inviting.

The Shelley’s issue developed a strong racial undertone. Fourth
Street, where Shelley’s is located, is a thriving commercial district
that caters primarily to working-class Latinos. Supporters viewed
opposition as an attempt to keep white-owned businesses (and
whites generally) out of the area. One supporter claimed that
“Hispanics on Fourth Street don’t want any of the Caucasians in
and having businesses down there.” For their part, opponents saw
discriminatory practices on the part of the City: they believed that
Hispanic-owned restaurants would not be allowed to serve alcohol
outside if they applied for permits. Shelley’s, in their view, was
receiving special treatment (an exception to the standing city pol-
icy limiting bars downtown) because it was a white-owned business
that caters to well-to-do professionals.5

The debate over Shelley’s, at its core, has little to do with race
and everything to do with urban visions. Supporters saw Shelley’s
as a positive contribution to the downtown environment because it
added a cosmopolitan element with its outdoor dining and live
entertainment. Opponents did not see the benefits of such a restau-
rant to the working-class clientele of other Fourth Street establish-
ments. Both sides failed to see this disagreement and transformed
the debate into one of racism, discrimination, and exclusion.

We also see this dynamic of using race as a way to explain conflict
caused by urban visions in the issues described above. The artists’ vil-
lage offers a typical example. Many opponents saw the artists’ village
as a way for the city to reduce the influence of the Hispanic com-
munity downtown. Because they failed to see the trade-offs between
their vision of a downtown catering to the working classes and a
cosmopolitan vision, opponents used a racial explanation to
account for the push to create the artists’ village. Supporters made
the same mistake. Not seeing how anybody could oppose the arts,
they chalked up the opposition to an antiwhite bias among
Hispanics. The artists’ village, a downtown redevelopment project,
became a racial issue, not because it inherently has something to do
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with race, but because participants did not recognize the conflict
over urban visions, and consequently relied on race to understand
opposing arguments.

In sum, race became an issue in many political debates because
trade-offs between urban visions were not acknowledged. Race was
frequently a point of contention, but the core conflict centered on
urban visions; and because this conflict was not articulated, partic-
ipants used race as a means to understand their adversaries’ posi-
tions. For some issues the city and school district address, race
really is the central point of contention; however, racial overtones
in many instances are derivative of conflicts over urban visions, a
fallback position that is used to understand disagreements when
trade-offs are not recognized. Thus, although many of the issues
generating participation had a racial component, it is not likely that
race was the factor prompting participation.

Conclusion

My goal in this chapter was to explore whether social conflicts have
explanatory value for patterns of participation; does issue A gener-
ate more participation than issue B because it serves as a proxy for
an emotional or contentious social conflict? To answer this ques-
tion, I analyzed the dynamics involving two social conflicts that
repeatedly emerged in participant interviews: competing urban
visions and racial conflict. As for competing urban visions, I out-
lined three different visions of how citizens define the “good city,”
each of which contains a different set of policy goals. The evidence
presented supports the hypothesis that issues encompassing trade-
offs between urban visions will generate more participation than
those that do not, that is, this social conflict does have some
explanatory value for understanding participation patterns. Policies
that require trade-offs between urban visions often generate par-
ticipation, acting as a proxy for the larger battle over the direction
of city policy regarding the nature of the urban environment.
Citizens do not always recognize the trade-offs in their visions, but
they participate to promote the values underlying their vision and
try to persuade the City to make choices conducive to it. Much citi-
zen participation in Santa Ana revolved around issues that are sig-
nificant from the perspective of urban visions. Not all issues
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generating participation were relevant in this regard, however,
enough were to conclude that urban visions can influence what
types of issues generate participation.

The evidence that racial conflict influenced participation pat-
terns is less compelling. Although most controversial issues in Santa
Ana had a racial aspect to them, this situation had less to do with
the power of racial conflict to generate participation than the ten-
dency of participants to use race to explain their opponents’ behav-
ior and make sense of policy debates. Of course, it is not that in
other cities racial conflict will not generate significant levels of par-
ticipation; clearly, there are cities that exhibit this dynamic. The
point here is that the existence of a racial discourse in local policy
debates does not necessarily mean that it has explanatory value for
participation patterns. More generally, the contention that urban
visions, rather than racial conflict, was the social cleavage with the
greatest influence on participation in Santa Ana is meant to illus-
trate how social conflicts can influence participation patterns, not
claim that competing urban visions is the social conflict that matters
for understanding participation patterns. In other cities, there may
be a social conflict other than urban visions that serves the same
purpose. The goal of this chapter was to illustrate the dynamics of
how social conflicts can act as a prompt for participation, which I
did using the conflict (the debate over competing urban visions)
that was most prominent in Santa Ana.

The analysis in this chapter supports the citizen-as-lobbyist
model of policy engagement by providing evidence against two of
the alternative models. First, the issues that are connected with
urban visions—such as traffic mitigation and the artists’ village—
are not connected with core ideological debates in American soci-
ety. If citizen were engaging the policy-making process as
ideologues, they would not focus on these types of issues. The fact
that these issues generated participation indicates that citizens
were more interested in addressing issues that directly affect them
rather than contributing to a larger ideological debate. This chap-
ter also provides evidence against viewing participants as collabo-
rative problem solvers. If citizens had engaged the policy-making
process in this manner, there would have been a greater effort to
develop a coherent plan to pursue one of the urban visions
through policy, and a more conscious recognition of what type of
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vision the community wants to pursue. Instead, participants lob-
bied on specific issues without paying much attention to the over-
all direction of city policy or the cumulative effects of their efforts.
Thus, the fact that participants often focused on specific issues
related to the urban visions debate presents evidence against view-
ing participants as either ideologues or collaborative problem
solvers. In the next three chapters, I will present evidence that
makes a positive case for why the citizen-as-lobbyist role is the best
explanation for how citizens engage the policy-making process.
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PART I I I

How Citizens
Participate





Participatory Strategies
and Tactics

In this chapter and the following two, I explore how citizens
attempted to accomplish their political goals through participation.
Up until this point, I have examined why citizens participate on one
issue rather than another. Here, I set aside that question in favor of
looking more closely at the ways citizens participated. Citizens have
many options when deciding how to influence policy, and the
choices they make can illuminate the nature of citizens’ engage-
ment with the local policy-making process. This analysis shows how
the manner in which they participate resembles that of lobbyists.

At the beginning of the participant interviews, I asked respon-
dents a few general questions about how they participate. I first pre-
sented them with a list of activities and asked if they have engaged
in that activity during the last ten years.1 As Table 7.1 indicates,
respondents engaged in most of the activities listed (which is not
surprising because a criterion for inclusion was prior participatory
activity). Hiring a lobbyist was the only activity with few affirmative
responses (6 percent); most respondents did not stand to gain
financially from their political activity, and thus spending money on
a lobbyist represented a significant monetary investment with the
promise of little or no return. A sizable majority stated they
engaged in a protest, but it was the only activity other than hiring
a lobbyist below 80 percent (78 percent).2 Every respondent at one
point or another had spoken to (or encouraged others to speak to)
an elected official, and almost all had spoken at a public meeting.

After interviewees addressed these closed-ended questions, I
posed an open-ended question about whether they commonly
engaged in any other activities not already listed. Thirty-one of fifty-
three respondents offered an additional activity, but some of these
responses were just restatements of activities already mentioned.
Table 7.2 summarizes additional activities not covered by the previous
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list. Unlike those listed in Table 7.1, most of these activities are not
meant to influence elected officials directly. Rather, they contribute
to an overall lobbying strategy by helping citizens accomplish polit-
ical tasks, such as collecting information about local policies and
finding other citizens to join their efforts. As I discuss in the next
section, these activities play a prominent role in citizens’ attempts
to influence policy.

I also asked respondents to identify the activity that they engage
in the most and the activity that they find most effective at achieving
their goals. Results are in Table 7.3. Interviewees perceived com-
municating with officials (whether it be directly speaking to them or
writing letters) as the most effective way to participate, and this was
also the most common form of participation. Public meetings and
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Table 7.1. Frequency of political activity

Activity Yes (%) No (%)

Speak at a public meeting 98 2
Organize/join a protest 74 26
Write a letter to an elected official 96 4
Speak with an elected official 100 0
Write a letter to a non-elected official 87 13
Speak with a non-elected official 98 2
Encourage others to contact officials 100 0
Hire a lobbyist 6 94
Contact the media or write press releases 83 17
Circulate a petition or organize a letter-writing campaign 92 8
Organize a meeting to discuss an issue 93 7
Issue a report, study, or list of recommendations 85 15

Table 7.2. Other activities

Activity Times mentioned*

Gather/disseminate information 6
Join organizations/committees 6
Attend/organize community meetings 5
Networking 4
Organize other citizens 3
Other 4

*Respondents were allowed to offer more than one response. The number of
responses ranged from 0 to 3.



organizing activity also received some mentions, although signifi-
cantly fewer than contacting officials. Petitions, protests, and letter-
writing campaigns tend to be practiced infrequently, and were rarely
mentioned as the most effective participatory activity.

Citizen Attempts to Influence Local Policy

The data above are limited in that they are based on top-of-the-
head responses about how the respondents generally participate,
which leads to two shortcomings. First, we know from past
research that respondents have a tendency to overreport political
activity, such as voting (Anderson and Silver 1986). Even though it
is impossible to confirm overreporting of many acts of participa-
tion, there will likely be overreporting when respondents are asked
whether they have ever engaged in a particular activity. Second, the
questions take participatory activity out of the context in which it
occurs, treating participation as a series of isolated acts rather than
as an effort to influence actions taken by government. If our goal
is to understand how citizens try to influence local policy, then we
need to know how specific participatory activities, such as contact-
ing officials and attending public meetings, combine to form a lob-
bying strategy and how these activities are used by citizens to
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Table 7.3. Most common and most effective activities

Engage in Most 
Activity the most* effective*

Contacting officials (both writing and speaking) 21 28
Organize other citizens 7 4
Speak/attend public meetings 6 11
Join organizations/committees 5 0
Attend/organize community meetings 4 1
Networking 3 3
Contact media 2 1
Petition 0 2
Protest 0 1
All/combination of many 6 2
Other 1 1
Don’t know 8 10

*Some respondents offered more than one activity, and each activity was included
(thus, the entries are total mentions by respondents).



accomplish their political goals. General queries about whether a
respondent engaged in a particular activity, such as the ones
described above and those typically found in public opinion surveys
(e.g., Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995), cannot provide the
information needed to address these issues.

In order to overcome these limitations, I asked respondents to
identify and discuss two to three policies they tried to influence. The
result was a series of rich, extensive descriptions of how respondents
lobbied local officials, including not only an identification of specific
acts in which they engaged, but also an explanation as to why they
participated in those acts and how they fit together into an overall
lobbying strategy. This evidence ameliorates the overreporting
problem because it is much more difficult to fabricate activities
within the context of responding to a specific policy than it is to
claim to have voted in the last election, for example; the former
requires much more imagination and intent to deceive. It is possi-
ble that some respondents claimed to have done things that they did
not do; but because they were discussing participation in the con-
text of a specific issue, the chances of doing so are less. Furthermore,
asking respondents to describe their participation on specific issues
places their activity in a context that allows us to analyze participa-
tion as part of an effort to accomplish political goals and influence
policy, not simply as a series of isolated activities.

The interviews proceeded by asking respondents to list two to
three issues that they personally tried to influence over the last ten
years, then by asking follow-up questions on each issue, including
queries about their strategy and activities (all of these questions
were open ended). The fifty-three respondents offered 121 policies
total (see the Appendix for a complete list of policies). For each
policy, the respondent’s activities were coded into fourteen cate-
gories,3 which are shown in Table 7.4.

Attending Public Meetings

Attending and speaking at public meetings—primarily city council
or school board meetings—were the most common participatory
activities. Despite the fact that officials are unlikely to change their
opinions based on public comments at meetings, respondents iden-
tified other functions that this activity serves. For example, a show
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of force at a city council meeting can demonstrate to officials that
citizens care about an issue, or can pressure them to put an issue on
the agenda. Respondents used the opportunity to speak at public
meetings to accomplish a range of political goals, such as embar-
rassing elected officials, persuading them on the merits, agenda set-
ting, and delaying decisions. The many functions that public
meetings serve and the relative ease of the activity account for its
common occurrence. The function and role of public meetings are
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8.

Contacting

Contacting elected officials (fifty-two mentions) and nonelected
officials (thirty-five mentions) were also very common activities. The
majority of these contacts were face to face or phone conversations.
For many respondents, their preferred method of participation was
to have private conversations with their elected representatives, city
manager, or school superintendent. Letter-writing was also com-
mon, although less so than one-on-one conversations.4 On some
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Table 7.4. Activities: Number of mentions

Activity Number of mentions

Attend/speak at public meetings* 61
Contact elected officials 52
Organize other citizens/network 45
Attend/organize community meetings 44
Collect/disseminate information 43
Contact nonelected officials 35
Use media 16
Join committees or organizations 14
Circulate petitions/letter-writing campaigns 13
Use federal strategy 10
Make proposals 7
Protest 7
Take legal action 5
General public acting** 4
Total number of activities 356

*This category includes only public meetings of governmental bodies, such as the
city council, school board, and planning commission.

**Defined as attempts to solve community problems without appeals to officials
for help.



occasions, private meetings that brought together a small group of
citizens and government officials were arranged. Although there
were complaints among respondents that some officials were not
accessible,5 there was extensive contact between citizens and
elected and nonelected officials.

Respondents offered three reasons for why they contacted offi-
cials. First, they frequently talked or wrote to officials to persuade
them of the merits of a particular policy position by presenting
arguments and evidence to support their desired policy outcome.
Much of this activity involved just calling an elected official and
expressing an opinion. Below is a typical exchange about efforts by
a respondent to get the City to condemn and tear down a blighted
apartment complex:

The [local news]paper wrote this article about Mayor Pulido and
about the positive image that Santa Ana had. And he gave this
glowing explanation, and this was almost ten years ago, when he
had just first got elected, and about how the image of Santa Ana
was changing. And I read that article and I just came unglued. So I
wrote him [Mayor Pulido] a letter, and I made copies of the article,
and I fired out to him that I thought he was wrong, how can he
say that Santa Ana has a positive image in the county when the
people get off the freeway and see this terrible situation [a blighted
apartment complex] over there. And I wrote him the letter, and a
couple days later, he gave me a call, “I want to talk to you.” So my
wife and I went down and met with the mayor, the [city] attorney,
and the city manager. Just my wife and me. And he said, “You just
don’t understand what we are doing. The city attorney has done
this, this and this.” And I said, “Well, we appreciate that, but those
of us in the north end of Santa Ana, near that place, cannot think
positive about Santa Ana because it has gone on so long,” and at
that time we were considering moving. And we said we are going
to get out of Santa Ana just as quick as we can. And other people
are thinking about it as well, because you just have let that go to
those terrible conditions. So it wasn’t too long after that that he
gave me another call and said we got the OK, we are going to 
tear it down.

Most attempts to persuade were targeted toward elected offi-
cials, but sometimes respondents also found it valuable to work on
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city or school district staff, which can be seen in various efforts to
obtain upgrades to neighborhood parks. The Parks and Recreation
Department prioritize (subject to city council approval) which parks
are first in line to receive funds, and many respondents discussed
their efforts to get their project moved up the list. One commented
that “we’re right now in the process. . . . We have a group that just
writes letters to the city council, and also to the director of Park and
Rec, saying that we don’t want to be put at the bottom [of the list
of priorities], we want to be up.” Note that here the respondent
also mentioned contacting city council members—rarely did
respondents deal with just staff.

A second reason for contacting officials was to gather informa-
tion. Here, the contact is not meant to persuade officials but to gain
information that the respondent needed to participate more effec-
tively. For example, after the Environment and Transportation
Advisory Committee (ETAC) voted against a traffic mitigation plan
that a respondent supported, he commented that he “got in touch
with [Councilwoman] Lisa Bist that night and basically asked her
[about] her perception of what had occurred, and then I started to
get in touch with some of the ETAC commissioners that I knew to
get information about that public meeting and what transpired.”
Here, a participant is drawing on relationships with officials to find
out what happened at a meeting that he was unable to attend.
Another example is when a neighborhood wanted to convert an
empty lot into a small park. There was some confusion over who
owned the land, so the neighborhood association leaders contacted
city officials to clarify the situation. As the neighborhood president
relates it, he “sent a letter [asking], ‘Well, what’s going on? We
don’t understand this.’ And that’s when Dave Ream, [the] city
manager, called back and he did a title search.”

Sometimes officials initiate the contacts. For example, one
parent–teacher association (PTA) activist had the following to say
about contacts concerning the battle over the space-saver school:

So I have to say we took a lot of direction from Mike [Vail, 
facilities director for Santa Ana Unified School District (SAUSD)].
He would come in and say, even though we were there every week,
he would say, “This is an important one. We need people at this
meeting.” And we would go out and get people to show up. Or he
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would say, “Some rocky stuff is happening in Sacramento. We need
some phone calls.” So we’d make phone calls and call some other
people to make phone calls.

Here, we see a case where officials are initiating contact with citi-
zens to prompt participation that they desire (there were two
school board members opposed to the school, and staff wanted
parents to counteract that opposition). Regardless of the motiva-
tions of staff in this instance, citizens were able to use these chan-
nels of communication to gather information about what was
happening and what they needed to do to participate effectively.

In addition to gathering information, many respondents con-
tacted officials to give them information, frequently to inform
them that a group that they represent (such as a neighborhood
association or PTA) felt a particular way on an issue. Some neigh-
borhood presidents would write letters to officials to inform them
of votes that their association has taken. Below is how one neigh-
borhood president described the process:

Well, we as a board did it [write a letter to the city council] in
response to what we heard from our neighbors. We talked to the
neighbors, and we brought it up to them and said, “You know,
these are some of the things that are going on that could affect our
neighborhood,” and we got their input, and based on their input,
we said, “Okay, this is the way the neighborhood has requested to
go,” and we, on behalf of the entire neighborhood, wrote the 
letter. And we put in the letters on behalf of the Morrison Park
Neighborhood Association.

Another respondent discussed how she met with city officials in
an attempt to gain support for a downtown festival:

Basically, the initial phone call was made to their [city council mem-
bers’] office and a luncheon was set up. And we met with them
individually . . . and we both sat for an hour, and we just discussed
all the positive things and changes that were going to happen in
this particular event. And we just wanted to know if they were in
favor of it and if they would support it.
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Here, we see persuasion by presentation: the idea was that by
explaining to elected officials the positive aspects of the festival,
they would have the necessary information to support it.

The types of contacts that I have been discussing are what the lit-
erature refers to as “general referent” contacts (Hirlinger 1992),
which are efforts to change policy. They were not about getting the
City or school district to assist in an individual problem—such as a
problem with trash pickup or unfair treatment by a teacher—which
are labeled “particularized contacting” in the literature. Citizens in
Santa Ana probably made many of these requests, but. the interviews
were focused on how citizens engaged the policy-making process,
and none of the questions asked about contacts dealing with partic-
ularized benefits. Although help with a personal problem may be a
very common reason for contacting officials, the structure of the
interview precluded respondents from discussing those contacts.

Organizing Other Citizens and Networking

The “organize other citizens and networking” category includes
activity aimed at getting others in the community to participate,
building coalitions, and finding allies. Typically, respondents drew on
social networks and previous relationships to enlist the support of
others, which is why organizing and networking were put in the
same category.6 With forty-five mentions, organizing was a very com-
mon activity, reflecting the fact that most respondents were heavily
involved in politics and frequently spearheaded organizing efforts.

Respondents organized other citizens by communicating with
them in the hope that it would spark participation and support. For
example, a PTA president explains how the association organized
support for a new school: “We networked with a lot of the parents
in the neighborhoods close to where the school was going to be
built. And also the fundamental school [a type of charter school]
parents because this was going to be a fundamental intermediate
school. Also, just networking with people that lived in the neigh-
borhood.” Here’s a description of organizing attempts by a respon-
dent who opposed a new sports arena in his neighborhood:
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We would have the meetings in my living room. We would sit
down and we would assign tasks to each person. And we would
decide what a good battle plan would be. We never went off on
knee-jerk reactions. We always made an entire plan as to how we
were going to get this accomplished. So we would assign different
tasks to different members, committee members. They would go
out and get their tasks accomplished, and the next meeting they
would report on how it was going and so on and so forth.

Measure C, the bond measure for building new schools, also
exhibited a coherent effort to organize citizens (in this case, to
mobilize the vote). A Commlink board member (one of the few
to support the measure) explains his organizing efforts this way:

Grassroots, getting on the phone, I had a list of all the principals,
vice principals, and I wish I would have had a better list of the PTA
presidents, just getting on the phone and talking to them 
personally. Encouraging their support, which most of them 
welcomed our support, welcomed my involvement. Trying to get
the media behind it as much as possible, my influence there. Just
speaking with as many concerned parents and families as I could,
really working in a strong attendance there at the forums that we
[Commlink] had on Measure C, making sure the press was there to
hear the concerns and see how the vote was leaning, how the 
discussions were leanings. Just the old-fashioned hit the streets, hit
the brakes, knock on doors, get on the phone, eyeball to eyeball.
Whatever it took to see people, greet people, meet people, educate
people and get them on board.

Others active on Measure C, both for and against, describe similar
activities in their effort to get out the vote on this issue.7

Organizing attempts varied in their sophistication. Some, such
as the Measure C campaign, were very organized and targeted
groups that were most likely to respond favorably. Others were
more haphazard. A parent who sat on an ad hoc committee on
school uniforms said that she was “frantically looking for other par-
ents” to support her position before a school board meeting.
Organizing efforts also varied in the means used to communicate
with others. Some used face-to-face conversations at community
meetings, whereas others relied on flyers, phone banks, or e-mail
lists. The method for communicating may have varied, but the
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basic goal of all these efforts was the same: to enlist support for
their position and improve their chances of success.

Attend or Organize Community Meetings

“Community meetings” include neighborhood association meetings,
PTA meetings, meetings called on a specific issue, and meetings of
community organizations such as the Downtown Santa Ana
Business Association. The forty-four responses in this category refer
to instances where respondents used community meetings as a plat-
form to discuss an issue that they were trying to influence. These
meetings serve functions beyond the obvious ones concerning the
functioning of the organization itself. Sometimes the meetings
were used to mobilize others or to persuade them of the merits of
a particular policy position. Other times community meetings were
used to figure out what to do. Given the many purposes of these
meetings, they were often a central participatory activity. Even
though respondents complained about attending endless meetings,
they serve important functions by providing a setting where citizens
exchange information and ideas about public problems, as well as
decide on a course of action. A few examples will illustrate this.

When Orange County officials proposed a light rail system that
would run through the city, known as the “Centerline,” many
neighborhoods held meetings to decide whether they would sup-
port or oppose the plan. Below is a description of how one neigh-
borhood handled it:

The first thing we did was we had the representatives for the light
rail come to a neighborhood association meeting. We called them
in and [they] let us know what their plans were. And we also called
the City because the City was involved also. . . . So we had them
come in and we looked at what they were doing, and once we saw
it, it was clear to us that it wasn’t going to benefit us. So once that
happened, through our neighborhood association, we as a group
voted as to whether this was something we wanted or didn’t want.
We voted against it, the majority of the people were against it,
there were some people there that were for it.

Here, the neighborhood association meeting is used to learn
about a particularly policy issue and to decide what position the
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neighborhood would take. Based on the information they received
and the subsequent neighborhood vote against the light rail, the
neighborhood proceeded with circulating petitions and speaking
against the proposal at city council meetings.

Another participant described how his neighborhood associa-
tion found out about SAUSD’s plans for a new school in their
neighborhood: “He [the councilman for the area] informed us
[the neighborhood association] they were leaving the site and the
school board was looking at the site, and also another developer
was looking at that site. So that’s where we found out about it, at
one of our meetings.” Inviting officials to meetings, as is the case
here, was a common activity, and one that many participants
found to be valuable. Sometimes it can lead to positive change, as
related by a respondent trying to get the City to install a stoplight
in front of a neighborhood school: “One time we invited a politi-
cian to meet us, it was a neighborhood association meeting, and
he had just had knee surgery, but he came. He was wonderful, he
spoke with such optimism and spoke with such eagerness to help.
And he has kept his word. We mentioned the problem that we
had with the light, and lo and behold, the City is hopping to get
that light.”

The “join committees or organizations” category (fourteen
mentions) is similar to the community meeting category in that
the basic activity is attending and participating in meetings. The
difference is that the respondents here use their committee or
organizational membership to have a direct impact on public poli-
cies. Most community organizations have little formal power, and
thus are used to just gather information or express a policy posi-
tion. A few boards or commissions, however, have some authority,
and joining them allowed respondents to work through those
bodies to influence local policy. For example, four of the four-
teen responses were for individuals who sit on the Santa Ana
Empowerment Zone Board, which has the authority to administer
federal grants. This type of authority, however, is relatively rare.
Despite the fact that respondents joined many organizations and
committees (Table 1.1), most of them do not have any power to
influence policy outside of making recommendations.
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Collecting or Disseminating Information

The “collect or disseminate information” category overlaps with the
previous categories: collecting and disseminating information can
be done through community meetings, and is often a critical part
of organizing. This category includes instances where citizens did
research on policy issues or disseminated that research outside of
community meetings or organizing efforts. Most research involved
talking to other people, such as knowledgeable citizens and gov-
ernment officials on both the local and state levels. Many respon-
dents considered research to be a critical part of their participatory
activity, however, it rarely took the form of reading government
documents, library work, or utilizing formal channels of communi-
cation. For the most part, information was gathered and dissemi-
nated through face-to-face conversations and meetings.

With forty-three mentions, collecting and disseminating infor-
mation was quite a common activity, and for some respondents it
was a central activity. One respondent, when asked how his organi-
zation went about getting a new park approved for a low-income
neighborhood, said that “one of the things that we did was our
families went into a research mode. . . . They basically came up with
a needs assessment . . . that really painted a picture of a need for
the whole city of more resources.” A respondent trying to procure
park upgrades for a different park also spoke of significant amounts
of research that she did, such as exploring possible funding sources
and understanding city budget processes.

Sometimes the research efforts took the form of knocking on
people’s doors to find out what they wanted. A respondent pro-
moting the revitalization of Minnie Street (a poor immigrant
neighborhood) decided she needed to know what the community
wanted and needed. Below is how she describes her activities:

In order for a neighborhood to buy in to any project or program, it
has to be from their perspective. They’re the user. Are we going to
create a car just for show or are we going to be able to create a car
that they can use? We can have a whole lot full of those great cars
but nobody will buy them. We began to focus in on their needs. I
knocked on every door, and number one was security and safety
because we didn’t have it. . . . We took on another project. I went
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out knocking on doors again, with a handful of neighbors, and we
asked. We thought it would be the redevelopment of Minnie Street,
it needed to be the redevelopment of Minnie Street. But that’s not
what they said they wanted. They wanted a homework center
where they could send their children, where they would have the
benefit of catching up, and not always lagging behind.

Here we see research efforts by a citizen to find out what the com-
munity wants so that her participatory efforts will have direction.
Many respondents, when trying to get the city to do something,
did not just express opinions or demand action; they also did
research to find out what their goals should be and how they could
be accomplished.

Once citizens collected information, they also undertook efforts
to disseminate it throughout the community. The two most com-
mon ways of doing so were through meetings and face-to-face dis-
cussions. Occasionally citizens would organize events to get out a
particular message. For example, one neighborhood association
organized a “neighborhood awareness gathering” where they
passed out fliers to parents dropping their kids off at school, letting
them know about traffic problems at a neighborhood school.
Another example was when proponents of the artists’ village took
officials on trips to other cities with similar projects to let them see
the potential benefits of an artists’ village in Santa Ana. More com-
mon, however, was raising an issue at a neighborhood meeting or
passing along information through informal conversations.

Petitions, Protest, and the Media

Petitions were not that common, but those who used them found
them to be effective. One neighborhood leader presented a peti-
tion to the city council opposing the light rail, and had the follow-
ing to say about its effectiveness:

I think it is important because most of the people on the city 
council . . . have been involved in the neighborhood association,
and they seem to be intelligent enough to know how things really
work down here in the neighborhoods. Because it’s not enough for
one person to call and complain about something. . . . When it
comes to making calls or one person going up, most of the city
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council members know they are really only speaking for themselves
or for a couple or three people. I think the petition means a lot
because a petition means votes.

Letter-writing campaigns, like petitions, were also used infre-
quently but were generally found to be effective. The point of
engaging in both activities was to put electoral pressure on officials
by demonstrating widespread support for a policy position. Given
how effective they were at this task, it is noteworthy that they were
not done more often.

Protests were quite rare, which could be a reflection of the types
of people interviewed (neighborhood leaders and PTA members
are not typically protesting types) or a reflection of the types of
issues that residents cared about (e.g., it’s difficult to imagine
protests over park improvements). A review of newspaper articles
for the eleven-year period under study revealed very few mentions
of protests on local issues (although quite a few protests happened
in Santa Ana on other issues, such as statewide initiatives). In the
1980s, there were many protests over redevelopment and housing
(Haas 1991), but these had ceased by the 1990s. The few protests
that were mentioned by respondents included a candlelight vigil in
support of the space-saver school and a rally in opposition to a new
sports arena.

As we saw in Chapter 5, most participants do not use the media
as a source of information, relying instead on social networks and
personal experience. They do, however, use the media to apply pres-
sure on elected officials and to generate public support. Particularly
common were attempts to use the media to get the attention of
elected officials, which appears to be a very effective strategy. For
example, on one occasion, the school superintendent made a thirty-
minute presentation at a school board meeting to refute an article
in the Los Angeles Times concerning the expenditure of school bond
funds. Participants know that critical articles receive a response from
officials, and thus they do their best to get newspapers to write
them. Further, participants try to get favorable newspaper coverage
to enhance their public support. For example, citizens on both sides
of the Measure C campaign mentioned media as a key strategy. This
only occurred in regard to the most controversial issues, as newspa-
pers are unlikely to give much coverage to lesser controversies and
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people are even less likely to read stories about them. On most
issues, therefore, the media did not play a very large role.

Public Acting

The public acting category encompasses attempts by respondents
to address community problems themselves, bypassing formal gov-
ernmental channels. For example, one respondent, frustrated by a
lack of funds from the City, decided to improve his neighborhood
park by assembling private and nonprofit resources to realize park
improvements. There is probably much more of this type of activ-
ity (particularly through nonprofit organizations) than is repre-
sented here. Because the questions asked specifically about
influencing local policy, however, respondents were led away from
talking about public acting.

The “make proposal” category is a form of public acting because
it involves doing the work that typically is done by local govern-
ments. In this case, citizens put together a detailed plan of action
and present it to government. A good example was the antigang
strategy developed by Jose Miranda, as described in Chapter 4.
Note that making proposals is more than just making demands: cit-
izens here are actively researching and developing strategies for
addressing community problems, not just telling government that
they need to “do something.”

Going Outside the System

If citizens are unable to influence local policy by working within the
local political system, they have a couple of options for influencing it
from without. Legal action is one strategy. The few cases where this
occurred involved citizens who, after repeated attempts to lobby
government failed, decided to bring the matter to court. The other
option is to appeal to either the state or federal government, which
I call a “federal strategy.” There were two scenarios under which citi-
zens pursued a federal strategy. First, if local officials were unrespon-
sive, some citizens went to their state legislators for help either in
directly solving the problem or pressuring local officials to do some-
thing. For example, when the City balked at funding a community
center for Delhi Park, supporters went to their state legislative
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representatives, who helped them secure state funding and put
pressure on local officials to contribute funds as well. The second
scenario occurred when local authority was overridden by state
laws, which happened with the overcrowding issue: a city ordinance
limiting the number of residents per household was struck down by
the courts as conflicting with state law (which set higher limits).
Given the limited power of local officials, some respondents went
to state legislative representatives for help, even though housing
ordinances are traditionally a “local” issue. Most instances of
resorting to the state government occurred when the state already
had a clear role to play; rarely did citizens try to bring the state into
a policy area where they did not have an obvious role.

Lobbying Strategies:Three Examples

Below are three examples of how lobbying activities fit together
into an overall strategy to influence local policy. These cases are typ-
ical in that the activities that citizens engaged in to influence these
policies are the avenues of participation most frequently chosen—
those that appear at the top of Table 7.4. Collectively, they present
an overview of the tactics and strategies that citizens employed in
trying to influence local policy.

Space-Saver School

In previous chapters I explained the controversy over the space-saver
school, SAUSD’s proposal to build a school on a small lot adjacent
to an outdoor shopping center. My focus here is on how both sup-
porters and opponents tried to influence this issue. The school dis-
trict staff, including the superintendent, wanted the school, and
when opposition emerged, they asked parents active in the PTA to
provide some support. The parents worked with school district staff
to make a case for the proposal. Parents talked to school board
members, lobbied state officials (who needed to approve the proj-
ect), and showed up at public hearings to counter opponents’
claims. The five-member school board had two members strongly in
favor of the school, two adamantly opposed, and one who was lean-
ing toward support but slightly wavered. The primary goal of the
supporters, knowing they had a sympathetic district staff and a
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(tenuous) majority of the board, was to make the case for the school
so as to maintain and increase public support. One of the parents
leading the fight for the school said that if it were not for the par-
ticipation of the parents, “There were some things that wouldn’t
have gotten done. We would not have been able to have plopped
800 signatures on the school board’s desk and say, ‘Look, these are
just average citizens of the school district who say they want the
school.’ There wouldn’t have been as many people showing up to
school board meetings to keep that public pressure going.”
Maintaining public support was critical for ensuring they had the
third vote on the school board and that the state legislature would
approve their plans.

Opponents, led by councilwoman Lisa Mills, had a multi-
pronged strategy. They made a few trips to Sacramento (the state
capital) to convince the state not to fund the project. They also
tried to work over school board members, one of whom character-
ized their efforts this way: “There were lots of phone calls from
people pleading, accusing, you know, the threats came later, but
they were more disguised. They were much more racist in tone.
Then there were threats to my political position.” Opponents fre-
quently criticized the school district for being closed to influence,
restricting their ability to apply pressure in private. Of course, this
may simply be the result of the fact that they disagreed with district
officials and that they knew attempts to persuade officials of the
merits of their views were likely to fail.

Opponents tried to pressure officials through one-on-one con-
versations, but the primary strategy was to apply pressure through
the media and public hearings. The space-saver school issue was the
type of issue that interests local newspapers, replete with contro-
versy, racial overtones, and strong feelings on both sides. Opponents
capitalized on this situation by using the press to make their case
that the school was a bad idea (including a leak by an opposing
school board member concerning the price the school district paid
for the land). The public hearing where the school board was to
decide the issue attracted hundreds of citizens and had sixty-seven
speakers (both supporters and opponents were represented among
the speakers). The school board delayed their decision two weeks,
and opponents claimed that the public opposition at the hearing
pressured the board to put off the vote. Regardless, two weeks later
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they approved the school, which later received approval from the
state. The school was completed in early 2001.

Participants on both sides of the space-saver school debate used
multiple avenues to influence decisions. Opponents tended toward
more pressure tactics, primarily because they knew that school offi-
cials were committed to the school, although supporters also
applied pressure to maintain their school board majority. We have
another interesting dynamic here: both sides brought in state offi-
cials to buttress their position. State officials, of course, played a
major role because they controlled the funding; but we can easily
imagine participants on both sides keeping it a local issue, because
the decision to build was made by the school district. Yet, there was
a channel here—particularly for the opponents—to influence the
outcome of the school decision by appealing to the state, and they
did not fail to utilize that channel.

Playground and Park Improvements

The next set of issues is much less controversial than the space-saver
school; in fact, we would be hard pressed to find anyone opposed
to increased spending for parks and playgrounds. Five respondents
talked about their efforts to secure improvements for their neigh-
borhood park (three different parks were discussed).

The issue with park improvement is always one of budget pri-
orities: how much money should the City dedicate to park
improvements, and which parks should be the first to receive fund-
ing? Thus, the primary goal of citizens lobbying for park improve-
ments was to convince the City that their project should be
prioritized and that it was worth the money. Generally, the strategy
was to discuss the matter with the Parks and Recreation
Department and elected officials, in an effort to demonstrate the
value of the project. They also took a proactive approach in work-
ing out project details in terms of equipment to buy, landscaping,
and so forth. Finally, they were all active—some successful, others
not—in trying to secure grants from entities outside the city.

Conspicuously absent, except in one instance, were attempts to
apply public pressure on officials. Rather, the strategy was a private
one: work with Parks and Recreation officials to develop a plan for
park improvements, and contact elected officials to persuade them
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to fund their projects. Citizens did not go to city council meet-
ings to raise the issue, did not try to use the media to apply pres-
sure, and did not sign petitions or start letter-writing campaigns.
The strategy consisted of nudging and prodding officials to prior-
itize their park and attempting to privately persuade officials to
fund their projects.

As mentioned, there was one exception: Delhi Park, a pro-
posed park and recreation center for the Delhi neighborhood, a
working-class Latino community. The proposal was significantly
larger and more expensive than the projects discussed by other
participants: rather than just improvements to an existing park, it
entailed the expansion of a park along with the construction of a
community center. After trying to work privately with city officials
and failing to secure funding, supporters of Delhi Park went pub-
lic, including appearing en masse at city council meetings, signing
petitions, and appealing to state legislators for help. The differ-
ence here is that the Delhi Park supporters felt that they were not
being listened to and needed to go public to apply pressure on
city officials. Further, the size of the project and the supporters’
unwillingness to compromise (they rejected a number of city pro-
posals to scale down the project) made private prodding of offi-
cials less effective.

The Commercial Vehicles Code

In Chapter 4, I discussed efforts by some neighborhood associa-
tions, led by Mike Belliard, to develop a new ordinance regulating
the parking of commercial vehicles in residential areas. The battle
over the commercial vehicles code highlights two themes con-
cerning how citizens participate. First, the importance of the social
network created by the neighborhood associations was evident.
The ability of Belliard to recruit allies from other parts of the city
and make this particular concern a citywide issue—not just a
neighborhood issue—was critical, as it got the ear of officials and put
it on the political agenda. Commlink, and the neighborhood associ-
ations in general, provided an excellent vehicle to do so, and even
though they have no formal power and receive no funding from the
City, they can assist citizens by providing a platform to raise and
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discuss an issue. Second, supporters used a combination of formal
and informal methods for achieving their goals. On the formal side,
they attended public hearings and worked through Commlink and
its Neighborhood Improvement and Code Enforcement (NICE)
committee. Informally, they engaged in discussions with the city
attorney, other city staff, and city council members to sway their
opinions. This multipronged approach was typical of how respon-
dents lobbied government.

Some General Observations about How Citizens Participate

Given this description of respondents’ political activities, what gen-
eralizations can we make about how citizens lobby local govern-
ment? Below are some general observations about the tactics and
strategies citizens in Santa Ana use when they participate.

The Importance of Interpersonal Relationships

We saw above that citizens spend a lot of time networking, build-
ing relationships, and communicating with other citizens and offi-
cials. On one level, it should not be surprising that people prioritize
using their social networks. Politics is fundamentally a group activ-
ity and any expectation that participation is individual centered is a
likely result of overemphasizing voting, one of the few participa-
tory acts that citizens do alone. But the extent to which citizens’
activity revolved around personal relationships is noteworthy.
Thinking about the activities listed in Table 7.4, some require or
utilize personal relationships more than others. For example, circu-
lating a petition or attending a public meeting does not rely heav-
ily on personal relationships, whereas organizing, contacting, and
research do to a much greater extent. Although not all of the com-
mon activities rely on interpersonal relationships, many do, and
participants who lack these relationships are limited in the range of
activities that they can engage in.

Participants’ social networks are an important political resource
because participants can use their networks to help them accom-
plish political tasks. I will discuss the political value of social net-
works in Chapter 9.
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Persuasion versus Pressure

Citizens can influence policy decisions by persuading officials to
change their views on an issue or by applying pressure to force
them to take desired actions. Most citizens interviewed believed
in the power of persuasion; as mentioned above, many of the con-
tacts between citizens and officials were attempts to persuade offi-
cials of the merits of a particular argument. Attempts at persuasion
usually occurred in private conversations or meetings with offi-
cials, although public hearings were sometimes used for persua-
sion purposes.

Citizens also resorted to pressure tactics—such as petitions,
letter-writing campaigns, and protests—to achieve their political
goals. Attendance at public hearings could also be considered a
pressure tactic if the goal was to intimidate officials into voting
a certain way, not to persuade them on the merits. Officials can feel
pressure for two reasons. First, there is electoral pressure. If elected
officials receive a petition with a thousand signatures, they may
decide that opposing the signatories’ wishes could have negative
electoral implications. Or citizens screaming and yelling at a public
hearing could have unwanted electoral repercussions, as it paints
elected officials in a negative light. There is also pressure that may
reduce the capacity of officials to govern. If citizens are angry
enough and willing to be obstructionist, they could, under some
circumstances, pressure officials to give in simply because officials
fear that fighting will be too costly. Citizens can make officials’ lives
difficult through participation meant to obstruct and delay, and can
force officials to use more time and energy on a policy issue than
they would otherwise.

Overall, citizens directed their efforts more toward persuasion
than they did toward applying pressure. Of course, the focus varied
depending on citizens’ views of the receptiveness of officials. Some
respondents thought officials were completely unresponsive, mak-
ing persuasion unattractive as a strategy. Most respondents, how-
ever, thought that at least some officials were responsive, and thus
attempted to sell them on the merits of an argument. Further,
respondents generally felt more comfortable with persuasion than
with pressure tactics. Most citizens who participated did not seem
to define their roles in terms of applying pressure on officials;
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rather, they saw themselves as people with good ideas, and concep-
tualized their strategy as convincing others that their proposals
should be considered.

Public and Private Activity

Participation can be either public or private. Public participation—
attending hearings, circulating petitions, attending informational
meetings—are all ways to participate that are visible to outsiders
and are conducted in groups. Private forms of participation
include such things as talking to officials and some forms of
research and networking. Citizens varied in their preference for
each. Some preferred the more public forms of participation
because they like the grandstanding aspects and found that offi-
cials will listen more if citizens complain in public. Others pre-
ferred private conversations with officials. The fact that so much
participation occurred in private explains why it often goes unno-
ticed by the press and nonactive citizens. When most people think
of citizen participation, they think of public activities, such as
going to meetings or protests, and they ignore the significant por-
tions that occur behind closed doors.

Working within the System

Most citizens interviewed for this study prefer to work through the
system (defined here as the local policy-making process) rather than
trying to bring pressure from the outside: street protests, sit-ins,
and similar tactics were infrequently mentioned. This is partly a
result of the people I interviewed. Neighborhood leaders, PTA
members, and others involved in civic organizations are likely to
work through existing channels of influence, as their very mem-
bership in these organizations indicate their willingness to accept
existing political arrangements. When asked why they work inside
of the established policy system, participants commented that it is
more effective because the best way to accomplish political goals is to
form relationships with other citizens and officials, relationships
that may be jeopardized by engaging in street protests and similar
tactics. Other participants mentioned that street protests and other
such forms of participation were now frowned upon: one respondent
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commented that she does not “want to get really radical because
these days people are really not into the ‘sixties kind of thing.’”

Another explanation for the dearth of protests is that they are
most likely on emotional, “hot-button” issues that are usually not
dealt with by the City or school district. Most of what local gov-
ernments do is less emotional, dealing with mundane issues that
will not stir citizens enough to prompt them to take to the streets.
The few times we did see protests in Santa Ana were on issues that
typically generate a highly emotional response (e.g., a police shoot-
ing of an unarmed Hispanic man). In the 1980s, there was much
more protest activity in Santa Ana, led by Alinsky-style groups
organized by Jesuits (Haas 1991). These protests over issues such
as slum clearance and a perceived anti-Hispanic bias among city
leaders have since died down, and its leaders (some of whom I
interviewed for this study) have taken to more traditional methods
of participation.

Given the information gathered by my research, I am not in a
position to make a conclusive determination regarding why there
are fewer protests and sit-ins now than in the 1980s, nor why most
citizens interviewed were not engaged in these activities. Suffice to
say that most participation in Santa Ana is well within the bound-
aries of traditional policy-making structures, and that protests and
other similar activity is relatively rare.

Participants as Citizen Lobbyists

This description of how citizens participate supports the citizen
lobbyist model as the best representation of how participants
engage the policy-making process. The types of activities that citi-
zens engage in are the same ones that traditional lobbyists per-
form. Citizen participation was largely geared toward forming
relationships with other participants and government officials.
These relationships are formed in many ways: through organiza-
tion membership, direct contacts, and a variety of networking
techniques. The general mode of participation is to talk to people,
build alliances and social networks, and use them to achieve policy
ends. Less common pressure tactics, such as letter-writing cam-
paigns, protests, and petitions, were used but the emphasis was on
relationships among citizens and between citizens and officials.
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Respondents saw building bridges between themselves and others
as a key to success and, consequently, relationship building consti-
tuted a central part of their participatory activity, which is exactly
how lobbyists go about accomplishing their political goals.

We can contrast how citizens participated with other potential
forms of engagement in the policy-making process. One possibility
is that citizens act as pawns, taking direction from elites. There
were a few instances where citizens did what elites told them to do
(for example, sometimes citizens were asked to appear at a public
meeting by officials), but it was not that common. For the most
part, citizens determined on their own (or with other citizens) how
they would participate. The description of citizens’ political activ-
ity in this chapter also does not support the citizen-as-watchdog
model. At times participants did try to obstruct government action,
but much of their activity was proactive and focused on promoting
desired policy. Watchdogs would also engage in less relationship
building and more pressure tactics, which are better suited to
blocking policy that government officials desire. Further, the ten-
dency to focus on persuasion rather than pressure and the frequent
use of private forms of participation are counter to what we would
expect from citizens participating as ideologues. Ideological
debates are typically very public and confrontational, and partici-
pants’ tendency away from this mode of participation indicates that
their focus was on accomplishing specific policy objectives rather
than participating in a larger ideological debate.

The citizen-as-lobbyist model best captures the essence of citi-
zens’ engagement in the policy-making process because it high-
lights the use of interpersonal relationships, the emphasis on
persuasion rather then pressure, the extensive use of private forms
of participation, and the bias toward working within the system. It
also illustrates that citizens did not just perform isolated participa-
tory activities but also developed strategies to accomplish their
political goals similar to the strategizing of lobbyists. Although cit-
izens did not always act as lobbyists, for the most part, they did.
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Public Meetings and the
Democratic Process

Most local governments hold regularly scheduled meetings
to discuss and decide public issues. Opportunities for citizens to
voice their opinions are usually part of these meetings. Public input
could either take the form of comments on specific issues before
the governmental body or it could be general comments on any
issue citizens care about. In either case, citizens are given a speci-
fied period of time (typically two to three minutes) to state their
opinions and are usually prohibited from engaging other citizens or
officials in dialogue.

As we saw in Chapter 7, attending public meetings is a com-
mon form of participation. In this chapter, I ask what role public
meetings can have in contributing to a participatory policy process.
Can they play a constructive role by allowing citizens to voice their
concerns and influence policy decisions, or are they a hollow ritual
that merely provides a facade of legitimacy? If we want to incorpo-
rate greater public participation into the policy process, is there a
place for public meetings? I add to the literature that examines the
role of public participation in policy analysis (Walters, Aydelotte,
and Miller 2000; Thomas 1990) by exploring what functions pub-
lic meetings serve and how they can fit into a larger institutional
context for citizen input into the policy process.

I argue that public meetings serve important democratic func-
tions by providing citizens the opportunity to convey information to
officials, influence public opinion, attract media attention, set future
agendas, delay decisions, and communicate with other citizens.
Meetings are a tool that citizen lobbyists can use to achieve political
objectives. This tool is ill-suited to fostering policy deliberations or
persuading officials to change a vote on a specific issue. But meet-
ings serve another purpose: by giving citizens a venue where they
can achieve political goals, public meetings enhance the political
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power of citizens and, consequently, improve governmental respon-
siveness to citizens.

If we keep in mind the functions that public meetings can and
cannot serve, their role in a participatory policy process becomes
clearer. Public meetings can serve as a complement to structures
that foster citizen deliberation (such as citizen panels, forums, and
roundtables) by providing citizens the opportunity to engage in
the political process before deliberations commence and after citi-
zens have developed a set of recommendations or a consensus pol-
icy position. Although public meetings themselves are not
deliberative, they can facilitate citizen participation and the devel-
opment of good policy by assisting citizens in achieving their politi-
cal goals. I hope to show in this chapter the purposes that public
meetings serve and how they can fit into a larger scheme of citizen
input in policy making.

This chapter also provides support for the citizen lobbyist model
by illustrating how public meetings were used as a venue to help
participants achieve specific goals. Citizens typically did not use
meetings as a platform to engage in partisan debates, which we
would expect from ideologues. We also did not see appearances at
meetings being coordinated by elites (except on one or two occa-
sions). Public meetings were a tool that citizen lobbyists used to
accomplish political goals, and their use of meetings are indicative
of how citizens engaged in both tactical and strategic maneuverings
in their efforts to influence policy.

Institutional Design and Citizen Participation

In recent years, many scholars have argued for an enhancement of
the extent and quality of citizen participation in policy making
(e.g., King, Feltey, and Susel 1998; Roberts 1997; Schneider and
Ingram 1997; deLeon 1997; 1995; Fischer 1993; Dryzek 1990).
They contend that we need to develop structures and institutions
to provide citizens with the opportunities to participate effectively.
But how do you design institutions for allowing citizen input into
the policy process? Citizens can be brought into the policy process
in many ways: public hearings, citizen juries, roundtables, and elec-
tronic town meetings are examples of institutions meant to create
opportunities for citizen participation.
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One of the most common methods of citizen participation is
the public hearing. A survey of city managers and chief administra-
tive officers found that over 97 percent of cities use it as a strategy
for dealing with citizens (Berman 1997, 107). Public hearings,
which are usually required by law, allow citizens to comment on a
specific issue or proposal before a governmental entity makes a deci-
sion. Despite their widespread use, public hearings are not held in
high esteem. The most common critique, made by participants,
academics, and governmental officials alike, is that citizen com-
ments do not influence policy outcomes (Cole and Caputo 1984;
Checkoway 1981). Citizens march up to the podium, give their
two-minute speech, the presiding official says, “Thank you very
much,” and then officials proceed with their business irrespective
of the arguments made by citizens. Citizens may speak their mind,
but officials do not listen and usually have their minds made up
before the public hearing. Hearings, in this view, are mere demo-
cratic rituals that provide a false sense of legitimacy to legislative
outcomes: officials can say that they received input from the pub-
lic, and it can give their decisions the respect afforded to demo-
cratic processes, even though citizen input has no impact. Rather
than being a means for citizen input, hearings allow officials to
deflect criticism and proceed with decisions they have already made
(Rowe and Frewer 2000; Kemp 1985; Checkoway 1981).

A second critique of public hearings is that they are a poor
mechanism for deliberation (King, Feltey, and Susel 1998;
Kemmis 1990, 51–53; Checkoway 1981). Citizens go to the
podium, speak their piece, and then sit down. There is rarely dia-
logue between citizens and officials; even when officials respond
to citizen comments, it is usually in the form of a question-and-
answer session, not a true dialogue. Although citizens have a
chance to state their position and support it with a reasoned argu-
ment, public hearings do not allow them to engage elected offi-
cials or other participants in a dialogue to try to persuade them to
change their opinions. Public hearings do not afford citizens a
venue where they can engage in public discussions about common
problems and try to reach understanding with their fellow citizens
and elected officials. Further, public hearings frequently degener-
ate into the worst sort of debate: rather than citizens stating their
opinions and offering supporting argumentation, they will employ
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sound bites, hyperbole, and falsehoods to criticize and demonize
opponents—hardly a model of citizen deliberation.

Hearings are also criticized for attracting an unrepresentative
sample of the population (McComas 2001a; Gastil and Kelshaw
2000). People who show up to meetings are more likely to be
extremists on the issue being discussed, since they have greater per-
sonal incentives to participate. Hearings may be dominated by
those with very strong views on the subject being discussed, crowd-
ing out moderate voices that represent large segments of the com-
munity. This dynamic has two repercussions: It undermines the
legitimacy of the hearing as a venue for assessing public opinion,
and it provides officials with an excuse to ignore public comments
(“they’re not representative of what the public really thinks”).

While even defenders of public hearings acknowledge they are a
poor venue for deliberation, some research indicates that hearings
can be an effective form of citizen participation and citizens can, at
times, be representative of the public at large. Mazmanian and
Sabatier (1980) and Rosener (1982), in studies of the California
Coastal Commission, found that citizen participation at public
hearings had an impact on the denial rate of permits under consid-
eration by the board. Others have argued that under the right con-
ditions (e.g., meetings held at a convenient time and advertised
extensively), hearings can be effective at influencing policy and at
attracting a representative sample of the citizenry (McComas
2001b; Chess and Purcell 1999; Gundry and Heberlein 1984;
Gormley 1986).

Dissatisfaction with public hearings as an outlet for participa-
tion has led many scholars and practitioners to develop alternative
methods for involving the public in policy making. One alternative
has been to modify the format of public meetings, discarding the
structured and non-deliberative hearing format in favor of a
roundtable or small-group setting. These settings differ from tra-
ditional public hearings in that citizens have an opportunity to dis-
cuss the issue at hand, and engage in deliberation with fellow
citizens and with officials. Roberts (1997) argues that the public
deliberation that can occur at these meetings should be the foun-
dation of an alternative way to solicit public input, and Weeks
(2000) describes successful attempts to integrate meetings into a
deliberative policy process.
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National Issues Forums (NIF), a nationwide network commit-
ted to enhancing civic life and public involvement in politics, has
experimented with alternatives to the traditional public hearing for
almost twenty years. Here, citizens deliberate over public problems
with the goal of developing a plan of action to address the issue (for
descriptions of the type of deliberation fostered in NIF forums, see
Mathews 1999; Doble Research Associates 2001; 2000a; 2000b).
America Speaks, a nonprofit organization, promotes and organizes
electronic town hall meetings that allow citizens to deliberate over
policy issues. Using a mix of face-to-face deliberation and commu-
nication through technology, America Speaks attempts to empower
citizens to voice their opinions and inform governmental action
(America Speaks 2002; Moynihan 2003).

One common obstacle to public meetings concerns size: the
more people show up at the meeting, the more difficult it is to have
the type of face-to-face interaction and discussion that deliberation
proponents desire. America Speaks and other organizations have
addressed some of the logistical problems caused by size, but fos-
tering deliberation in large groups is still a challenge. One response
has been to convene “citizens panels” or “citizens juries” to delib-
erate over issues (Crosby, Kelly, and Schaefer 1986; Kathlene and
Martin 1991; Haight and Ginger 2000). These panels are repre-
sentative samples of the public, and thus can act as a proxy for delib-
eration among the entire public; because it is not feasible for
everyone to deliberate over an issue, selecting a representative sam-
ple to do it for them is the next best thing. Fishkin’s (1991, 1995)
deliberative opinion polls are a variation on this theme: select a ran-
dom sample of the public to deliberate on an issue (or an election),
and their recommendations will be reflective of what the public at
large would have decided if they had deliberated themselves.

Finally, surveys and focus groups are often considered to be a
form of “participation,” although a qualitatively different form
than those listed previously. Surveys do not allow for any delibera-
tion, nor do they even allow for citizens to express their individual
voice, as hearings do. Although focus groups allow for greater voice
and deliberation, they are still limited by a structure that is meant
to solicit opinions, not form them. Even though surveys and
focus groups by themselves do not offer much of an opportunity for
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citizens to participate in policy making, they can be used to enhance
other participation tools, such as the ones described above, making
for a more meaningful and rich participatory structure (see for
example, Weeks 2000; Kathlene and Martin 1991).

I have described various mechanisms by which citizens can pro-
vide input into the policy process. Where in this landscape of meet-
ings, panels, surveys, and forums does the local city council and
school board meeting fit? What role can they play?

The Functions of Public Meetings

Attending city council and school board meetings is a very com-
mon form of participation (Tables 7.1 and 7.4). Even though
almost all interviewees stated that they went to public meetings,
there was some disagreement about the effectiveness of attending
a meeting. A few respondents said that attending meetings was the
most effective form of participation, however, most did not. Many
echoed the common complaint that elected officials already have
their mind made up before the meeting. Despite this widespread
belief, many respondents offered other reasons for why attendance
at public meetings is effective. These explanations form the basis
for the findings that follow. They are not meant as a characteriza-
tion of the aggregate opinion of respondents, as opinion was too
varied to reach any firm conclusion about the attitude of respon-
dents toward public meetings. Rather, the findings below describe
some functions that public meetings perform and offer reasons for
why we should maintain this institution.

Public meetings of local governments in California are gov-
erned by the Ralph M. Brown Act, which requires that all meet-
ings be open to the public and allow for public participation. The
Brown Act gives the public the right to comment on items before
the legislative body, and also stipulates that “time must be set
aside for the public to comment on any other matters under the
body’s jurisdiction” (California Attorney General’s Office 2002,
vii). Thus, citizens have an opportunity to speak on agenda items
as well as any other local issues they feel are important. Below are
six ways that citizens use these opportunities to accomplish their
political goals.
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1. Provide Information

Public meetings can be an effective way to convey information
about public opinion to officials. One piece of information that
needs to be communicated is interest in a particular issue: letting
officials know that you “are out there” is a necessary first step to
participation. One respondent stated that attending public meet-
ings was important because “it seems like if you don’t show up at
the council meetings, the council says, ‘Well, maybe this is a non-
issue.’” Another participant made a similar point, arguing that get-
ting a lot of people to a council meeting was critical to showing
that people cared about an issue (in this case, a traffic issue). There
are, of course, other ways to let officials know that a particular issue
is important to citizens: They could circulate petitions, write let-
ters, or call officials directly. In some circumstances, however,
attending meetings can be the most effective way of indicating
interest. Gathering a group of citizens to go to a meeting is not
only relatively easy, but it also clearly communicates to officials that
there is interest in an issue.

Some respondents also felt attendance at meetings was impor-
tant to counterbalance opposing views and to get out their message.
A common theme among respondents was that there was power in
numbers, and turning out the masses at city council or school board
meetings provided a political advantage by adding force to their
message. This dynamic was evident on both sides of the space-saver
school debate. A supporter of the school stated that “we wanted to
have a lot of parents with school children there [at the public meet-
ing] because otherwise you were going to have an imbalance.”
School opponents also noted their attempts to bring out large num-
bers to meetings, and both sides claimed they outnumbered their
opponents. Having numbers turn out for meetings is important
because one common discourse in local politics concerns which side
in a debate has more popular support. Absent scientific polls, actual
levels of support are not known, leaving participants free to con-
vince elected officials that they, in fact, have more support. Turnout
at public meetings may be seen by officials as evidence of popular
support (although frequently weak support, given the unrepresen-
tativeness of those who attend), and thus can be used as a debating
point. Lacking other information sources, elected officials may rely
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on turnout at public meetings, however unrepresentative, to gauge
public support or opposition on a given policy.

Comments by two of the former elected officials interviewed
indicate that they use public meetings as a source of information.
One former school trustee said she kept tallies of supporters and
opponents on an issue to get a feel for what the community thought.
A former city councilman, talking about a proposal for a permit-
parking district in a residential neighborhood, told this story:

We were told that this was going on and the neighborhood is
happy with it and the staff was happy with it, and they worked it
out and it was all ready to go. Then it came before us to vote on it,
all of the sudden we had a swarm of people who were against it.
. . . I was prepared to go ahead and vote with it from the 
information I had, but then when this large constituent [sic] of
business owners came out I said this is something I hadn’t planned
on. I can’t vote on it. We need to sit down and work this through
to see if we can’t make both sides a little bit happier. Those groups
of people got to me. . . . I would do my homework, and my 
colleagues—we did our homework. . . . We may have had our
minds made up with the facts that we had been given, but when we
would have a group come and speak against it, I wouldn’t ram it
on through, but make a motion to continue it. Let’s hear more of
what the people are trying to say and sit down and talk to them,
again get that dialogue going so we can really find out what their
concerns are and what we can do to alleviate it.

For this city councilman, a public hearing provided information
about where his constituents stood on an issue. Note that he did
not state that public comments persuaded him to change his think-
ing on an issue by offering new ideas or new interpretations. He
did not say that the citizens appearing at the hearing changed his
mind or persuaded him that he was mistaken in his support for the
proposal. He did, however, change his actions based on the oppo-
sition to the proposal that was evident at the public hearing. The
public hearing provided new information that altered the actions
he took, even if it did not persuade him that his views were mis-
taken. Rather than acting as a deliberative forum where ideas are
exchanged and people’s opinions change based on rational persua-
sion, the view of meetings that emerges here is of a forum where
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constituents provide their elected officials with new information
about their views on an issue, prompting altered behavior on the
part of officials.

Officials, of course, may have other sources of information
about public opinion, such as surveys, focus groups, forums, letters
and phone calls from constituents, conversations with others, and
media reports. Some of these, such as surveys and focus groups, are
a more accurate reflection of public opinion because the partici-
pants will be more representative of the population as a whole.
Despite this shortcoming, public meetings have some benefits as a
vehicle for voicing public opinion. First, public meetings are useful
in measuring the strength of opinion on a particular issue. Officials
know that citizens who take the time to come to a meeting care
about the issue under discussion, whereas surveys make no such
indication. Further, meetings are open to anyone who wishes to
speak, whereas surveys, focus groups, and advisory panels have
restricted participation. Although not having restrictions may
introduce bias into the opinions presented, the open meeting has
an advantage in terms of legitimacy: citizens who may feel their
voice is not being represented in survey results or panel recom-
mendations have an opportunity to express views that may be a bit
off the beaten path. By providing a venue for citizens wishing to
present alternative opinions than those from other formats, meet-
ings can add to legitimacy to the policy process. By themselves,
public meetings do not provide an accurate picture of public opin-
ion on local issues; but they can act as a valuable and important
supplement to other forms of public opinion, providing both addi-
tional information and legitimacy.

2. A Show of Support

One recurring theme among respondents was the importance of
supporting friendly elected officials taking controversial policy
stands and expressing displeasure with officials taking stands with
which they disagree. On controversial issues, elected officials are
forced to take a position that will alienate some constituents, which
is not a desirable position for politicians who prefer to please every-
one. When an elected official is taking a position unpopular with
some, his or her supporters will frequently make a point of coming
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to a meeting to express agreement with the stand taken, in a show
of support for a politician in an uncomfortable situation. For exam-
ple, one participant made this comment about his support for the
space-saver school: “We certainly gave Rob and Audrey [two school
board members] counter high ground to stand on. They could say,
‘Look. These people, our constituents, the parents of the children,
they are here to support.’ This gave them a public high ground to
stand on to shape the argument. . . . It didn’t change anybody’s
mind, but it certainly helped to direct the flow of discussion.”

Sometimes, officials need political cover for taking unpopular
stands, which can be provided by supporters at a public meeting. If
a politician is supporting the view of a small minority (e.g., one par-
ticular neighborhood) that is highly unpopular, they could take a
major public relations hit; they could be characterized as out of step
with the majority, catering to “special interests,” and the like.
These characterizations can be even more potent if they are out
there all alone, without any support, while opponents are banging
away. Citizens at public meetings, however, can provide some cover
by showing public support for an unpopular position. For example,
one participant explained why he attended a meeting in support of
the liquor license for Shelley’s restaurant (discussed in Chapter 6):
“It makes it easier for them [the city council] to make a decision if
they have support, rather than you making that decision on your
own because you know it’s right and its best for the community. It
takes some of that burden, some of that responsibility, from the
council if there’s public support.” Although the politicians sup-
porting the liquor license might still take some political heat, at
least they can point to a group of citizens and say, “I have some
support in the community for my position.” A show of support
from a public relations standpoint can be critical, providing cover
for a politician in a tight spot and diffusing some of the criticism.
Public meetings are an excellent venue to provide this support
because they are usually televised and sometimes covered by local
newspapers, allowing supporters to get out their message.

Supporting sympathetic officials does not affect votes on issues
nor is it meant to. But it does have an impact. First, it strengthens
the relationship between a politician and his or her supporters and
creates channels of communication. Elected officials, seeing who
supports them during the tough times, will be more likely to return
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phone calls, arrange face-to-face meetings, and listen to those con-
stituents. Politicians appreciate support on controversial issues, and
as a consequence, will be more willing to listen to their constituents
on other issues. In other words, public meetings allow citizens to
identify themselves as supporters, giving them an opportunity to cre-
ate a relationship with officials. Second, it provides an avenue by
which citizens can help those officials they want to remain in office.
As mentioned, popular support for a controversial vote is impor-
tant political cover: without it, elected officials are susceptible to
accusations during the next election that they are out of touch with
their constituents and out of step with public opinion. Public meet-
ings provide a means by which citizens can provide political cover
for supportive politicians, thus reducing their exposure during the
next election.

3. Shaming

Most citizens at public meetings are not there to support but rather
to criticize. Elected officials frequently complain about citizens
who are silent until they want to vent about a decision they dis-
agree with. At first blush, this type of behavior may seem futile.
Yelling and screaming at a meeting is not likely to change the votes
of elected officials, so why do citizens go to meetings to complain?
One function it serves is to shame elected officials for disagreeable
actions. As explained above, support at a meeting can provide polit-
ical cover for officials; the converse is also true. Criticizing officials
in a public forum can create the perception that they are out of
touch with the community, which is particularly important from a
media perspective: the local newspaper or TV newscast is likely to
report the fact that officials were criticized by their constituents at
a meeting, particularly if it is a highly controversial issue. Even if
the citizens at the meeting are not representative of the community
at large, the image of an official being hammered by his or her con-
stituents is a powerful one, and one that may have important elec-
toral implications.

One example of the shaming dynamic was when a group of
parents went to a city council meeting to criticize Councilwoman
Lisa Mills for her opposition to the space-saver school. The deci-
sion to build or not to build was a school district decision (which
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is a separate entity from the City), but Councilwoman Mills was at
the forefront of the opposition to the school (the school was
located in her district). A group of school supporters went to a city
council meeting to complain about her activities on the issue. One
leader of the group explained why it was necessary: “[Lisa Mills]
was very divisive. . . . It was really a lot of lies that were coming
down the pipe. A lot of people that weren’t involved with the
school district, that’s all they were getting. So it was very important
to counterbalance that. And you had to do it with numbers, you
had to do that with a lot of people.” Another leader of the group
made this comment: “When [Mayor] Dan Young said after the
meeting that he’d never ever seen anything like that before in his
life, it was like ‘OK, we got our message across.’ To get up there and
publicly censure Lisa Mills for her activities. That was something
that . . . it was a distraction and a lot of energy that we didn’t need
to continue to fight that so we went in and we hit hard and she
wasn’t really heard from much on that issue after that.”

Because the council had no authority over the issue, school sup-
porters were not trying to change the outcome of any policy deci-
sion: Their only aim was to shame Councilwoman Mills, which
served two purposes. First, it altered the terms of the debate and
perceptions among the public by indicating the amount of support
that the school had. Also, it gave Councilwoman Mills a political
black eye, which could have been a liability during the next election
(she decided not to run for a second term).

Another example illustrates the effectiveness of shaming officials
at public meetings. The issue was the proposed park and commu-
nity center for Delhi discussed in the last chapter. The City had
been promising to build the park for years but never provided the
funding. After repeated stonewalling and delays by the City, sup-
porters decided to force the issue by going to a city council meet-
ing. A supporter relates the following account of what happened:

So we organized a meeting at city council, we took about 150 
people to that meeting. . . . And the questions were very simple.
They were like, why haven’t you kept your promises? And I think
in many ways, we sort of shamed people, we shamed them because,
you know, why haven’t you kept your promises? . . . And so what
happened was that was aired on Comcast [the local cable company]
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throughout Santa Ana. . . . [S]o before you know it, I had people
calling [me] . . . they were saying, “They can’t do this to you guys.
They can’t just put all the money into north Santa Ana. They have
to pay attention to all these neighborhoods.” People starting 
coming out of the woodwork, you know, they said they have to
make this project for this community. So I think they [the city
council] were probably receiving those kind of calls. And the day
after the meeting . . . at the meeting, the Mayor and the rest of the
council, they were kind of cool about things, very evasive, didn’t
act like they were disturbed in any way. But I’ll tell you, the next
morning, the mayor was begging me to meet with him. He said,
“Please, let’s sit down and let’s try to work something out.”

The value of this shaming strategy does not lie in its capacity to per-
suade the council that the park was a good idea; accusing the coun-
cil of lying and breaking promises is hardly the way to accomplish
that goal. Rather, by embarrassing the council, they forced them to
pay attention to the issue and take action (the council did, eventu-
ally, provide some funds for the park, although not as much as
requested). A public meeting was the ideal venue to carry out this
shaming strategy. It was televised, and thus many people in the
community heard the park supporters’ message, placing additional
pressure on the city council.1 For council members, having to sit
through a meeting where 150 angry residents accuse you of lying
and breaking promises, while other constituents watch on TV, is
hardly an enticing prospect. We should not be surprised that this
strategy bore fruit and got the City to move on the park project.

The capacity to attack officials in public is an important aspect
of democratic governance: citizens need a venue where they can
counter what their elected officials are doing or saying. Public
meetings provide that venue. It gives citizens the ability to gather
in one place and express opinions that run counter to what officials
are saying. Citizens have other venues in which they can criticize
officials, such as by writing letters to the editor, staging street
protests, or voting against them in the next election; however, pub-
lic meetings present a unique opportunity because they are public,
easily accessible, and allow any citizen to speak his or her mind.
Elected officials never look good when they are being yelled at, and
thus venting at public meetings can serve to undermine and weaken
the positions of elected officials. Much of the criticism that officials
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receive may be unjustified and unfair, and I certainly do not mean
to imply that citizens are always correct or that elected officials
always deserve derision. Fair or not, the ability to criticize elected
officials is a cornerstone of democratic politics, and public meetings
provide an excellent opportunity for citizens to do so.

4. Agenda Setting

The power of elites to set the agenda is well documented in the
urban power literature (Gaventa 1980; Crenson 1971; Bachrach
and Baratz 1962; see Polsby 1980 for a critique). Much less stud-
ied is how and under what conditions citizens can influence the
agenda. We generally think of public meetings as venues where pol-
icy decisions are made, not where agendas are formulated.
Although true in most cases, meetings do provide opportunities for
agenda setting by citizens. In Santa Ana, both the city council and
school board allow for public comments on nonagenda items,
allowing citizens to discuss issues that have not yet been formally
taken up by officials (as required by state law). Some participants,
when asked whether speaking at public meetings was effective,
stated that attending a meeting the day an issue was going to be
decided was useless, but going earlier in the process was effective as
an agenda-setting device. One respondent, who was both president
of her neighborhood association and president of the Library
Board (a city advisory board), has the following to say about
whether meetings were valuable:

You have to be smart when you do it. Like we started speaking a
while ago about the library budget because they won’t make their
decision, they’re starting to make their decisions now [March], but
they’ll make final decisions in June and July. I think they’re think-
ing, too, if you speak on the agenda items, well no, it’s totally done
before it comes to the committee. So you have to speak now about
. . . like we spoke about Centerline [the light rail proposal]. . . . We
spoke about Centerline before it even came up at all. And they said,
“Why are you talking about this today?” and we said, “Because we
know you are going to make a decision on it soon. We know you
are. We’ve heard the buzz. So we are going to get a voice now,
even though it’s not an agenda item or anything.” I think that’s
where you have to be smart.
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The respondent is making two interrelated points about the value
of speaking at public meetings on nonagenda items. First, she is
highlighting the importance of early participation. By the time a
decision reaches the city council or school board, it has already been
in the works for quite some time, with advisory committees, staff,
and interested parties providing input. Compromises may already
be built into the policy, with the key players working out agree-
ments among themselves. Further, supporters or opponents of a
policy may be able to convince elected officials of the merits of their
position well before it ever gets to a formal vote. Participation,
therefore, is most effective before positions harden, compromises
are worked out, and advisory committees make recommendations;
showing up at a city council or school board meeting on the day
when a policy is scheduled to be approved is, in many cases, too late
in the process to make an impact. However, by speaking early in
the process, citizens are able to get their opinions heard while offi-
cials are still deciding how they want to resolve the issue. This is
why it was “smart” to comment on the Centerline proposal well
before it came up to a formal vote (at the time, it was unclear how
the city council was going to vote).

Speaking at public meetings can also influence the agenda by
making officials pay attention to issues they ordinarily would not.
The respondent quoted above illustrates this point with her com-
ment about the library budget. Usually, the City does not pay
much attention to the library budget and rarely provides additional
funding. By speaking up early at a public meeting, citizens can
establish an issue (in this case, library funding) as one that needs to
be addressed. Another respondent, when asked why speaking at
budget hearings was effective, said that it has some impact because
“even though they’ve already made up their minds, it could stay up
in their minds for the next budget meeting.”

Agenda setting effects tie back into my first point about public
meetings sending information to officials: the reason why speaking
at meetings may help set the agenda is because elected officials may
use it as a measure of citizen interest in a topic. If citizens are com-
ing to meetings to talk about the Centerline proposal months before
a decision is due, officials may conclude that it is a highly contro-
versial issue that deserves more attention than they are giving it.
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Conversely, if no one raises the library budget as an issue, it will
likely be ignored by officials (as it usually is). Not only could offi-
cials use public comments at meetings to gauge where their con-
stituents stand on the issues of the day, but they can also use them
to determine what issues are important, and thus deserve their
attention. With limited time at their disposal (elected officials in
Santa Ana are part time), they need to pick and choose the issues
that get on their agenda, and citizens showing up to discuss an
issue at a meeting may influence those decisions.

That said, public meetings are not the most effective way to influ-
ence government agendas. Motivating a group of citizens to attend
a meeting to discuss an issue that will be decided far in advance is
difficult. Further, elected officials may forget about public com-
ments by the time decisions need to be made. Other forms of par-
ticipation, such as writing letters, circulating petitions, or speaking
directly to officials, may be more effective at getting them to pay
attention to certain issues. Public meetings, however, can be used
in conjunction with these other methods and can further advance
the agenda setting goals of citizens. They are particularly useful in
making public a group’s demands on officials. More private forms
of participation, such as letter-writing and speaking directly to offi-
cials, may get some attention, but they are likely to get more atten-
tion if they are coupled with a public display. As mentioned above,
one chief virtue of public meetings is that they are public, and thus
capable of reaching a larger audience than just officials and a small
group of participants. They may not be a very effective method by
themselves, but they can serve an important agenda setting purpose
if used along with other methods.

Many of the other participatory structures discussed above,
such as panels, forums, and roundtables, already assume an agenda
that is decided by officials. Sometimes, officials use these structures
to define agendas (e.g., Weeks 2000), but usually the issue to be
discussed is identified and framed by officials beforehand. Citizen
comments at public meetings can play a role in deciding for what
issues panels or roundtables will be convened, and how those issues
will be framed. Public meetings can provide the raw opinions and
ideas that can start more deliberative and, ultimately, constructive
processes to address public issues.
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5. Delay

It is rare for elected officials to change their votes based on citizen
comments at a public meeting, but it is more common for votes to
be delayed due to a public outcry, especially if it is unexpected. In
some cases, officials may delay to avoid making unpopular decisions
with people present, hoping that at the next meeting fewer people
will be there. In other instances, citizens may desire a delay. One
respondent tells of a planning commission meeting where a devel-
opment mitigation plan was being discussed. A neighborhood resi-
dent, seeing that the planning commission was prepared to vote
against them, stated that “we told them we need to know what our
rights are, and we asked them for a thirty-day extension, and they
granted it to us.” This extension gave the neighborhood residents
time to develop a strategy for accomplishing their goals. In some
cases, citizens may not find out about an issue until the last minute,
and thus they may not have time to take actions that can apply pres-
sure on officials, such as circulating petitions or organizing a letter-
writing campaign. A delay may create time to work over officials or
to gather more support in the community.

Public meetings are an excellent venue for asking for a delay:
Elected officials might find it difficult to ignore citizens who are
merely asking for more time to study an issue, try to reach a com-
promise, or (as in the example above) figure out what actions they
can take. Asking for a delay is not an unreasonable request, increas-
ing the pressure on elected officials to accommodate it. The ability
of citizens to ask for a delay publicly, and to provide reasons for
why a delay is necessary adds to the force of the request. Privately
requesting a delay (such as in a letter or in a phone conversation)
does not allow citizens to publicly state their argument in favor of
a delay, and thus is not as politically forceful. Public meetings pro-
vide the best opportunity for citizens to ask elected officials to
delay a decision because they can publicly present arguments that
attest to the reasonableness and wisdom of the request.

6. Networking

The primary channel of communication at public meetings is from
citizens to elected officials, but citizens can also use meetings to
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communicate to each other. Communication among citizens is not
easy because they usually lack the money to send out mailings and
frequently lack the time to knock on doors or organize phone trees
(although on occasion citizens do engage in these activities). Public
meetings allow citizens to get their message out to other citizens
relatively cheaply and without a significant time commitment.
Usually, only citizens active in local politics are in attendance or
watch the meeting on TV, so they are not a good venue for com-
munication to the citizenry at large. But they are good for commu-
nicating with other citizens who are active. Public meetings can
serve to create and maintain social networks among active citizens
by allowing them to let others know what they are doing. We saw
an example above, with the citizen who was advocating a new park
for the Delhi neighborhood. She mentioned that after the public
meeting, people from other parts of the City called her about the
park issue, fostering networks between her group and other neigh-
borhoods and organizations. Of course, citizens have other ways to
communicate with each other, and I do not mean to imply that
public meetings are a primary or an effective means by which to
build networks. But they can help citizens get their message out
and reach out to other citizens in the community.

Influencing Votes

Public meetings can serve functions in addition to the explicit func-
tion of trying to influence the votes of officials. The six functions
listed above are examples of how citizens can use meetings to
achieve political goals, which may indirectly influence votes by alter-
ing the political context in which the votes are taken, but they do
not directly change a specific vote. Whether public meetings are
effective at the latter is a point of contention in the literature. To
round out my picture of the role and place of public meetings, rather
than claim that meetings are either effective or not effective (which
is how the question is usually posed in the literature), I will explore
under what conditions meetings might be influential, and why.

My research uncovered one case where a public meeting
unequivocally changed the outcome of a city council decision. The
issue was a proposed citywide redevelopment project that came
before the city council in 1993. The State of California allows cities
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to create redevelopment zones in areas deemed “blighted,” a vague
term that can mean anything from rundown buildings to high lev-
els of unemployment. Redevelopment areas use a tax-increment
financing scheme where additional tax revenues generated by new
development are channeled back into the redevelopment area to
further development efforts. Redevelopment areas also facilitate
the use of eminent domain powers by city government. The City
wanted to create one large redevelopment area that would cover
over one-half of the city, excluding the wealthy neighborhoods in
north Santa Ana and a few areas in south Santa Ana. Supporters
claimed it was needed to raise money for infrastructure projects
such as parks and schools. The central area of the city was very run
down and in desperate need of schools, and the hope was that new
development would provide the funds to meet these demands.

Opposition to the proposal swelled when the City sent out a
notice (as required by law) to residents within the proposed area
explaining that the City considered their neighborhood to be
“blighted” and that the redevelopment area was needed to fund
infrastructure improvements. Most people do not consider their
neighborhood to be blighted (even if it does meet the criteria) and
were concerned that the City might use eminent domain powers to
take away their home or business. A few community activists
opposed to the plan spread word about the potential for residents
to lose their homes and the possibility that the redevelopment plan
could fundamentally disrupt their lives. The fear over the impact of
citywide redevelopment was exacerbated by the fact that many res-
idents did not trust city officials, particularly true in the context of
the early 1990s when the city council was rife with infighting and
petty disputes. Also, the long history of animosity between the City
and school district made it unlikely that any revenue generated by
the redevelopment area would be used for new schools. Many res-
idents saw the plan as a ruse aimed at eliminating working-class
Latino neighborhoods and replacing them with white middle-
class neighborhoods.

A meeting was scheduled for May 1993 at which the council
would vote to move forward with the plan. Going into the meeting,
most observers expected it to pass. In the weeks before the meet-
ing, a few opponents rallied citizens to go to the meeting to voice
their opposition. Their efforts worked better than they had hoped:
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according to newspaper accounts, over 2,000 citizens showed up to
protest. After a handful of irate speakers, the city council voted
unanimously to table the item, and it was never brought up again.
According to all sources, the redevelopment plan would have passed
if it were not for the outpouring of opposition at the meeting.

This incident illuminates some conditions that can lead to pub-
lic meetings effectively changing votes. First, elected officials were
surprised at the turnout and the opposition.2 If they had known
that it would generate so much opposition, they would have likely
postponed the decision until they could marshal more support. Or
if they had the resolve, they may have just voted for it despite the
opposition. Here, we have a case where meetings conveyed new
information to officials (the amount of opposition in the commu-
nity) that had a direct impact on a vote taken. The reason it had
such a profound impact was because officials did not have the lux-
ury of a public opinion poll to gauge opposition, and thus were
blindsided at the meeting. The conclusion I draw is that if elected
officials misjudge public support or opposition, meetings may
change votes because they provide new information that changes
officials’ political calculations.

There were two other conditions that contributed to the vote
being changed by the public meeting: the sheer numbers of people
to appear and the absence of supporters. Attendance of 2,000 at a
public hearing is phenomenal, particularly in a city with a total popu-
lation of 320,000. This unusual show of force must have indicated
to officials that this vote could have serious political ramifications,
and thus prompted them to change their votes on the spot.
Further, the fact that all present were opposed made a “yes” vote
politically dangerous. Having support provides political cover, but
none was present here,3 making an affirmative vote more difficult.

There is one more condition that may contribute to a public
meeting changing a vote that was not present during the redevel-
opment incident: ambivalence of elected officials. Some issues
may be more important to citizens than to elected officials, and
the latter may be willing to change their votes based on comments
at a hearing because they do not have strong feelings either way.
But a last-minute change of mind is not likely because elected
officials are usually in tune with the wishes and demands of their
constituents. Still, it may happen on occasion.
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Whether public meetings are more effective than other forms of
participation at influencing the votes of elected officials is a
research question beyond the scope of this chapter. My point is not
that attending meetings is the most effective strategy for changing
legislative decisions, but that under some circumstances, meetings
can be used to accomplish this goal. Adding this argument to the
previous section’s description of other functions that meetings can
serve illustrates the usefulness of meetings for citizens. They may
not be the best tools for accomplishing political goals, but they do
add a weapon to the citizen’s political arsenal that can be marshaled
to enhance the effectiveness of citizen participation.

Conclusion

At the core of democracy is citizen deliberation and rational per-
suasion: citizens deliberate over pressing public issues and make
arguments to persuade officials and each other to take desired
actions. Public meetings do not contribute to either of these goals:
neither are they deliberative, nor are they an effective vehicle for
rational persuasion. Public meetings, however, have a role to play
in maintaining a democratic system. Around the core of delibera-
tion and rational persuasion is a democratic periphery of political
maneuvering and pressure tactics that are essential parts of a
democratic process, and this periphery is where public meetings
come into play. Meetings are a tool in the citizen’s participatory
toolbox that can help them accomplish political objectives—such as
supporting allies, embarrassing enemies, setting the agenda, getting
their voice heard—that can add to their influence and effectiveness.
Citizen lobbyists find public meetings valuable because they can
contribute to their efforts to influence local policy. The findings
from Santa Ana demonstrate some ways that meetings can be used
to citizens’ advantage.

How do public meetings fit into the overall scheme of citizen
participation and policy making? Public meetings do not directly
contribute to the process of formulating effective policy solutions
to public problems; other devices, such as roundtables, forums and
panels are more effective at this task. Citizens acting as collabora-
tive problem solvers would find little value in them because of the
lack of deliberative qualities. But meetings, by helping citizens be
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more effective, can enhance the responsiveness and accountability
of government. Citizen deliberation and discussion on tough pol-
icy choices may lead to the formulation of better policy, but by
itself, does not make government any more responsive to citizens.
If citizen recommendations go unheeded, then the whole process
is for naught. This situation is where public meetings fit: they pro-
vide a venue where citizens can carry out a political struggle to have
their voices heard and recommendations heeded. In other words,
public meetings are valuable when citizens are lobbying govern-
ments to adopt specific policies. Ideally, after citizens deliberate on
an issue, weigh policy choices, and make recommendations, they
can go to a public meeting to make the case that they should be lis-
tened to. Meetings do not currently play this role, inasmuch as
most speakers at public meetings argue for their personal opinions,
not collective opinions derived through deliberation. But if addi-
tional deliberation structures are put into place, then public meet-
ings could have a valuable role by enhancing the political power of
citizens and, consequently, increasing the chances that government
will be responsive to their recommendations.

As we saw above, public meetings can also assist citizens at the
front end of the policy process by providing a venue for citizens to
set the agenda and frame policy issues. In many participatory ven-
ues, the issues to be discussed are identified beforehand and a
framework for discussing the issue is set. Although this planning
may be necessary to foster constructive deliberation, it does limit
the voice of citizens, preventing them from altering the structure
of the conversation or changing how an issue is framed. At public
meetings, citizens are free to identify different issues that need to
be discussed and offer new frames to understand issues already
under discussion. Before deliberation in forums, panels, or round-
tables commence, citizens should have the opportunity to propose
what issues need to be discussed, how the issue should be under-
stood, and the manner in which the process should work. Public
meetings could give citizens the opportunity to influence the way
citizens participate, rather than having government officials decide
for them.

Thus, public meetings have a role to play at the beginning and
the end of participatory processes. Designing institutions that allow
for citizen participation in the policy process requires that we create
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deliberative and constructive outlets for citizen input. But this “pos-
itive” political power needs to be supplemented by other forms of
participation that allow citizens to flex their political muscle (see
Rimmerman [1997] for a description of different forms of political
participation). Both types of power are needed for a healthy demo-
cratic policy process. A process that lacks opportunities for con-
structive citizen deliberation will lead to disillusionment among
citizens and reinforce the disconnect between citizens and their gov-
ernment. On the other hand, a process that allows citizens con-
structive input but limits their capacity to fight political battles,
influence legislative votes, or criticize officials will serve to reduce
governmental responsiveness. Without the political power to back
up citizen input, much of that input will be duly filed, never to see
the light of day again. The power to pressure, lobby, and cajole gov-
ernment officials is an essential complement to positive power, as
constructive citizen deliberation is only valuable if officials pay atten-
tion to it. Thus, public meetings, as a venue where this can occur,
cannot be replaced by more deliberative or constructive venues.

In this chapter, I have explored the value that public meetings
have for citizens. But why would local officials want to hold them?
By giving citizens an opportunity to accomplish their political
goals, public meetings reduce the power and control exercised by
officials. There are, however, two reasons why officials would desire
to keep public meetings. First, as mentioned above, they can pro-
vide information to officials about public opinion, particularly con-
cerning what issues citizens feel are important and the strength of
their opinions. Second, because public meetings are an open forum
where any citizen can speak, they provide a measure of legitimacy
to the policy process. As many scholars have noted, citizens are cyni-
cal about politics and government (Rimmerman 1997; Berman
1997; Harwood Group 1991), and thus are likely to approach a
roundtable, forum, or other project with a wary eye. By providing
an open forum for citizens to express their opinions, public meet-
ings enhance the legitimacy of the policy process, a desired com-
modity for public officials. Public meetings benefit citizens more
than they do officials, but the latter group do derive some benefit,
and would be wise to maintain the institution.
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The Political Value of
Social Networks

Scholars who study the resources used by citizens partici-
pating in politics have found that three are critically important:
time, money, and civic skills (e.g., Verba, Schlozman, and Brady
1995, 270–72). In this chapter, I propose to add a fourth resource
to that list: social networks. Although scholars recognize the
importance of networks for mobilization and recruitment, few
have seen networks as a political resource that citizens can draw
upon once they have decided to participate. Like money in the
bank or spare time, social networks are a resource that citizens can
use to accomplish political objectives.

I argue that social networks are used extensively by citizens
when they participate, and these networks are a resource as impor-
tant as time, money, and civic skills. This chapter explores the role
and functions of social networks in aiding citizen attempts to
influence local public policy. Although social networks are not a
required resource for citizens, they facilitate participation by help-
ing citizens accomplish specific political tasks. In the same way
that campaign contributions enhance access to officials, free time
increases the capacity to circulate petitions, and oratory skills help
citizens make persuasive arguments at public meetings, social net-
works assist citizens in gathering information, mobilizing allies,
pooling resources, and other political activities. Neglecting the
role of social networks as a political resource results in a distorted
view of how citizens participate and their effectiveness at influenc-
ing public policy.

To conclude the chapter, I make the case that citizens’ ability to
use social networks as a political resource distinguishes local and
national participation. On a national level, citizens’ personal social
networks are not extensive enough to be of much value politically,
but in local politics they do serve as an important political resource.
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The smaller scale of local governance allows citizens to use their
networks as a political resource, which in turn allows them to
engage the policy-making process as citizen lobbyists, using their
networks to accomplish a variety of political tasks.

Social Networks and Political Participation

Social networks are the personal relationships between individuals
within a community. These relationships could be formed through
many channels: organizational membership, political activity, recre-
ational activity, and so forth. They are “social” in the sense that
they are interpersonal relations between people, but they are not
necessarily derived from social (as opposed to political or eco-
nomic) activity. Even though the networks themselves could be
derived from social, political, or economic activities, I focus on the
political implications of these networks, not their effects on other
spheres. Specifically, I explore how citizens use interpersonal rela-
tionships to facilitate their political participation.

Social networks are a unique resource that is not encompassed
by the other three (time, money and civic skills) identified by
Sidney Verba and his colleagues (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady
1995). Of course, all four resources are interrelated. For example,
having monetary resources can influence the extent of free time
one has, or certain civic skills can enhance the extent of one’s social
networks. What creates the analytical distinction between them,
however, is not their independence but their nature. Social net-
works are a fundamentally different type of resource than the other
three because they are constituted by the relationships between
individuals, not by attributes or resources held by individual par-
ticipants. The resource that citizens draw upon when they partici-
pate is their relationship with others, which is distinct from the
other resources (time, money, and civic skills) that are not deriva-
tive of social relationships.

We should also note the difference between social networks, a
political resource, and the civic skill commonly referred to as “net-
working.” Networking is the activity by which citizens develop
relationships with other people, and is a civic skill that varies among
individuals. Good networking skills can enhance one’s social net-
works, however, the process of building networks is distinct from
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using those networks as a resource to accomplish political goals. One
can build networks and not use them for political purposes, or use
networks that were not the result of intentional networking (e.g.,
family networks). Thus, we can maintain an analytic distinction
between networking, a civic skill, and social networks, a resource
that may or may not be derivative of networking activity.

The literature analyzing the political impact of social networks
has focused on the role of social networks in mobilizing citizens to
participate. The literature has identified three possible ways that
social networks can mobilize citizens:

1. Social networks create opportunities for others to mobilize
citizens.

2. Social networks foster democratic norms and civic virtues.
3. Social networks help citizens develop political skills.

First, social networks can mobilize citizens by providing a
means for others to communicate with them. In this sense, social
networks are a tool that political leaders can use to increase partici-
pation: social networks open up lines of communication for those
desiring to mobilize others to participate. For example, citizens
who are members of voluntary associations are susceptible to group
leaders who want to encourage them to participate. Rosenstone
and Hansen (1993, 84) argue that “involvement in associations
promotes political activism,” because political leaders target associ-
ation members for mobilization. Leighley (1996) found evidence
of this type of intentional mobilization, although its extent is
dependent upon the goals and motivations of the members. Others
exploring variation in mobilization across different groups gener-
ally conclude that variation is greatest in organizations that are
explicitly political (Fuchs, Minnite, and Shapiro 2000; Booth and
Richard 1998; Pollock 1982).

Social networks can also create political participation indirectly
by fostering democratic norms and civic virtue. Associations and
social networks can “instill in their members habits of cooperation
and public spiritedness” (Putnam 2000, 338) and other civic
virtues, such as trustworthiness, tolerance of the views of others,
and respect for the rule of law (M. E. Warren 2001, 73). Citizens
who have these civic virtues are more likely to participate, the
hypothesis goes, because they will be more accepting of democratic
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norms, the democratic process, and the political system generally.
Studies analyzing whether citizens exhibiting these civic virtues
participate more have analyzed one civic virtue in particular: inter-
personal trust. Lake and Huckfeldt (1998) found that informal
social networks among citizens (not necessarily those created
through joining organizations) can lead to politically relevant social
capital, which in turn leads to greater political involvement. But
this relationship could work the other way: political involvement
could lead to greater levels of social capital. Brehm and Rahn
(1997, 1017), using data from the General Social Survey, contend
that trust and civic engagement are in a reciprocal relationship,
“where the effect of civic engagement on interpersonal trust was
much stronger than the reverse effect.”

Social networks can also develop skills that citizens need to par-
ticipate in political life. The hypothesis here is that citizens with
greater political skills will be more likely to participate because they
will be more comfortable when engaging in political activities.
Brady, Verba, and Schlozman’s (1995) study of citizen participation
illustrates the importance of civic skills for political involvement:
public speaking skills, organizing skills, and other attributes are
needed to engage in a variety of different political activities. Brady,
Verba, and Schlozman argue that these skills are acquired from for-
mal education, from the workplace, and from activity in various civic
organizations, and the lack of opportunities to develop political skills
is a powerful explanatory variable for political inactivity. Leighley
(1996) also concludes that skill-building activities within organiza-
tions can lead to more political participation, and Marschall (2001)
found involvement in community organizations to be a strong pre-
dictor of political participation. Berry, Portney, and Thomson
(1993), however, conclude that the existence of strong neighbor-
hood associations do not increase the overall level of citizen partici-
pation in city politics. Despite this negative finding, on balance the
research has found that activity in civic organizations—a particular
type of social network—can lead to the development of political
skills, and consequently a greater probability of political activity.

These three social network-participation links deal with the
extent of citizen participation: all posit ways that the existence of
social networks can mobilize citizens to engage politically. Social
networks, however, can play another participatory role in addition to
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being a mobilizing force. Once citizens are mobilized and decide
to participate, they can use their social networks as a tool in their
efforts to influence governmental decisions. Like some of the
mobilization hypotheses, social networks here also build capacity
but to a different end: rather than providing the motivation to par-
ticipate, it provides the means. In other words, in addition to being
a mobilizing force, social networks can also act as a resource for
citizens once they decide to participate.1

In this chapter, I undertake two tasks that have not been ade-
quately addressed in the literature. First, I systematically describe the
different ways that participants use social networks. Past research
provides examples of citizens using networks as a resource, but it
does not pull back from the specific examples and develop a general
typology of how social networks are used as a political resource.
Second, I explore the implications of these dynamics for our under-
standing of how citizens engage the local policy-making process.

The Role of Social Networks in Participatory Efforts

Once citizens have decided to participate, they need to use their polit-
ical resources to accomplish political tasks. We know how time, money,
and civic skills are used by citizens to achieve their political objectives:
money can be given as campaign contributions, time can be used to
organize protests, and so forth. But how are social networks used?
What are they good for? Below, I discuss five political activities for
which social networks are a valuable resource: 1) mobilizing citi-
zens, 2) pooling resources, 3) gathering information, 4) disseminat-
ing information to citizens, and 5) communicating with officials.

1. Mobilizing Citizens

Many political activities require large groups of citizens to be effec-
tive: community forums need attendees, petitions need signature
gatherers, protests need protesters, and so forth. Social networks
can assist in assembling these groups by identifying others in the
community who would be interested in a particular issue and by
acting as a communication channel between organizers and poten-
tial supporters. As mentioned above, the literature has found that
associational links are used to mobilize citizens (Rosenstone and
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Hansen 1993; Leighley 1996). Social networks—whether they are
formed through associations or other means—are a political
resource that citizens can draw upon when they need to find allies
or assemble a large group.

Social networks, by fostering personal relationships among
community members, facilitate mobilization efforts. The impor-
tance of relationships for mobilizing citizens was perhaps best put
by an organizer for a faith-based community group: “Our expecta-
tions of who we get to a public meeting are based on our relation-
ships with those specific people. If we expect 500 people, we’ve got
a relationship with 500 people.” The relationships do not always
have to be that strong to be effective. For example, one
parent–teacher association (PTA) organizer described how they
used a phone tree list to generate support for the space-saver
school. Whether the ties are “strong” or “weak” (Granovetter
1973), they serve the same purpose: acting as a means by which
mobilization efforts can occur.

Mobilizing through social networks is effective because when
citizens are asked to participate, who is asking them may matter as
much (if not more) than the issue on which they are asked to par-
ticipate. A request to participate will more likely get a favorable
response if it comes from a friend than from a stranger, which is
why alternative means of mobilization, such as using the mass
media or passing out fliers, will not be as effective as recruiting
through networks. Citizens are unlikely to attend a forum, join a
protest, or engage in other activities based on a flier or news story
alone because they lack the background information that will make
them feel comfortable participating. The trust and reciprocity (i.e.,
social capital) that is formed through social networks can increase
the effectiveness of mobilization. Many participants did pass out
fliers or canvass door to door as a means to spread information and
gain support. For example, some PTA members passed out fliers in
front of schools as parents picked up their kids to inform them of
various political activities. This approach works well for spreading
information, but is less likely to prompt parents to become actively
involved in political activities, as the information presented is too
thin and the relationship too weak to prompt participation.

In many cases, the process of mobilization occurs simultane-
ously with network building: attempts to recruit others to join in
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political actions may lead to new relationships and stronger net-
works. For example, a neighborhood leader who wanted to mobi-
lize other neighborhood activists to support his plan to rid the city
of inoperable vehicles (“physical graffiti” he called them), said that
he attended other neighborhood association meetings to present
his case. He also attended social functions where he passed out lit-
erature and asked other activists to sign a petition. So, in the
process of gaining support for his proposal, he also strengthened
his social networks by talking to other neighborhood leaders and
discussing their mutual concerns. Another community activist
engaged in similar activities in his fight to stop citywide redevelop-
ment (discussed in Chapter 8). In an effort to mobilize opposition,
he went to meetings of various organizations in the city and talked
to them about the problems with the redevelopment plan. He also
said that many people called him to ask about what the redevelop-
ment plan would mean for their neighborhood, and often invited
him to speak to small groups of concerned citizens. While he drew
on his social networks to mobilize opposition, he also enhanced his
networks by developing new relationships in the process.

Mobilizing others is critical for effective participation because
when it comes to political pressure, numbers count. A former elected
officials when asked whether a large group of people was more effec-
tive than just one person with a good idea, responded, “The num-
bers worked for me.” This sentiment was echoed by many of the
other respondents who often stressed how important it was to rep-
resent a group when talking to officials. For example, one neighbor-
hood leader commented that “we were really diligent in our
neighborhood about making sure when we took a position that it
was representative of the neighborhood.” Another said that if you
try to do something by yourself, “they’ll [city officials] say, ‘Here
comes that guy again.’ One person. Making noise, making noise.
They never listen to one person.” To represent people, however, you
need to talk to them, solicit opinions, have them come to meetings,
and interact, all of which require some network connections. An
organization—whether it be a PTA, neighborhood association, or
other group—would have a very difficult time representing individ-
uals without having networks with them. Further, representation is
best demonstrated through acts of mobilization: if a group is able to
assemble large numbers to go to a meeting, sign a petition, or send
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letters, it demonstrates to officials and community members that
they do, in fact, represent a large group.

2. Pooling Resources

In addition to mobilizing others, social networks build bridges
between groups and individuals within a community who are
addressing the same issues. These links are critical because they
allow citizens to combine their time, money, and civic skills into a
collective effort. Most citizens (or citizen groups) do not possess
enough resources to tackle community issues or influence govern-
mental decisions by themselves. Accomplishing something in poli-
tics usually requires more than just an individual with a good idea
and a desire to see it come to fruition; it also requires coordinated
action and significant time and effort on the part of various politi-
cal actors. Thus, effective citizen participation requires that
resources be pooled.

The resources that are most commonly pooled are time and
knowledge. Most of the activities listed in Table 7.1 require time to
carry them out: it takes time to do research, attend meeting, write
letters, and so forth. These activities are most effective with a lot of
people (fifty people attending a public meeting is more effective
than five), and more people requires more time to organize.
Knowledge is another important shared resource. Many partici-
pants have knowledge of a particular aspect of an issue but need to
rely on others to provide additional information. Also, some partici-
pants have the means to disseminate knowledge (usually by being
part of an organization), whereas others have knowledge but do not
have the means to disseminate it. Sharing knowledge can help citi-
zens gain a fuller understanding of what is going on and also serve
to widely disseminate that knowledge.

Pooling resources makes them more valuable. In the aggregate,
citizens may have the resources needed to accomplish a political
task, but bringing those resources together may be necessary. A
coordinated effort that integrates resources from disparate parts of
the community will be more effective than if the resources were
used in isolation. Social networks aid in this coordination by help-
ing citizens identify what resources they need, who has those
resources, and how they can effectively combine their efforts. In
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other words, social networks facilitate the process by which citizens
pool their resources. In this way, social networks are a political
resource that enhances the effectiveness of other resources.

A good example of pooling resources was the antigang effort
led by Jose Miranda, discussed in Chapter 4. In his efforts to imple-
ment his antigang program, he brought together a diverse array of
people—from gang leaders to probation officers to city council
members to business leaders—to help him implement his plan.
Each brought a particular set of resources to the table. Individually,
none of these actors could really make an impact on gang activity,
but they all had some role to play in Miranda’s plan. Without the
capacity to bring together resources from a disparate set of groups
and organizations, he would not have been able to implement his
plans. Some groups and individuals were brought together without
the aid of social networks (e.g., the gangs themselves). For others,
Miranda’s social networks (he was an active member of the cham-
ber of commerce, the Democratic Party, and Latino rights organi-
zations) helped him identify others with political resources and
convince them to combine their efforts.

Another example was the effort to establish the artists’ village,
also discussed in Chapter 4. John Peters, the driving force behind
the movement, was able to create momentum by bringing in com-
munity groups who had some resources that they could contribute.
These groups included arts organizations that could foster activities
in the proposed village and neighborhood associations that could
offer their political support. The latter group was critical: arts
organizations did not have the political clout to make elected offi-
cials listen, because most of the organizations were not active in
electoral politics and did not command large voting blocs.
Neighborhood associations, however, did have this political pull,
and their support of the movement gave officials a reason to listen.
Once Peters got the neighborhood associations on board (prima-
rily through pitching the idea at their meetings and giving away
tickets to art shows), he was able to draw on their social networks
to bring in city officials. His ability to utilize the political resources
of neighborhood associations to complement the substantive
resources of arts organizations made for a powerful coalition, and
was a primary reason why the artists’ village was eventually sup-
ported by the City.
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3. Gathering Information

Citizens need information to participate effectively. Collecting
information on local issues, however, may be difficult, as officials
may not widely broadcast their activities and newspapers do not
extensively cover most community issues. Although citizens have
their own experiences to draw on, frequently they need to do
research to acquire additional information on what decisions are
being made, who is making them, and what activities are happen-
ing. Gathering this information is a critical part of political partici-
pation. Participants cannot simply come up with a plan and then
try to get the City or school district to implement it. They need to
know what is already being done on the issue, what likely reactions
will be within government, who might oppose it, and if there are
alternatives being considered. Knowing this information will lead
to more effective participation, as participants will have a clearer
idea of what they need to do to accomplish their political goals.

Social networks help citizens gather information by creating
lines of communication to other people in the community. Net-
works created through community groups are particularly valuable
as a conduit for information. Not only do they link citizens who
have mutually beneficial information, but the activities of the
groups themselves also serve as venues for information exchange.
Commlink (the umbrella organization for Santa Ana neighbor-
hood associations) is a good example of how networks formed
through organizations can be valuable to citizens. Commlink holds
monthly meetings where each neighborhood has an opportunity
to describe what they are doing. They also hold special meetings
on issues of concern to neighborhoods, and organize committees
and task forces. Most neighborhoods send representatives to
Commlink so that they can find out what is going on in the rest of
the city, and without the networks created by Commlink, neigh-
borhoods would have a more difficult time learning what other
neighborhoods are doing. Commlink is a resource for participants
to gather information, and can help them get the information they
need to participate.

One example of the importance of gathering information was the
effort to implement a new commercial vehicles code, described in
Chapter 4. Mike Belliard, a central proponent of the new ordinance,
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recruited some allies from other neighborhood associations, and
after some meetings and discussions, the city council instructed the
city attorney to draft an ordinance. The drafting of the ordinance
was a collaborative one, with the city attorney and other city offi-
cials discussing the details of the ordinance with Belliard and his
allies. The citizens who worked on this issue indicated that they had
many meetings and conversations with officials in the planning
stages. Meanwhile, Commlink held informational meetings where
the issue was discussed and invited city staff and elected officials to
attend. Commlink also has a committee on Neighborhood
Improvement and Code Enforcement (NICE) that stepped up its
efforts on this issue. All of this effort put the issue of commercial
vehicles, previously a nonissue, on the political map.

The battle over the commercial vehicles code highlights the
importance of social networks for gathering information. Belliard
used connections with other neighborhood associations, formed
through Commlink, to find allies, as well as to find out how this
issue affects other communities. He then used his networks with
city officials (both elected and nonelected) to find out the current
status of the City’s commercial vehicles code and why it was not
being enforced. Knowing that the old law was unenforceable was
important, because it shifted the fight away from getting the City
to beef up enforcement (the original tactic) to proposing a new
ordinance. Finally, Belliard used his networks with city officials to
find out how the ordinance was being written and to know what
amendments and changes the city council was planning to make.
Most of this information simply was not available to citizens who
did not have the contacts within the neighborhood associations
and the city government.

4. Disseminating Information to Citizens

Social networks can also be used to let others in the community
know about a group’s activities. Because the media does not cover
community activities extensively, citizens need to find alternative
means of letting others in the community learn about their activi-
ties. Dissemination of information serves many purposes, from
finding allies to increasing public support for a position to agenda
setting. Not all issues require that others in the community be
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aware of what is happening, but in many cases participants will find
it advantageous to widely broadcast their activities.

Social networks assist in disseminating information by providing
formal and informal channels of communication among groups and
individuals in a community, which is more than just letting informa-
tion travel by word of mouth; it involves providing information to
others by speaking at their meetings, calling citizens through phone
trees, and similar activities. Letting information travel by word of
mouth is passive, whereas disseminating information through social
networks is an activity that individuals and groups consciously
engage in. While social networks facilitate the spread of information
through gossip and casual conversation, they also can be used inten-
tionally to spread information for strategic purposes.

This dynamic can be seen in the attempt to block citywide rede-
velopment. Dave Orellana, a former redevelopment commissioner
and opponent of the plan, used his networks to disseminate infor-
mation about how it was going to negatively impact Santa Ana
neighborhoods. Below is his description of how he got the word out:

We went to neighborhood groups, various neighborhood 
associations. We went to, there were some Hispanic organizations.
We went and spoke to their folks and their members. Really made it
a campaign directly to people. One, we didn’t have the capacity or
the money to send out letters and stuff. But it was very much that
relying on referent authority. Somebody calling me or one of us
and saying, “Would you come to my house? I have some people
coming over.” And these were the folks in the neighborhoods, and
every neighborhood has them, where these are the people that the
neighbors call up and say, “I’m looking at my ballot [a letter the
city sent about the redevelopment plan]. What does this mean?”
These were the people who had the spheres of influence within
their own neighborhoods. So those were typically the ones to say,
“Hey, I’ve got a question on this. Can you? . . .” “Sure. I’d be
happy to come down and talk to you folks.”

Using networks to facilitate information flow allows for greater
citizen effectiveness. Spreading information through networks com-
pensates for not having the resources to send out letters or commu-
nicate through other means. Using social networks in lieu of mass
mailings, flyers, or advertisements to disseminate information can
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save participants time and money. If participants had the financial
means to disseminate information through other channels, social
networks would not be that valuable as a resource. But because
money is often lacking, networks may be the most effective means
to disseminate information, and thus an important resource.

5. Communicating with Officials

Up to this point, we have talked primarily about social networks
among citizens. Networks between citizens and officials are also an
important political resource. Many of the participants in this study
had relationships with officials. Frequently, these were formed
through belonging to the same organization (e.g., many city coun-
cil members belonged to neighborhood associations before they
were elected and have relationships with neighborhood leaders).
Also, some participants volunteer during elections or volunteer to
sit on advisory boards. Other ties are formed through past partici-
pation and civic activity, as citizens and officeholders may develop
relationships while working together on specific policy issues.

These connections provide participants with enhanced access to
officials. Of course, many local officials are accessible to citizens
absent of personal relationships, and social networks are not
required to communicate to officials. But they certainly help. A
neighborhood activist put it best when explaining why interper-
sonal relationships with city officials are important: “It gets me
entrée. It means I am generally able to speak directly to the person
I want to speak to instead of an intermediary, or an assistant, or a
representative, or press official, which I find very helpful.” Social
networks increase the probability that officials will return phone
calls and arrange for private meetings with citizens. They also
increase the likelihood that officials will communicate what they
know to citizens. As Table 7.1 demonstrates, communicating with
officials is a common participatory activity, and social networks can
facilitate this communication.

A few examples illustrate this dynamic. Late one night, during
a public meeting, the school board asked staff to look into increas-
ing the number of children enrolled in Greenville Intermediate
school. The next day, a staff member called the PTA president at
Greenville and described what had transpired. Because the request
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was made late at night (after 11 p.m.), few parents at Greenville
knew about it. The PTA president then quickly spread the word
and organized vocal opposition to the proposal. The school board,
at their next meeting, decided not to take up the issue. Here, we
have an example where school staff initiated contact with a citizen
participant to inform them of the activities of the school board,
based on a previous relationship they had with that individual (the
PTA president in the past had supported staff on other issues).
Thus, through the relationship that the PTA president had with
school officials, he was able to acquire information about an issue
of concern, leading to more effective participation.

The space-saver school battle provides another example. In this
case, the school district and proponents of the school worked
closely together to generate support. The access that supporters
had to the school district was critical in letting them know what
activities they needed to do and kept them abreast of the latest
developments. On the other side, opponents used their relation-
ships with two school board members opposed to the school to
get information that they could use in their arguments against the
proposal, and information on the latest actions taken by district
staff and supporters. These links to officials—both elected and
nonelected—and the access that it afforded them made both sides
more effective participants.

Summary

Social networks are a political resource because they help citizens
accomplish political tasks, such as gathering information, mobiliz-
ing citizens, and communicating with officials. This does not mean,
however, that citizens will necessarily be more effective at influenc-
ing local policy: Just because citizens are able to mobilize more citi-
zens or pool their resources does not mean that this activity will be
effective. Thus, we need to make a distinction between citizens’
capacity to participate, which is enhanced by social networks, and
citizens’ effectiveness at influencing policy. Figure 9.1 graphically
represents this distinction.

When citizens participate, they engage in a variety of political
activities—those listed in Table 7.4 and represented by the leftmost
box on Figure 9.1. The reason they engage in these activities is to
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accomplish certain political goals. For example, they may circulate
a petition to demonstrate support for a proposal to officials or they
may organize a protest to demonstrate opposition. By accomplish-
ing these political goals, participants hope to have some influence
on policy outcomes, but two factors could block this hope: mis-
calculation on the part of citizens and officials who choose to
ignore the opinions of their constituents. Social networks may be
able to facilitate citizen participatory activities, and thus make it
more likely that citizens will accomplish their political goals, but
it does not necessarily lead to greater effectiveness or impact on
policy outcomes. With the assistance of social networks, citizens
are able to mobilize more citizens, gather more resources, or dis-
seminate information more efficiently and effectively. This might
lead to more influence over local policy, as is hoped by citizens, or
it may have no effect. Either way, when considering the implica-
tions of social networks we need to keep in mind that while social
networks are an important resource, having and using them does
not necessarily mean citizens will have greater influence over pub-
lic policy decisions.

Citizen Participation: Local and National

I would like to begin my discussion of the difference between local
citizen participation and its national counterpart with a premise:
Citizens are able to engage in most of the same participatory activ-
ities nationally as they do locally, but more resources are needed to
leverage those activities to accomplish political goals. Citizens can
engage in the activities listed on table 7.4 on any level of govern-
ment. For example, they can contact both national and local offi-
cials, and they can circulate petitions on a federal issue just as well
as on a local issue. Although some activities may require additional
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resources on a national level (e.g., attending a public meeting in
Washington, D.C. may require travel costs), many do not: for
example, citizens can call their local member of Congress as easily
as calling their mayor. Size does not necessarily make activities
more costly or more difficult. It does, however, influence the abil-
ity of participants to accomplish their political goals. In larger gov-
ernments, participants need more resources to accomplish goals
such as demonstrating popular support for a proposal or applying
electoral pressure on officials. Participants need to mobilize more
citizens, gather more petition signatures, or prompt more people
to call an elected official’s office in order to have the desired effect.
In larger governments, accomplishing the same goals requires
greater amounts of time, money, and effort.

In larger governments, however, citizens have more resources
to draw upon. When trying to influence national policy, organiza-
tions can recruit participants and solicit funds from throughout the
country; when operating on the local level, the options for acquir-
ing resources will likely be geographically constrained. In other
words, the resources available to citizen participants increase along
with government size. Citizens may need more resources when
dealing with national issues, but they may have more resources.
Thus, the greater resources needed to participate nationally does
not mean that citizens will be less effective when trying to influence
national issues nor does it support the contention that citizens are
less able to engage in national policy making.

The greater resources needed on the national level do not nec-
essarily act as a barrier to accomplishing their political goals, but
they alter the process by which those goals are attained. In Santa
Ana, participants drew on their social networks to accomplish politi-
cal goals, using them to mobilize others, to pool resources with
other participants, and to disseminate and collect information.
Through these methods, participants organized specific participa-
tory activities into general strategies. Participants in Santa Ana did
not just go to meetings and contact officials; they also formulated
and enacted strategies for leveraging these activities to attain their
political goals.

On the national level, however, the process by which citizens’
participatory activities are translated into political goals is done
through interest groups. Because more resources are needed on the
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national level, they need to be assembled and utilized through for-
mal organizations rather than through the more informal means of
social networks. For example, take the process of mobilizing a large
group to contact an elected official in an effort to demonstrate
opposition to a policy proposal. Locally, this effort can be accom-
plished through participants’ social networks. As we saw in Santa
Ana, participants recruited others by relying on their personal net-
works, which might be enough to demonstrate opposition in the
community. On a national level, to recruit enough people to make
an impact requires more than just the handful of people that can
be contacted through social networks: interest groups would need
to engage in a direct mail campaign or other such device in order to
accomplish this goal. Interest groups still rely on social networks,
but they do not use them to accomplish the types of political goals
that were described above; the necessities dictated by the extent of
resources needed to accomplish these goals prevents them from
relying on social networks and instead focus on more impersonal
and formal means.

The result is the central difference between local and national
citizen participation. On the local level, citizens engage in both par-
ticipatory activities and political strategies; on the national level, citi-
zens still engage in activities, but the strategic function of using
these activities to accomplish political goals is relegated to interest
groups. This situation exists because nationally, citizens do not have
the resources to perform the latter function, whereas on the local
level their social networks and other resources provide the means by
which they can accomplish their political goals. Locally, citizens are
activists, strategists, and organizers, who engage in a host of politi-
cal activities to support political strategies that they have formulated
and organizational efforts they have undertaken. Nationally, citi-
zens are just activists. They attend meetings, contact officials, and
circulate petitions, but do not partake in the development of strat-
egy nor organize participatory activity to obtain political goals.

Nationally, lobbyists or interest group staff performed the
strategic and organizing functions. A comparison between the use
of social networks by citizens and lobbyists may illuminate the lim-
ited participatory role that citizens have on the national level.
Lobbyists form social networks with elected officials, agency staff,
and other interest parties, which have alternatively been called iron
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triangles, issue networks, and a host of other names (for an
overview, see Berry [1997]). These networks, the literature sug-
gests, greatly enhances lobbyists’ capacity by easing the information
flow between officials and lobbyists, allowing lobbyists to know
when actions are taking place and giving them an opportunity to
have their voice heard. It also allows lobbyists to pool their
resources with sympathetic legislators, agency officials or others to
form effective coalitions. Lobbyists are able to form these networks
because they have the time and money to spend on developing
them. Campaign contributions help gain access to officials, while
full-time lobbyists can spend their entire day talking to other par-
ticipants and collecting information about policies of interest.

Citizens’ activities on the local level are very similar to the activi-
ties lobbyists engage in nationally. One study of lobbyist behavior
(Schlozman and Tierney 1986, 150–51) found that the two most
common activities were testifying at hearings and contacting gov-
ernment officials, analogous to the two activities, attending public
meetings and talking to officials, which were most common among
participants in Santa Ana. Nationally, however, citizens are unable
to move beyond the tactical level of engaging in activities because
they lack the resources needed to form the politically valuable social
networks that lobbyists rely on. Lobbyists, on the other hand, are
able to create these networks because they can invest larger
amounts of time and money into the effort. Even though the spe-
cific activities that lobbyists perform nationally are the same ones
that citizens engage in locally, citizens lack the resources that would
enable them to move beyond the tactical level and organize partici-
patory activity into strategies for accomplishing political goals.

In sum, citizen participation on the local and national levels
shares some commonalities. The specific activities that citizens
engage in are the same: they attend meetings, contact elected offi-
cials, circulate petitions, and many others. On a tactical level, par-
ticipation is not all that different. The difference lies in the process
by which all of this activity is organized into a coherent participa-
tory strategy. On the local level, citizens, relying in part on their
social networks, formulate political goals and organize their activ-
ity to accomplish them. On a national level, interest groups mainly
perform these activities, limiting citizens’ role as strategists and
organizers. This result is due to size: as governments get larger
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and the amount of resources needed increases, the manner in which
participation is coordinated and organized becomes more imper-
sonal. The goals pursued may be the same (mobilizing citizens, dis-
seminating information, etc.), but on a national level citizens have
less of a role to play.

These differences lead to a different type of citizen engagement
with the policy-making process. Citizens are unable to engage the
policy-making process on a national level as lobbyists because they
lack the resources to do so. Instead, they will most likely play the
role of ideologues, pawns, or perhaps watchdogs. The ability to use
social networks as a political resource on the local level opens up
the possibility of citizens acting as lobbyists, which they readily take
advantage of. This analysis of the use of social networks by partici-
pants illustrates how they are able to fill the role of citizen lobby-
ists. They can perform this role because they can use their social
networks as a political resource to accomplish their political goals.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I argue that social networks are a political resource
that facilitate citizen participation in local politics. Networks can be
used to help citizen attain political goals such as mobilizing other
citizens, gathering and disseminating information, pooling
resources, and communicating with officials. The presence of social
networks and the limited resources needed to participate in local
politics allowed citizens in Santa Ana to do more than just engage
in isolated political activities. Using their social networks they
engaged in a process by which they fashioned a strategy for accom-
plishing their political goals and organized their participation into
a coherent whole. This process is analogous to the functions that
lobbyists perform on the national level, providing further evidence
to support the citizens-as-lobbyist model as the best representation
of how citizens engage the local policy-making process.
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PART IV

Conclusion





The Practice of 
Local Democracy

The central goal of this book is to explore how citizens
engage the local policy-making process: what is the manner in
which citizens attempt to influence local policy? In Santa Ana, cit-
izens attempted to influence policy in the same way as lobbyists:
they identify political goals, develop strategies, and engage in a
variety of political activities to accomplish their goals. They did not
approach the policy-making process as either community problem
solvers or ideologues, preferring instead to identify specific issues of
direct concern to them. They also were not just pawns of some
interest group or elected official; although connected to these
groups, they acted independently in terms of defining their agen-
das and pursuing political goals.

To support the claim that the citizens-as-lobbyists model is the
most accurate reflection of how citizens engaged policy making in
Santa Ana, I explore the issues in which they participated and how
they attempted to influence policy decisions. These are the two
basic features of citizen engagement with the policy-making
process: the patterns of participation across policies and the form of
citizen activity in attempting to influence those policies.

Part II examines what issues citizen lobbyists tried to influence
and why. I argue that participation patterns are derivative of the
opportunities to participate, the relationship of the policy to values
held by participants, and the characteristics of policies themselves.
Two policy characteristics in particular—directness and clarity of
policy impact—best explain which policies generate citizen partici-
pation: citizens are more likely to try to influence those policies
that have a direct and clear impact on their lives. Policy impact,
rather than a general sense of issue salience, is what drives partici-
pation because citizens use it to understand costs and benefits of a
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policy and whether the policy is important enough to spend the
time and effort to try to influence.

The presence of policy entrepreneurs also influenced participa-
tion patterns. Entrepreneurs, by framing an issue, developing a
policy solution, and formulating a strategy to achieve their objec-
tive, create and structure opportunities to participate, which pro-
vides an incentive for citizens to participate. Local newspapers,
however, had minimal impact on the behavior of participants
because the coverage was too late and did not provide the infor-
mation citizens needed to participate. Further, active citizens had
other sources of information (primarily social networks and per-
sonal experience) that reduced their dependence on newspapers
for information. Finally, policies relevant to the urban visions
debate were more likely to generate participation, much of which
was geared toward promoting a vision of the “good city.” The
urban visions debate was a central social conflict in Santa Ana, but
other cities may have different conflicts that influence participation
patterns. The general point here is that participation patterns are
influenced by social conflicts, which can prompt citizens to partici-
pate on related policies.

As for how citizens participate, they took a multifaceted
approach to lobbying local government. Citizens did not stress
traditional pressure tactics, such as petitions, protests, and letter-
writing campaigns, preferring to utilize other avenues of participa-
tion. As far as formal ways to participate, citizens made good use of
public meetings, which was the most common activity among par-
ticipants. Speaking at city council and school board meetings
allowed participants to accomplish a host of political goals, such as
providing information to officials, criticizing officials, and agenda
setting. The many functions that speaking at public meetings serve,
along with its relative ease, accounts for why it is was so common.

Informal communication, among participants as well as
between participants and officials, also played a crucial role. Con-
tacts between participants and officials (both elected and non-
elected) were frequent, despite some complaints that officials were
not accessible. Participants also utilized their many organizational
affiliations to communicate with other active citizens. These social
networks were a valuable resource because they helped participants
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accomplish their political goals. Without social networks, citizens
would have had fewer opportunities to participate and encoun-
tered more difficulty in taking advantage of the opportunities that
were open to them. Another important aspect of participatory
activity on the local level is that citizens have the opportunity to
strategize and not just engage in isolated activities. Participants did
not just speak at a meeting or add their name to a petition; they
were also members of groups that developed strategies for accom-
plishing political goals. This fact distinguishes local political partici-
pation from much participation on the national level, where
citizens partake in efforts coordinated by existing organization in
which they have no direct input. Rather than just following orders,
participants performed the functions that lobbyists perform on the
national level: they formulated a strategy and engaged in specific
activities to carry out that strategy. To do so, participants relied
heavily on their social networks for information and coordination
with others active in local politics was a primary means of engag-
ing in political activity.

The patterns and forms of citizen participation in Santa Ana
support the citizens-as-lobbyists model described in Chapter 1.
Citizens identified issues that were highly salient based on the
impact on their daily lives, and lobbied government to influence
those issues. The types of issues they pursued and the activities they
engaged in were similar to the activities of lobbyists. They engaged
the policy process in the same way as lobbyists, with a set of politi-
cal goals on specific issues of concern. The motivation may have
been different (lobbyists get paid to accomplish their goals,
whereas citizens pursue issues of importance to them), but the
form and pattern of their participation were the same.

Citizen Lobbyists:An Assessment

The ultimate goal of studying citizen participation is to assess its
impact on politics and to determine whether it enhances demo-
cratic practices in the American political system. To conclude, I
examine the benefits and drawbacks of citizen efforts to lobby local
government: What benefits are derived from this form of participa-
tion and what are its limitations?
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The Benefits of Citizen Lobbying Activity

Given citizen lobbyists’ immersion in political strategizing, mobi-
lization activity, and the extensive communication between them-
selves and officials, their political activity serves as a means through
which they can learn about the political process. Unlike some of the
other ways citizens could potentially engage the policy process,
when they do so as lobbyists they place themselves in a position
where they can learn about the workings of government. Because
they are doing more than just partaking in isolated acts of partici-
pation, citizens are able to see how the policy-making process
works. For example, one participant made this comment after
explaining her efforts to improve a neighborhood park:

For a playground, imagine, it’s about $300,000, and half of it is
because of the new disabled requirements and regulations that they
have to have in the flooring for safety. It’s mind boggling. In fact, I
can’t even tell you the things that I have to sit through in the 
committee, that we had to choose, because of all the legislations
that have been put in, and that we have to learn what kind of 
materials that are needed in the playground. You know, when you
are sitting there, you’re just thinking I want this and this, but by
law, you have to do this and this. And the city only has so much
money for so many things, and they run out. . . . They [the City’s
Parks and Recreation Department] told us, well, you know, we only
have so much [money], and it will be two or three years before we
can do this, or because we have a shortage because of the Orange
County bankruptcy. You know, there is so much that people don’t
realize from the bankruptcy that’s taken away from so many things.
And I had no idea. You certainly do learn a lot about where our
monies come to do some of these projects.

This learning process results from citizens developing political goals
and pursuing them through the activities discussed in Chapter 7.
Particularly important for this process is the informal communica-
tion between participants and officials, as well as the communication
among participants, both of which are a means through which citi-
zens learned about politics and policy making. Engaging in politi-
cal activity does not necessarily foster a learning experience. For
example, a citizen who attended a public hearing might not learn
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anything about policy making; the simple act of attending a hear-
ing, joining a protest, or signing a petition does not expose citi-
zens to much political information. But citizen lobbyists do more
than partake in isolated political acts. They move a step beyond
that and work with others to develop political strategies to accom-
plish their goals. It is this activity, where citizens are communicat-
ing with others and exchanging information, that provides a real
opportunity for citizens to develop their understanding of how the
political system works.

Engaging in participatory activities can also enhance civic skills.
Speaking at a public meeting, organizing a neighborhood event, or
doing many of the other common activities all provide citizens an
opportunity to increase skills that are valuable in pursuing their
political goals. Most forms of engagement with the policy-making
process will provide opportunities for citizens to develop their politi-
cal skills. So community problem solvers, watchdogs, or even pawns
of interest groups will have opportunities to develop civic skills.
However, the manner in which citizens engage policy making will
influence which civic skills are developed. For citizen lobbyists, net-
working, organizing, and public speaking skills are the ones that are
most likely to be enhanced.

In addition to helping citizens learn about politics and develop
civic skills, engaging the policy-making process can also augment
social capital. Putnam (2000) suggests that when people are
embedded in social networks and interact with others, their trust of
others will increase and norms of reciprocity will develop. Although
we do not have the data to conclusively demonstrate that social
capital was enhanced due to citizen lobbying efforts, we can at least
say that the manner in which citizens participated made this out-
come very likely. We saw in the previous chapter that citizens use
social networks as a political resource, and much of their political
activity involved working with other citizens or with officials to
accomplish their goals. Further, in Chapter 7 we saw that partici-
pants frequently work within community groups (such as neigh-
borhood associations) in their participatory efforts. If social capital
theorists are correct, this activity should result in an increase in the
stock of social capital. Because they used social networks exten-
sively and worked within community groups, participants should
develop a greater sense of trust of their fellow citizens and feel
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more attached to their community. Citizen lobbyists participated in
the types of activities that social capital theorists predict will
enhance social capital. Most forms of engagement with the policy-
making process will likely have salutary effects on social capital, but
the citizen lobbyist role (along with community problem solvers) is
particularly beneficial because of the extensive use of social net-
works and activity within community groups.

The fourth benefit of citizen lobbying efforts is that it provides
an additional outlet through which citizens can have their voice
heard. Citizens have many opportunities to express their policy
preferences, such as through elections or public opinion polls.
Engaging the policy making process directly is an alternative
way. There are downsides to this method, particularly in terms of
participation bias. Participants are frequently not representative
of the public at large, and their policy views may not be shared by
the wider public. Citizen lobbying may distort policy outcomes in
favor of a minority rather than making policy more congruent with
public wishes. Thus, there may not be any benefit to the policy-
making process itself. However, there are benefits to citizen lobby-
ists. Even if participation results in biased policy outcomes, it still
provides citizens with an additional means of expressing opinions
and policy preferences. They are not always successful in accom-
plishing their political goals, but engagement with the policy-
making process provides an outlet where they can attempt to
influence public policy.

The Limits of Citizen Lobbying

Citizen lobbying efforts can benefit participants, but they have less
value for the policy-making process itself. The activities of citizen
lobbyists did not increase the problem-solving capacity of local
governments, the reason for which has less to do with participants’
activities and more to do with the types of issues that citizens
choose to influence.

A basic fact of citizen participation is that citizens need to spe-
cialize. Wildavsky (1979, 256–7) perhaps explained it best with his
story of “Mr. and Mrs. Model Citizen” who, rather than specializ-
ing in one or two issues, attempt to participate on all issues. One
night they focus on public safety, the next night air pollution, the
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third mental health, and so forth. Yet the demands of keeping up
with everything take a toll on their private lives. Mr. Model Citizen
loses his job because of missing work to attend public meetings,
and their children, for whom they have little time given their exten-
sive civic activities, choose the path of criminal behavior, landing
both of them in jail. “To sacrifice private life on the altar of citizen
participation seems excessive,” comments Wildavsky (1979, 257),
and he concludes that having citizens specialize in one or two issues
is both necessary and desirable. He suggests that citizens read
broadly about current events and participate in those that are of
most interest to them.

When citizens decide to participate, what policies do they
attempt to influence? The process by which citizens choose their
specialties is different than Wildavsky’s suggestion that citizens sim-
ply pick an issue that interests them. Citizens’ participatory deci-
sions involve an assessment of issue salience, which is heavily
influenced by the directness and clarity of a policy’s impact.
Citizens’ decisions as to how to specialize is not just a matter of act-
ing on those issues one finds “important,” but rather involves a
process by which importance is defined and the feasibility of action
is assessed. In general, participants defined “important issues” as
ones that had direct and clear impact on their everyday lives.

The manner in which citizens decided how to specialize led to
a participation pattern featuring extensive activity on neighbor-
hood issues rather than issues with a citywide impact. As we saw in
Chapter 3, land use and transportation issues were commonly the
focus of lobbying efforts, with less activity on issues such as the city
budget. The issues that generated participation were usually nar-
rowly defined and focused on specific governmental decisions, which
is largely a function of the influence of directness and clarity on par-
ticipatory choices. Policies with a direct and clear impact are typically
narrowly defined neighborhood issues. Because citizen lobbyists
gravitated toward specializing in issues that had a direct and clear
impact, most of the policies that generated participation in Santa Ana
were of this type rather than issues with a broader, citywide impact.

The manner in which citizens specialized and the issues they
chose to influence limited the benefits of their participation for
the policy-making process. Specifically, because citizen lobbyists
generally focused on narrow neighborhood issues, they did not
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contribute to the problem-solving capacity of local government.
When officials try to address difficult policy problems, they some-
times need the additional resources that citizens can bring in order
to formulate effective policy. One of the benefits of participation
often cited by scholars is its ability to bring additional resources to
the policy-making process (Weeks 2000; Fischer 1993; Durning
1993). Some of the common resources that citizens can provide
include information about the nature of the problem, ideas for
addressing the problem, and how the community would respond
to the implementation of specific solutions. For many issues, offi-
cials need to know the information that citizens have to fully
understand the problem and develop innovative solutions. In this
way, citizen participation can increase the problem-solving capacity
of local governments: When citizens participate, local governments
are better able to address policy issues because officials have addi-
tional resources at their disposal.

On many of the issues citizens attempted to influence, however,
government did not need the resources citizens could bring to the
process. The issues they chose to influence typically were neither
complex nor complicated, and elected officials could easily deal with
them without citizen assistance. Although citizen lobbyists brought
some information to the policy-making process, for the most part,
officials had the information they needed to address the issues at
hand. If we think about the issues that generated the most partici-
pation in Santa Ana—neighborhood traffic plans, the space-saver
school, and other land use and transportation issues—the only real
information that citizens provided to officials concerned the amount
of support and/or opposition to the proposed course of action.
Because these issues were relatively clear and not that complicated,
officials did not need additional information from citizens.

Thus, the way that citizens specialized limited their ability to
enhance government’s problem-solving capacity. Citizens could
engage the policy-making process in a way that would bring addi-
tional resources to the table. In particular, they could perform the
role of collaborative problem solvers, addressing difficult and com-
plex issues facing the community. With this approach to policy
making, citizens would be in a better position to contribute to gov-
ernmental problem-solving capacity. As citizen lobbyists, they did
not focus on issues where this potential was fully realized.
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This description of the limited value of citizen lobbying efforts
for enhancing governmental problem-solving capacity is not meant
as a criticism of either the participants or this form of political
activity. Rather, it is meant to clarify the role and function that it
performs. Citizen lobbying efforts served important functions
within the local governmental system by providing a venue where
citizens could learn about politics, develop civic skills, build social
capital, and have their voice heard on issues of importance to them.
However, its value was limited by the types of issues citizens
attempted to influence. Understanding this dynamic can help us
develop realistic expectations for this form of political activity.
Providing citizens the opportunity to participate in the policy-
making process is necessary because of the benefits that accrue to
participants. But if we desire to increase local government’s problem-
solving capacity through participation, we need to develop alter-
native means to do so. The literature is replete with proposals to
accomplish this goal through institutions such as deliberative
forums, citizens juries, and electronic town hall meetings. The mer-
its of these proposals are beyond the scope of this book. The point
here is that if we desire to enhance government’s problem-solving
capacity, we need to look beyond the traditional means of citizen
engagement with the policy-making process described here.

In sum, this book explores the manner in which citizens engage
the policy-making process. I argue that the best way to character-
ize citizens’ role is that of a lobbyist. Citizens participate in policy
making in the same manner as lobbyists: defining an agenda,
developing political goals, and partaking in a variety of activities to
accomplish their objectives. They sometimes play other roles, such
as community problem solvers or ideologues; however, the domi-
nant mode of engagement is that of citizen lobbyist. There are
benefits and limits to this form of participation, and we should be
careful to put it in proper perspective. Engagement with the policy-
making process is one way citizens can get politically involved, but
there are others that have their own set of benefits and drawbacks.
If we desire to enhance local democracy, we need to understand
what functions different forms of participation can perform, so
that we can develop ways to accomplish the democratic goals we
seek to achieve.
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Appendix
Policies Discussed by 
Interview Respondents

Policy Policy area Mentions

Anti-gang activities Public safety 1
Antitobacco programs Other—city 1
Artesia-Pilar playground improvements Parks and rec. 1
Arts budget in schools Arts programs 1
Arts movement Arts programs 3
Bilingual education School instruction 2
Broadway P-BID Economic dev. 1
Busing kids to Greenville Other—school district 1
Centerline (light rail) Transportation 6
City jail/utility tax Public safety 2
Citywide redevelopment Economic dev. 2
Code enforcement Code enforcement 2
Commercial vehicles code Code enforcement 3
Condemnation of apartment complex

at 2828 N. Bristol Land use 1
Construction of Centennial Park School New schools 1
Creation of Historic Resources Commission Historic preservation 1
Delhi Park Improvements Parks and rec. 2
Density standards Housing/overcrowding 1
Eldridge Park improvements Parks and rec. 1
Empowerment Zone Economic dev. 4
Extended school year School instruction 1
Fiesta Patrias (request for city support) Other—city 1
Floral Park traffic plan Transportation 2
French Park historical district Historical preservation 1
French Park traffic plan Transportation 3
Fundamental schools School instruction 1
Graffiti removal Other—city 1
Greenville after-school tutoring School instruction 1
Hiring of new school superintendent Personnel 1
Housing issues Housing/overcrowding 1
Howe-Waffle House preservation Historical preservation 2
Infrastructure improvements Transportation 1
Inoperable vehicles Code enforcement 1



Policy Policy area Mentions

Library book budget Parks and rec. 1
Logan neighborhood rezoning Land use 1
MacArthur Place mitigation Land use 2
Main Street pawn shop Land use 1
McFadden School stoplight Public safety 1
Measure C Measure C 11
Minnie Street revitalization/safety Economic dev. 1
Morrison Park playground improvements Parks and rec. 1
Northgate Market, French Park Land use 1
Office tower at One Broadway Plaza Land use 2
Opposition to the level of compensation

for the city manager Personnel 1
Overcrowding Housing/overcrowding 3
Permit parking Transportation 1
Police patrols on Fourth Street Public safety 1
Police shooting of Jose Campos Public safety 1
Proposal for a new city library Parks and rec. 1
Proposed new school on Farmers Drive New schools 4
Proposed Sports Arena at Eddie West

Field (Westdome) Land use 1
Pushcart regulations Business regulation 2
Rancho Santiago College swap meet Land use 1
Redistricting Other—city 1
Refuse collection contract Other—city 1
Santa Anita Park improvements Parks and rec. 1
School uniforms Other—school district 1
Shelley’s liquor license Business regulation 2
Space-saver school New schools 7
Special education School instruction 2
Summer stock Arts programs 1
Taft School traffic mitigation Transportation 2
Various police issues Public safety 1
Veterans drug rehabilitation center at

921 N. Bewley Land use 1
Washington Square traffic plan Transportation 2
Wilshire Square lights Other—city 1
Wilshire Square traffic plan Transportation 4
Wilshire Square trees Other—city 1
Wilshire Square vacant lot reuse (garden) Other—city 1

Total 121
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Notes

Chapter One

1. A fifty-sixth respondent asked to do the interview over e-mail. He filled
out a questionnaire, but the answers were so short (usually only a few words)
that they were not very valuable. The only answers that were used were from
Part I, which did not require extensive descriptions.

2. I did not collect extensive demographic information on respondents,
although there were some obvious biases. In a city where the majority of res-
idents are renters, almost all of the respondents were homeowners. Also,
Hispanics were underrepresented among respondents.

3. The city council generally reported letters received, while the school
district did not report any letters.

Chapter Two

1. According to Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995), this was the first
time that a survey asked this follow-up question.

2. For example, take a community that has a problem with underper-
forming schools. Typically, in this situation, citizens will lobby government to
take action, such as spending more money or reforming the curriculum. From
a public acting perspective, citizens would deliberate over what they could do
themselves to address the problem, and then act accordingly by, for instance,
volunteering at the schools or organizing after-school programs.

3. Ferman (1996) adds that the institutional structure of a city also influ-
ences the receptiveness of regimes to citizen participation.

Chapter Three

1. This sentiment was expressed often during participant interviews.
2. For ease of presentation, some similar decisions were combined into

one entry if the decisions were on the same topic and made within a few weeks
of each other. This accounts for the slight discrepancy between Tables 3.3 and
3.4 in number of policies with over thirty speakers.

3. Measure C was included even though it is an election issue, because it
constitutes an attempt to influence a specific local policy.

4. The exception here is bilingual education, mentioned by a few respon-
dents and categorized under school instruction.



5. The list of tools is based on Salamon’s (2002, 21) list of common tools,
modified to accommodate the local context of this study.

6. Redevelopment policy can have direct impact if council decisions per-
tain to the condemnation of specific properties.

7. Supporters made lists of improvements that the bond money was going
to be used for to make the impacts even clearer. Opponents generally argued
that the school board was too corrupt to handle the money wisely and that
money could be found elsewhere for the needed repairs.

8. The perception of participants here is more important than the reality
of policy impact. Because we are discussing why citizens participate on some
issues and not others, the perceptions of participants is what matters.

9. A supporter of the traffic plan argued that the traffic negatively affected
the value of her home, although any impact it had was minor.

Chapter Four

1. Most of the analysis is based on interviews with entrepreneurs them-
selves. Additional information came from other interview respondents and
newspaper accounts.

2. All names of participants are pseudonyms.
3. This is the “Main Street pawn shop” issue listed in Table 3.4.
4. The types of activities that Mathews (1999) calls “public acting” and

Boyte and Kari (1996) call “public work.”
5. For more on the impact of immigration in Santa Ana, see Harwood

and Myers (2002).
6. The proliferation of commercial vehicles on residential streets was not

a result of overcrowding per se, but rather of the fact that many of Santa Ana’s
neighborhoods are populated by working-class citizens who drive these vehi-
cles for a living and park them at home when they are not working. That said,
code enforcement generally was an issue because of overcrowding, and the
only reason that commercial vehicles became an issue is because neighborhood
leaders were trying to find ways to reduce visual blight.

7. The citywide redevelopment plan is discussed in Chapter 8.

Chapter Five

1. These arguments are similar to those outlined by Conway (2000).
2. These are rough figures, as the database searches may not have turned

up every article that was relevant to Santa Ana politics.
3. The electronic database for La Opinion does not go back further than

1992.
4. For city ordinances, the first reading was used as the decision date

because second readings are typically pro forma.
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5. The school district does not have a standing committee system similar
to the city’s.

6. “The Art of Revitalization.” Orange County Register, August 20, 1998, A1.
7. There was one respondent who mentioned that she served on a pedes-

trian safety ad hoc committee created by the City, but she did not list pedestrian
safety as one of the issues she spent the most time and effort on.

8. For example, the 1993 city council decision on the Floral Park traffic
plan had thirty-five speakers and over four hundred letters to the council, but
had only three newspaper articles.

9. Both the Los Angeles Times–Orange County Edition and the Orange
County Register cover local politics in over thirty cities.

Chapter Six

1. City-as-suburb proponents also supported the artists’ village, although
their support, at times, wavered. For example, many complained about a coffee-
house that featured live music and “Graffiti art,” arguing that it was disruptive
to the surrounding neighborhoods. The City eventually took steps to amelio-
rate the situation, much to the chagrin of cosmopolitans, who saw the coffee-
house as a place where youth could express themselves artistically.

2. For example, at one point there was a controversy over what some per-
ceived as pornographic art being displayed in the artists’ village.

3. See Harwood and Myers (2002) for more on Santa Ana’s efforts in this
regard.

4. The supermarket was eventually built, although slightly smaller to
accommodate the adjacent neighborhood.

5. Whether, in fact, the city was giving preferential treatment to Shelley’s
is questionable. No Hispanic-owned Fourth Street restaurants applied for sim-
ilar licenses because they were under the impression that they would be
denied. Where this impression came from is uncertain. Shelley’s opponents
claim that it was a logical conclusion given past actions of the City, but sup-
porters contend that if Hispanic-owned restaurants had applied for licenses,
they would have received similar treatment.

Chapter Seven

1. The question asked whether they engaged in the activity “once,”
“more than once,” or “never.” Because the “once” response was not common,
it was combined with the “more than once” category into a simple “yes”
response.

2. Many respondents had a broad conception of “protest” to include not
just street protests but also attending public meetings en masse and other
activities where a large group assembled to oppose a governmental action.
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3. The unit of analysis is the 121 policies identified by respondents. Thus,
the way to read Table 7.4 is that for each activity listed, there are X number of
policies for which a respondent mentioned that they engaged in that activity.
For example, for 61 out of the 121 policies, a respondent mentioned he or she
attended or spoke at a public meeting.

4. Whether a respondent talked face to face with an official or wrote a let-
ter was more a matter of personal preference than a tactical choice.

5. Especially common were complaints that officials who disagreed with
the respondent were not accessible.

6. Networking with officials, however, was not included in this category
(it was categorized under “contacting”).

7. The types of organizing needed to get out the vote is a little different
than for influencing local policy through nonelectoral means. The Measure C
campaign involved greater efforts to disseminate arguments for and against
the measure, leading to greater use of the media and neighborhood canvass-
ing. But the fundamentals of the organizing campaign—drawing on existing
relationships to gather support—were the same.

Chapter Eight

1. I do not know the TV ratings for city council meetings, but I imagine
very few people watch them. At the same time, those who do watch are most
likely to be those who are politically active, which explains the significant reac-
tion to this meeting.

2. This observation is based on the comments of opponents who were
interviewed for this study.

3. Citywide redevelopment had its supporters, but they did not show up
at the public meeting because they assumed that the proposal would pass with-
out much fanfare or controversy.

Chapter Nine

1. For examples, see Morris (1984) and Warren (2001).
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